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Abstract

It is well known that the diference between Dirac and reduced quantization

of gauge theories can be understood in terms of factor ordering ambiguities. The

presence of symmetries (such as Poincaré invariance), which must be represented

in the quantum theory without van Hove anomalies, leads to restrictions on

the possible factor orderings. We consider scalar electrodynamics: its reduced

field space is curved, rvhich amplifies the van Hove obstructions and obscures

the correct factor ordering of the Poincaré generators. In Dirac quantization

on the other hand, the initial field space on which the quantum operators are

defined is flat, and we show that the natural factor ordering automatically realizes

the Poinc¿ré algebra on physical states. We generalize this result to a broader

class of observables and gauge theories, and apply Kaluza-Klein-like geometrical

methods to determine what, if anyt,hing, makes the Dirac factor ordering special.

Unlike reduced quantization, we discover remarkable similarities between Dirac

quantization (on the physical state space) and other curved-space quantization

schemes. Nevertheless, the Dirac factor ordering retains some dependence on the

gauge structure of the theory-it could not have been guessed working strictly

within ihe classical reduced theory. This sheds new light on the Dirac versus

reduced quantization debate, as well as curved-space quantization in general.
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Fart I
Introductíon
There are two central topics in our discussions: The frrst is van Hove anoma-

Iies in curved-space quantization, and the second is the Dirac versus reduced

quantization factor ordering ambiguity in gauge theories. Note that a curved

configuration space can arise when dealing with curved spacetime, but also in a

gauge theory, the latter being of interest here. We introduce these topics in turn,

and then describe how they fit into the main purpose of the thesis.

Dirac's [1] idea of quaniization of a classical system is to find ¿ representa-

tion of the Poisson algebra of classical observables by operators acting on some

Hilbert space, ?1. Physical predictions are extracted by using the inner prod-

uct on'11, with respect to which operators should be self-adjoint. To be more

precise, consider a 2n-dimensional phase space 7, with canonical coo¡dinates

Q",po, a = | ,,.n. Besides the usual linearity conditions, the quantization map

from classical observables /,g,.., (real functions on 'y) to quantum observables

f,f,... should satisfy (see, e.g. [2]):

(i) #tl,ât: {íì},
(ii) î - id (identity operator),

çä) A',þ" act irreducibly on 11,

where { , } is the classical Poisson bracket and [ , ] is the commutator bracket

of operators.

However, since the work of Groenewold [3] and van Hove [4] it is known that

this quantization program cannot be achieved consistently for the full Poisson



algebra of classical observables-in fact, not even for the Poisson algebra of poly-

nomials on a Euclidean phase space (see Gotay [5] and references therein). A

detailed proof can be found in [2]. The breakdown of (i) manifests itself as the

appearance of so-called van Hove anomalies.

Roughly speaking, it appears that this problem is being attacked from three

different angles, which we will only briefly comment on. The first approach

relaxes the condition (i). One gives up the notion of quantizing the classical

Poisson algebra, and instead quantizes a modified classical algebra, in particular,

a deformation of the Poisson algebra, with defolmation parameter ñ [6,7]. The

new Lie product has the form [8]

Da(Í,s): {Í,s} +hDlÍ,s) +h2D2(Í,s) +... , (1)

where, like { , }, D¡ : C-(r) n C-(r) - C*(l). [C-(7) denotes smooth

functions on 'y.] The D¡ are not arbitrary, howeveL, and must satisfy certain

integrability conditions in order that D¡ obey the Jacobi identity:

D¡(D¡,(f , s),h) * D¡(D¡(h, f), s) + D¡(nils,h), /) : 0. (2)

Notice that now å appears, in a sense, in the classical theory, as well as the

quantum.

The second approach is the geometric quantization programme (see, e.g.

[9,10]). It consists of two steps. In the first step, called prequantization, con-

ditions (i) [and (ii)] are achieved for all classical observables, but at the expense

of relaxing the irreducibifity condition, (iii). For example, take 7l to be the set

of complex valued functions ry' on the Euclidean phase space 1 : T*R\ - R2

(canonical coordinates a,p), square integrable with respect to the natural Li-

ouville measure dødp. lT- Rl denotes the cotangent bundle of .R1.] Then the



prequantization map tells us that

ã-a*¿n*,þ=-ih+. (B)op ox)

These operators are self adjoint and realize (i), but the problem is that by hav-

ing wavefunctions on phase space we lose the uncertainty principle, which is so

significant in quantum mechanics [11].

But (following Onofri and Pauri [i2]) this representation can be reduced by

restricting to a "subspace" defined by

,þ(*, p) - "*p1- f 
.l¡'¡¡1'¡.

On this subspace â and p reduce to

^, ._ôâ =x*^,þ:-ih,r, (5)

i.e. the usual (irreducible) Schrödinger representation with wavefunctions ¡(ø).
This reestablishing of the irreducibility criterion, (iii), corresponds to the second

step of geometric quantization, called choosing a polarization, Simply speaking,

it means restricting the lvavefunction to depend on only half of the phase space

variables.

Unfortunately, though, one runs into serious difficulties choosing a consistent

polarization when quantizing observables of degree trvo or higher in the momenta

[5]. Nevertheless, it e's possible to quantize the kinetic energy in the vertical

polarization (i.e. Schrödinger representation) when .ï : T*m, even when the

configuration space 7?z is a generic Riemannian manifold. The result is [9,i0]:

Ì: -+(^- å"), (6)

where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, and 7? is the Ricci scalar of r¿. This

latte¡ curvature piece is what is interesting here: it plays a large role in our later

discussions.

(4)



The third general response to the van Hove obstructions is to retain (i)-(iii),

but be satisfied with quantizing only a restricted class of observables [7,13,14,12,

15]. An exampleof this t¡pe of approach is ÏVeyl's [15] quantization scheme: Con-

sider the n-dimensional Euclidean configuration space rr¿ = 8", and correspond-

ing phase space 7 : T*m = R2" with canonical coordinates r",po, d = 7 .,,n,
An arbitrary classical observable / can be decomposed into the'normal'form

l@,p) - | a"c a"B61c.,B)exp i(a.øo + P"p"), (7)

which is then mapped to the quantum operator

^1f: J a:aa:86(a,B)exp i(a"ã" + Þ"Ê"), (8)

where the basic observables

in the Schrödinger representation.

Although this scheme does not preserve (i) in ihe generic case, it does so

for arbitrary / when g = f - i@i + ".+ p'*), the flat-space kinetic energy. As

pointed out by Underhill [13], this means that the classical and quantum dynamics

of a free particle on a Euclidean configuration space are identical. Unfortunately,

his extension of Weyl's idea to curved configutation spaces does not have this

property [13]. However, if r¿ is a space of constant curvature, a modification

can be made such that classical and quantum constants of the motion coincide

[14]. Notice in this latter case that both the curvature of rn, as well as the

observables, are restricted. Furthermole, Bloore, Assimakopoulos and Ghobrial

[7] have shown that no Schrödinger-typel quantization scheme exists in which

the commutator of a generic quadratic operator lvith the kinetic energy is free of
rThis te¡m to be made precise later.

(e)^ ,'o
Pa = -zk;-or"



van Hove anomalies, unless m is of constant culvatute or Ricci flat: If rve want

to work wiih a (nonconstant) curved configuration space, it is necessary (but

perhaps not suficient) that the observables be restricted in some way, Bloore el.

aI. give no hint at a suitable restriction, nor rvhat sort of quantization scheme

would be valid within that class of observables (and curvature).

These are some of the difficulties encountered in curved-space quantization.

At this point we would just like to emphasize that van Hove obstructions are

amplified when the configuration space is curved, and that some kind of restriction

on observables and curvature appears to be unavoidable. To our knorvledge,

there is no known quantization scheme [that retains (i)-(iii)] which avoids van

Hove anomalies for spaces of nonconstant and non-Ricci-flat curvature, when

commutators of two operators quadratic (or higher order) in the momenta are

involved. (See also remarks made by Underhill [i3, page 193a].)

The other central topic plesent in our work is the Dirac versus reduced quanti-

zation factor ordering ambiguity in gauge theories. Important examples of gauge

theories in physics are QED and QCD. Briefly, a gauge theory has a so-called

extended configuration spa,ce, M, for which not all configurations are physically

distinct-there are redundant, or gauge degrees of freedom (see, e.g. [1,16,17]).

These extra degrees of freedom constitute so-called gauge orbits, and can be di-

vided out, resulting in the reduced, or physical configuration space m. (This pro-

cedure is called classical reduction). For quantization one then has two choices:

One can either quantize on the phase space T*m (called reduced quantization),

or one can quantize on T* M and then perform a quantum reduction analogous to

the corresponding classical reduction (this is usually called Dirac quantization2).

It is well known that these two quantization procedures generally lead to phys-

ically distinct quantum systems 118,79,20,2I,22,23]. It is also known that the

2The te¡ms ¡educed and Dirac quantization will be made precise in due course.



distinction can be understood as a difference in factor ordering on the reduced

space [23]. Given that both are self-consistent, one needs to invoke a further

guiding principle in order to determine which factor ordering (if any) is correct

for a given physical system.

For example, I(uchaÍ [22] considers a toy model (the "helix model"), which

consists of a particle in M = P.l3, where points that are related by a screrv motion

about a fixed axis are considered physically equivalent, and constitute a gauge

orbit. He finds that although Dirac and reduced quantization are physically

distinct (they give rise to diferent energy spectra), they are both consistent, and

so the helix model cannot resolve the ambiguity. I(uchaÍ also points out that

the helix model is a finite dimensional analogue of scalar electrodynamics (the

standard Yang-Mills theory of the complex scalar field in flat spacetime). Notice

that, unlike the helix model, scalar electtodynamics has the Poincaré symmetry.

What originally motivated the thesis was the idea that this extra symmetlg which

must be represented in the quantum theory without van Hove anomalies, would

restrict the possible factor orderings and thus resolve the Dirac versus reduced

quantization ambiguity (at least for this theory, or perhaps even some class of

Poincaré invariant gauge theories).

The boost generators, as well as the Hamiltonian, are observables quadratic

in the momenta, so the Poincaré algebra involves quadratic-quadratic commuta-

tors. Furthermore, it turns out that although M is flat for scalar electrodynamics,

the reduced configuration space m has nontrivial curvature [24]. Thus, reduced

quantization would essentially be curved-space quantization of quadratic oper-

ators which, as discussed above, is highly nontrivial in genelal. On the other

hand, Dirac quantization is less troublesome, and we shall show that it leads to

a consistent quantization of the Poincaré symmetry on physical states. We are

not aware of any similar, explicit demonstration of this result (in the functional



Schrödinger representation) in the literatu¡e (but see, e,g., Itzykson and Zuber

[25] for a'standard' treatment of scalar electrodynamics).

This establishes that the Dirac factor ordering (on the reduced space) yields a

consistent curved-space quantization scheme for quadratic operators. Recall that

in our introduction to curved-space quantization above we argued that likely both

the class of observables and the curvature must be restricted. Here the observables

are restricted to a Lie subalgebra of the full Poisson algebra corresponding to

the generators of a symmetry group of the classical system (e.g. the Poincaré

symmetry). This is consistent with an idea originally stressed by Onofri and

Pauri [12] in their paper on dynamical quantization: "The point is that the basic

feature of both the classical and quantum systems is not only a Lie structure

of observables but also a mapping of obselvables to one-parameter subgroups of

canonical or unitary transformations, respectively". In this case the Heisenberg

subalgebra (spanned by q,p,l) no longer plays a central role in quantization.

Furthermore, by working with a gauge theory (e.g. scalar electrodynamics)

the curvature on the reduced space is automatically restricted to the special one

induced by the gauge orbit structure on the (Ricci) fla.tM. A novel way of viewing

this whole procedure is simply as a systematic means of generating a consistent

(albeit restricted) curved-space quantization scheme: by quantizing on M instead

of rn we ease the problem of van Hove anomalies, but in exchange for additional

problems and ambiguities associated with ihe gauge aspects of the theory, and

quantum reduction. These result in special conditions on the observables, which

we discuss in detail later.

We then generalize the scalar electrodynamics result to a broader class of

observables, in a generic gauge theory (with Ricci fi.at M). In this wider context,

and using a Kaluza-Klein-like analysis of the geometry of gauge theories, we

provide a novel interpretation of the Dirac factor ordering: we discover deep



connections with other curved-space quantization schemes-connections which

reduced quantization simply does not have.

To recap: The fi¡st purpose of the thesis is to explicitly verify in a concrete

example the (successful) Dilac quantization of a physically relevant symmetly al-

gebra (containing at least quadratic-quadratic commutators). Also, the reduced

configuration space should be curved, and the quantum reduction consistent, in

order to yield, at least in a restricted sense, a curved-space quantization scheme

for quadratic observables. We demonstrate that the Poincaré symmetry of scalar

electlodynamics is such an example. Secondly this provides motivation for gen-

eralization, and an in depth geometrical analysis of what makes the Dirac factor

ordering so special. We discuss the consequences that these new results have

for the Dirac versus reduced question, as well as curved-space quantization in

general.

Our discussion is divided into two parts: The first is a comprehensive classi-

cal analysis, including in particular a Kaluza-Klein-like study of the geometrical

structure of gauge theories in general, which is necessary to unde¡stand and in-

terpret the quantum analysis, which forms the second part.

In the first chapter we briefly describe gauge theories with first class con-

straints linear in the momenta, through the action of a gauge group on the

extended configuration space M, These notions are made concrete with the

introduction of our two examples: the field theoletic scalar electrodynamics, and

its finite dimensional analogue, the helix model.

The second chapter is an analysis of the classical Poincaré symmetry of scalar

electrodynamics on M: We define the energy-momentum tensor and the associ-

ated Poincaré charges, and verify that the latter are constants of the motion and

generate the Poincaré algebra when acting on physical classical states.

A geometrical treatment of classical reduction is given in chapter three, where



it is then applied to our two examples. In particular, this establishes the action

of the Poincaré group on the reduced phase space. We also introduce cooldinates

adapted to the gauge structure on M, which are convenient for later work.

In chapter four we analyze the geometrical structure on M, which plays a large

role in our interpretation of the Dirac quantization. In particular, we discuss fou¡

connections: the first is a Yang-Mills-type connection, and the other three are

Levi-Civita-type connections associated rvith certain metrics (e.g. the metrics on

M and m), The curvatures of these connections are related to each other using

¿ Kaluza-Klein-like analysis.

Chapter five is a discussion of Dirac quantization. We explicitly rvrite down

the van Hove anomalies, as well as discuss in detail subtleties associated with the

gauge structure, and the conditions under which quantum reduction is consistent.

We verify that the quantum Poincaré algebra for scalar electrodynamics satisfres

these conditions, and is free of any van Hove anomalies, resulting in a realization

of this algebra on the quantum physical state space. This establishes a successful

quantization scheme for (a restricted class of) observables on a configuration

space nz with nonconstant (but not arbitrary) curvature.

Finally, in chapter six rye discuss generalizations, leading to the novel inte¡-

pretation of Dirac quantization mentioned above. We then present conclusions,

and directions for future research.



Fart II
Classical Analysis
1 Gauge Theories

We consider a classical system whose set of configurations can be identified with

a manifold, M, of dimension 1{. A point in this manifold corresponds to an

instantaneous configuration of the classical system, Suppose further that not

all configurations are physically distinct-there are redundant, or gauge degrees

of freedom. In this case we refer to M as the ertended. configuration space.

This situation is usually associated with the action of a Lie group (the gauge

group) on M, which forms a subgloup of the diffeomorphism group Difi(M).

The infinitesimal gauge transformations are then generated by a set of vector

fields /* on M (a : 7,...,C, the dimension of the gauge group), which satisfy

lö", öBl : flBó^,, (10)

where the flo arc the structure constants of the group (see, e.g. [26]).

As pointed out by KuchaÍ [2t] these vector fields may not all be linearly

independent, and the selection of a suitable subset of vecto¡ fields that ¿ru will

result in structure functions. In any case, the only significance of (10), at least

as far as the classical reduction is concerned, is that we learn that the /o are

surface-forming: at each point Ç € M lhe /o span a C (or less)-dimensional

subspace of. TqM, and these subspaces are integrable, yielding a foliation of M
by so called gauge orbits. All points in a given gauge orbit represent physically

indistinguishable configurations, and the space of orbits, m, is called the reduced

(or physical) configuration space.



This leads us to define, along with I(uchart, a gauge vectolspace

9 :- It" = tf ó" I p" e C*(M)j . (11)

Any nonzero p € Ç is everywhere tangent to the gauge orbits in M. At this

point, then, we shall leave the exact natule of the fo unspecified, r'equiring for

lurther analysis only the gauge orbit structure encoded in Ç. However, when rve

come to quantization we shall find that the gauge group structure encoded in the

f, will play a larger role.

In the Hamiltonian analysis the geometrical setting is either the extended

phase space, I :: T.M, or the reduced phase space, 1 := T*m. In the former,

the notion of first class constraints linear in the momenta arises as follows (see,

e.g. [27]): Let q label a point in m, i.e. an orbit in M, and Ç € M any point on

that orbit (representing it). Then ?o*nz would be the space of linear functions of

variations, 6Q of Q which depend only on which orbit the point Ç * óQ lies in.

In other words, the allowed momenta P e T$M must satisfy

lP,6Q+ep):(P,6Q)V68, (12)

whe¡e e is an arbitrary infinitesimal, and p is any vector in Ç al Q. This linea¡

condition on the momenta is equivalent to

\P, p) - o, ( 13)

which defines a constraint surface in l. (An explicit local representation of 7
as a surface in I rvould depend on which points Q in M were used to lepresent

their respective orbits, q.) These constraints then canonically generate the gauge

transformations of states in the phase space. These gauge transformations should

preserve the constraints, so their Poisson algebra should close, i.e. the constraints

should be fir'st class.

11



1.1 Scalar Electrodynamics

To make this discussion mote concLete we now introduce trvo classical systems

as examples, which we shall turn to for inspiration and illustration throughout

our work. The first is field theoretic: scalar electrodynamics, and as such will

involve infinite-dimensional manifolds. For simplicity we shall not deal with pos-

sible subtleties in this regard, nor will we regularize the usual distributions that

appear. To at least in part justify this approach we have chosen for the second

example a finite-dimensional toy model which mimics many of the features of

scalar electrodynamics. This is the helix model, bliefly mentioned by DeWitt

[28], and developed in detail by Kuchai 121,221. The two models share essentially

the same geometrical framework, so that a mathematically rigorous t¡eatment of

one lends credence to the other. We shall discuss the connection between the two

more fully belorv.

The Lagrangian density for scalar electrodynamics in flat spacetime is

1_1
L:7Qd@up)-u - iFu,F'", (14)

where g is a complex scalar field and [/ is a potential, for example a mass or

self interaction term, which depends only on l9l. The indices p,u :0,L,2,3,
, p (t,æ) refer to a fixed inertial frame, and we use signature (+ - --). The

covariant derivative is D, := ôu+ieAr, with corresponding electromagnetic field

strength Fu, := ôrA, - Ô"A* The configuration of the system at time instant

I is described by the electromagnetic potential Au(t,æ) and the complex scalar

field tp(t,æ) :: €(¿,æ) !in(t,æ), where ( and 7 are real fields.

The Lagrangian L(t):- !dsxL(f,æ) obtained from the Lagrangian density

(14) can be cast into the following form:

.l
L(^,Q,Q) - )c^"tØ (8A - ^ö:(q) @" - ^BöFø) 

-v(Q), (15)

12



where r¡/e aÌe using DeWitt's condensed notation (and supplessing the time ar-

gument) as follows:

QA :: (A;(æ), €(r), q(r)) ,

À" :: -eAo(æ),

(16)

(17)

/6', o o\
GAB(Q) = f o r o ló(ø-s), (18)

\ o o tl
v(q ! | a". {!rr,s" +}rad - "Ain)' *}<0,, * eA;oz + u},(1e)
./l \

óâ(Q) ,- (-;a'o{' - s),-n@)6(æ - s),((æ)6(æ - s)) . (20)

Here the indices 4,.B,... ;= (1,o), (J,þ),..., with discrete part 1 :- (i,{,2),
i running from 1 to 3, and continuous part a :: æ running over .R3. Thus

contractions ol A,B type indices involve ordinary disclete contractions of 1,J

type indices, as well as integrations over a, B type indices. QÁ denotes the time

derivative of. the QA configuration variables.

The advantage of the condensed notation is two-fold: It clarifies the inherently

geometrical nature of the classical and quantum analysis and, secondly, the results

we derive have greater generalit¡ applying to any theory that can be put into

the form of (15).

We initially take the configuration space to be the infinite-dimensional man-

ifold with (global) coordinates (81,.\"). The phase space will then be the

corresponding cotangent bundle with naturally induced momentum coordinates

(Pt, o") conjugate to the (Ç/, À"). Applying the Dirac-Bergmann algorithm (see,

e.g. [1,16,17]) rve obtain a map from the velocities to the momenta:

P^ ,= -:-å^ - cnu (e" - 
^P 

öF), (21)

OLK^ := ----=- = u- âÀ"
(22)

I3



The first set of these equations can be inve¡ted to solve for Q1 and the second

are primary constraints. For scalal electrodynamics these read

fIt,@\ =

II(r) =

r(ø) :

II¡o(æ) :

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

where 6l 6 À;@), etc., denotes functional derivative.

The canonical Hamiltonian generating time evolution is

H(^,Q,P) = Ho(Q,P)+ 
^"C"(Q,P)'

H((Q,P),- |co"g¡roPB +v(Q)

: | 0", {} (U,,", + n;(,,) + n;(ø))

+]{ni)' +!O,e - "A¡n)2 
+f,{a,n + e'a;{'+u\ (28)

in the case of scalar electrodynamics. Here G/B denotes the matrix inverse of

Gm. The À" are not determined by the equations of motions, but rather are

Lagrange multipliers enforcing the Gauss law constraints:

C"(Q,P) = öB"(Q)PB:0.

For scalar electrodynamics these are

C,(Q, P) -!ô,,11¡,@\ - r¡(æ)Ita1æ¡* {(æ)IIalø¡. (30)

(27)

(2e)

L4



These secondary constraints preserve the rco under time evolution.

Hence we may eliminate the trivial canonical pairs ()", rcB) from the phase

space. This represents a 'partial reduction' of the classical system, resulting in

the following equivalent system: The extended configuration space, M, is the

infinite-dimensional manifold with (global) coordinates ÇÁ. The extended phase

space l: T*M with canonical coordinates ÊI :: (QA,P¡).The Poisson bracket

is denoted by {, }.
The Hamiltonian in (27) canonically generates time evolution,

dF AF
E - {F,H} + ôt, (31)

for any dynamical variable, i.e. function F on I (which may depend explicitly

on time). With the )o undetermined the time evolution is arbitrary up to gauge

transformations canonically generated by the C":

6^QÀ : |QA,ÀC,\=^ó!@),
6sP1 = \fu,À"C,j - -À"7töB"(Q)Pe, (32)

for infinitesimal )" (here AA:- AIAQA). For scalar electrodynamics these read

ó¡.4;(c) - -]4,'À(c) ó¡II¡,1¿¡ = 0

6¡{(ø) - -À(ø)a(ø) á¡1161ø¡ : -)(ø)IIn1æ¡ . (33)
6¡n@) : À(æ){(æ) ó¡IIa1ø¡ = À(ø)1161æ¡

The projection of ihese gauge transformations in I down to M are difeomor-

phisms generated by the vector fields ö" = ö!Ôt. We thus identify the /* with

those discussed at the beginning of the chapter.

It mighi be well at this point to mention that ihe /o are in fact linearly

independent, at least of of the € : ? : 0 axis. This is easy to see by considering

an arbitrary linear combination of the gauge vectors in (20):

ÍBóâ@) = I 0",¡@) (-!a,,tf* - s),-¡ì(æ)6(æ - s),(@)a@ - s))



= (-'ru",rr*), -l(")/("), €(")/(')) . (34)

For this vector to vanish rve require the function,f: constant, and unless f:
? : 0, this constant must be zero.

The Co also define a constraint surface lc C f of physical states via Co ev 0

[see (29); henceforth ¡v will denote equality on restriction to 16r]. But lo can

equally well be defined by [cf (13)]

þAp¡x\YpeÇ. (35)

Fo¡ lc to be preserved under time evolution we need the C" to be constants of

the motion on lc:
1

o æ {c", fri : -iqo"c)o" p¡pa - 
^þ(Lé.óp)A 

pA - Lo.v, (36)
L

where 14" denotes Lie derivative rvith respect to /". It is easy to see that this

is equivalent to the pAP¡ being constants of the motion on lc. In the spirit of

our earlier discussion this means that at least these classical considerations do

not depend on the additional information in the gauge algebra structure over the

gauge orbit structure. Returning to (36) we see that we have three conditions

relating the gauge structure and the Hamiltonian.

First, the {o must satisfy the closure relations (10) for arbitrary f}B,i.e. the

Co must be first class. This means that the gauge orbits (32) of points in l¿
remain in 16: and, furthermore, are surface-forming therein. These gauge orbits

in lc project down to the gauge orbits in M discussed earlier. The set of gauge

orbits in l¿r is called the reduced phase space, 7, and in fact'¡ : ?-rn. This

will be discussed more fully in section 3.2 on classical reduction. Of cou¡se scalar

electrodynamics is an abelian gauge theory, and so our example satisfies the first

condition with vanishing structure constants. This is easily verified by direct

calculation using (20).

16



Second, the potential 7 in the Hamiltonian must be gauge invariant, in other

words constant along the gauge orbits in M:

Lö"V :0. (37)

This can also be verified for our scalar electrodynamics example (see appendix).

Alternatively, we shall see this explicitly in seciion 3.3 when we express V as a

function of gauge invariant coordinates.

Before we go on to the third condition we note that the kinetic energy in

the Hamiltonian does not contain a quadratic rco piece (indeed rco : 0 defines

the primary const¡aint surface), and so it wâs necessary to eliminate the ()o, rco)

pair to produce a nondegenerate kinetic term, which in turn provides a natural

metric G¡¡ on M. ln fact, inspection of (18) reveals that M is flat for scalar'

electrodynamics, but we shall not make use of this fact before we address factor

ordering problems in Dirac quantization. So until then we shall entertain an

arbitrary metric on M.

Thus, the third condition requires that the /o satisfy a 'projected Killing

equation':

(Lo.G)o" : (f(o óF\ , (38)

where (f = (fAil are arbitraly vector fields on M, and (AB) denotes sym-

metrization of indices. For scalar electrodynamics it can be shorvn (see appendix)

that the {* are in fact Kilììng, so ihe (f are zero, but this is more restrictive than

necessary, at least for our present classical considerations. But we do noie that

(38) is an important relation between the gauge structure and the metric struc-

ture on M, and the ff will play a larger ¡ole in our later work.

17



1.2 Helix Model

We now turn to the helix model discussed in [22]. Take the extended config-

uration space M - R3 , with Cartesian coordinates QA - (X,Y, Z); we may

imagine this corresponding to a nonrelativistic particle of unit mass in ordinary

three-space. Let the one parameter translation group act on M by helical gauge

transformations:

X(À) : x(0)cos(À) -r(0)sin(À),
Y(À) - X(0)sin(l)*Y(0)cos(À),

z(^) : z(o) + ^. (3e)

These are generated by the vector freld /t : óîÔ,c @just takes the single value,

1), where

ó!@\: aQ'(r)l :(_y x 1): älr_.:(-Y,x,\). (40)

With an extended phase space I - T.M we take the Hamiltonian to be

H(^,Q,p) -f,Co"p¡ror" + ^lq(Q,p)+v(Q), 
(41)

whe¡e À1 is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the'Gauss law' constraint

C'(Q, P) ,: ó!(Q)PA = Pz - Y Px + X Py :0. (42)

We take the potential V to be constant along the gauge orbits and, to model

scalar electrodynamics, assign a flat metric Gm : 6m on M. Then /1, being a

combination of translation and rotation, is a Killing vector.

Clearly the helix model is not as rich as scalar electrodynamics, but every

feature of the former has an analogue in the latter. For example, the translations

and rotations of /1 are just copied an infinite number of times, once for each a [see

18



(20)1, to produce, respectivel¡ the gauge transformations of the electromagnetic

potential and the corresponding phase rotation of the complex scalar field in

scalar electrodynamics. On the other hand, Poincaré invariance is an important

symmetry of scalar electrodynamics not shared by the helix model. Indeed, one

of the initial motivations of this rvork was to exploit this extra symmetry to

help clarify some of the issues in Dirac versus reduced quantization. This is in

response to a comment made by Kuchai in [22]: "Standard quantization of scalar

electrodynamics corresponds to the 'naive' [Dirac] factor ordering. One may

wonder whether the'physical' [reduced] ordering leads to higher order corrections

which could be in principle detectabie".
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2 Symmetries on the Extended Phase Space

A classical observable in a gauge theory is a gauge invariant function of the clas-

sical states on the constraint surface. These observables form a Lie algebra with

Lie product given by the Poisson bracket. Dirac [i] proposed that quantization

of such a system corresponds to a representation of this algebra by operators

on a Hilbe¡t space of states. It is well known that serious difficulties such as

factor ordering ambiguities and van Hove obstructions ([a]; [2] and references

therein) arise in this programme, not to mention additional ambiguities inherent

in constrained systems 178,79,20.,21,22,231.

We discussed some of the research into these problems in the introduction,

and the¡e we argued in favour of dynamical quantization [12]: restrict the set

of classical observables to a subalgebra of the full Poisson algebra associated

with the generators of a symmetry group of the classical system. Although it
can happen that some classical symmetries are not realized as quantum sym-

metries (and vice-versa), we do not anticipate problems with the Poincaré (and

gauge) groups of scalar electrodynamics, which is what we shall consider in this

work. Indeed, scalar electrodynamics is quantized in textbooks (e.g. [25]) with

manifest Poincaré symmetry-rvhat is novel here is that by quantizing (in the

Schrödinger representation) a gauge theory with an additional symmetry (that

has pieces quadratic in the momenta), we uncover a deep connection between

the Dirac quantization (on the reduced state space) and other proposed quanti-

zation schemes on curved configuration manifolds, which in turn leads to some

geometrical insights into the Dirac versus ¡educed quantization debate.
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2.L Energy-Momentum Tensor and Conserved Currents

The construction of the Poincaré generators begins with a determination of the

energy-momentum tensor (see e.g. [27]). Consider a curved spacetime, (,Á2,9),

where g is the metric. Let e be the natural volume element associated with g,

and V be the Levi-Civita connection. Then Ve = 0, which implies

f.ye:eY'V, (43)

wherc f,v denotes Lie derivative with respect to the vector fre1d V on /v1, and

V. denotes (Levi-Civita) divergence. In particular, then, /eV.V = 0 (assuming

no contribution from boundary integrals).

Now consider some tensor fields Õ; on,M, where i labels the various tensors,

which are the dynamical variables of our physical theory. For scalar electrody-

namics these consist of the covector field A and the scala¡ field g. The Lagrangian

density is taken to be a scalar, ,4(9, Õ, VÕ), which is constructed out of the met-

ric, the fields and their delivatives. It is usually obtained from the Lagrangian

density for Minkowski spacetime by replacing the flat metric 4 with g, and ô with

V ('minimal coupling'). For scalar electrodynamics [cf (1a)] we have

1

L - ;s"b 
(v 

"p ¡ ;"e,p)@ 69 + i"A$ - u - s"" sbdY I"A61Y y"A4,, $4)

where [oó] denotes antisymmetrization ofthe abstract spacetime indices o, å. Note

that in this case the'VÕ'terms in,C do not depend on g.

Here, of course, g is not a dynamical variable-we are simply setting our

theory against a curved background spacetime. The action is then

l-[eL, (45)
J ]"i

a functional of g and Q. A local variation óÕ; of the fields about the classical
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solution Õ¡ yields the equations of motion in the usual way:

0 = óøs = l_,{K 6a,+ 
avø-!-, 

ávÕ,} = 1,,{K_" (#)} ,r,

- 9!- v. I =a¿, ) = o, (46)- ôa, \avo,/ - "'

(where '.' denotes the appropriate tensor contlactions).

The variation of .9 with respect to the metric does not vanish:

6,s:' -; I ,r"has"t. (47)

This defines the tensor ?oö; the proportionaliiy factor, -!f2, is chosen so we may

later identify ?'å with the energy-momentum tensor. Also, with á9o¿ symmetric

we make Tob unique by taking it to be symmetric too. Note that

6, : 
f,,s"b 

as.b

and

6g"t - -g*g'o6g"a (49)

so for scalar electrodynamics we obtain, from (44),

Tb - {(v"e + ieA"Q@Ç ¡ tl&¿ - F*F: - s*t}. (50)

Under a difieomorphism generated by an arbitrary vector field V" on M,

(48)

6@; : ¿116.

6s"b - (Lcvs)-a: -2(Y øVb),

(51)

(52)

where ( is an infrnitesimal parameter. Since ,9 is a scalar it is invariant unde¡

this combined variation:

0-áo,9*ós,9.

,,

(53)



Taking the variation to be about the classical solution Õ¡ eliminates the first term

on the right hand side [see (46)], which leaves us with [see (47)]

o: Ier.bvþvbt:- lev,e"b¡yu. (54)

The arbitrariness of Vo then implies the conservation of ?ob:

v"Tob - 0. (55)

Now suppose that the spacetime admits a Killing vector W" , i.e. Y 6W6¡ : 0,

then the vector field J" := T"bWt is a conserved current (see, e.g. [29]):

VoJ" - v.(T"b)Wb*T"bY"W¡, = g, (56)

using the symmetry of ?oå.

Flat spacetime g : 7 [signature (+- --)] admits the Poincaré group of isome-

tries generated by a set of ten basis vectors Q I7'" (O labelling the basis elements).

Fixing an inertial frame ¿È we can choose the basis as follows: Translations

Prl\/p .,= ,uo, (PrW :PrWp7p), (57)

and Lorentz tlansformations

Ju'Wo : _J'uWo i: cl rf p _ *"nur, (!,"W _ "*Woôr). (5S)

Their algebra is

fvw,r"wl - o, (be)

l"'"W,r'Wl = rf o ?'W - qt'p P"W, (60)

lt,'W.,t* Wl : nw J'eW - ,vo 
,7FP14/ ¡ ¡¡,c JP" 14/ - nue 

t"" W. (61)
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The corresponding currents are

p, Jo : yoo p!14/o 
= 7ou,

Jw J, : Tpo ,18'Wd : îpTtpu _ xrTpþ ,

and conserved charges

pu :_ | dsxP, Jo : I dsxTo,,

Jþ" :: I dza t," Jo : | 0", (o,To, - r,To,) .

As dynamical variables these should be constants of the motions ¿nd should

canonically generate Poincaré transformations on the classical states, reproducing

the same algebra as (59-61), except with respect to the Poisson bracket (at least

on the constraint surface 16). We norv verify this, and along the way establish

the geometric notation we shall find useful later.

2.2 Poincaré Generators for Scalar Electrodynamics

Specializing (50) to flat spacetime we find

,* : ;(nl, + ni+ ni) + v(A;,€,n), (66)

Toi = -III¡F¡, - Ile (ô,{ - eA¡n) - ilr(ô;n + uA;Ð, (67)

where V(A¡,f ,4) is the integland in (19). Thus, as expected, the Poincaré gen-

erator of time translation is the Hamiltonian:

4-to 
- 

tfr - tlot

wiih .ÉIo given in (28).

After an integration by parts the spatial translation generator.s turn out to be

Pk : I 0", {-tI¡,ô¡A¡- tre â¡,{ - nrôon - eA¡C*}

:, PrvA(e)po

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

(68)

(6e)
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in the condensed notation of section 1.1; C" is given in (30). The vector field
Ph y : 

"h 
yA 6o on M naturally divides into two pieces

"ky =, 
Pk yo +Pr Frör, (zo)

where the vector field components

'rvl(q - (ô,t A¡(ø),-ð,r€(r),-ô.rn@D = -ô,reA, (?1)

and the scalar field

'r r"(Q) : -eA*(z), (72)

and /" are the gauge vectors defined in (20).

The six independent !u' can be split into three rotation generators

.1
Jr :: ,lkmn)J^" (73)

and three boost generator 
Kk .= Jok, (74)

where [frrnn] is the completely antisymmetric symbol in three dimensions, with

[123] - 1. After an integration by parts the rotation generators take the form

Jt' - | O"tlkrnnl {x* ]-TI¡,ô^A¡- tre ô"€ - ,0n\ - eAnCol - tI¡^A^}

:, trvA(Q)P¡. (75)

The vector freld roV is also naturally composed of two pieces:

tk y :. Jh yo + Jk F.t ó.1, (26)

where

"r VN @) : lkmnl (- t:^ 0,^ A¡(æ) - ff A^(*),, - r^ ô., ( (æ), - c* ô."?t @)\17)
t'r"(Q) : -elkmnlz^A,(z). (zB)
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Finall¡ the boost generators are

Kk:tPk -oKh, (29)

where we have split of the linear (in momenta) spatial translation piece, úPÈ,

and defined the quadratic piece

oKk := | a",,r {å(nl + ni+ ni) +vØ;,E,rt¡}

:, lrr xn" (e)P.tPa r *r z(e). (so)
2

Kr I( i" u symmetric tensor on M whose components in the Ca¡tesian coordinates

QA are

,rKo"(e): l'd Î 3l;,,- +yk)6(æ-s). (s1)

\ 0 0 r/'
Note that they are actually field independent; compare with the metric G¡¡ in
(18). The scalar potential term

*r z(e) - | a"rrrv1e,,¿,,t¡ (82)

is analogous to the potential V (Q) in the Hamiltonian.

We now establish more notation (borrowed from [7]), which will summarize

our results so far and give our further analysis geometrical clarity. Let TG\M be

the space of real C- symmetric contravariant tensor fields S on M with valence

s. Define

C"(S) :- 5et" 'e"(Q)fu,...Pe. (83)

as the homogeneous classical dynamical variable on I associated with the tensor

S on M, The Poisson bracket can be expressed as

{c"(S), qQ)} : C,+,-r (- [S, 7]),
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where

[,9, ?net ''n,*,-t i= sSA(h "A"-1V ATÀ"'-A"+t-l\ - ¿7A(h"'At-ty ogAt"'A'+t-r)

¿ yG+t-r\¡4 (85)

is the Schouten concomitant [30]. It is antisymmetric in ,9, ?, and independent of

derivative operator V; usually we use â¡, the one associated with the coordinates

QA. In case S e TOM it reduces to the Lie derivative. One can list seve¡al

other useful properties of this bracket [31], the most important of which is that

it satisfies the Jacobi identity.

Now we can rv¡ite

.rt0

¡'¡k

JI'

Kh

= cXTc-¡ +co(v),

: cr(prv),

- cr(îrv),

- -cr(*Kr n - co(K^ z) + tPk.

(86)

(87)

(88)

(8e)

(s0)

Also, the constraints appear as

C" = Ct(ö,).

Now, for a dynamical variable F to be an obse¡vable its restriction to lo must

be gauge invariant:

{F,Q($,)} æ0fi. (e1)

It is easy to see that this is equivalent to {flC1(p)} r 0 Vp € I [recall (tt)],
so we need only concern ourselves with (91). With the Poinc¿ré charges being a

measure of field energy momentum, angular momentum, and so on, we certainly

expect them to be obse¡vables, We norv verify this. The Hamiltonian was already
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dealt with in section 1,1 in the context of preselvation of 16r under time evolution:

(e2)

by virtue of (38) and (37). (Recall that /" is actually Killing in scalar electrody-

namics so we have -- in place of æ on the right hand side). The results for the

other Poincaré charges are similar.

In fact, the Lie derivative with respect to {., of every valence zero, one and

two tensor that appears on the right hand side of (86- 89) vanishes. We defer

these details to the appendix. lVe would just like to point out that these facts

are stronger than necessary, but they certainly simplify the quantization. For

example, for the classical analysis it is sufficient that

(L6,*rx)o" -rcÈçßØ6a\ (e3)

for arbitrary vector fields *^ (f = K* ( PAAÀ on M. But, as we shall see later,

unless these vectors have certain properties the transference of classical observable

status to quantum observable status is not straightforward. We shall encounter

these issues more intensely in the case of the Poincaré algebra next.

2.3 The Poincaré Algebra

The verification of the Poincaré algebra at the classical level is a long and tedious

calculation, Furthermore, as just mentioned in the previous paragraph, it is not

sufficient to know that the classical algebra is realized up to terms which vanish

on l6'-when \¡r'e come to quantization we need to know exactly how these terms

vanish on f6', as well as other special properties of the tensors involved. This

is where our geometric notation pays ofr. We shall record belorv a list of all

Schouten concomitants encountered in the classical analysis, leaving the detailed

{po,c,(ó,)\ - c,(;Ló,G4) * co(L6,v¡ : s
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calculations in the appendix:

['rv,vl
trtrv,va

[*n z,'tv\

['r z,t'vn

lf;*r x,vno - []c-',*r znn

Y!*r K,*'zno -ç!*'K,*r zno"2 "2

[''v,''vno
*¡"ru {z*,2,} or

["ov'''vno
*¡.r" {tr,rt} o.,

["rv,J'vln
*¡"'" {lo 'lt} o'

¡eÈy,,!ç-tnae
, Ipk Do\ ,-Awhere t' " Jîy'¡

¡trv.!¡-¡,ea" '2
*¡.r. {to,no} ,¡.tt

[f,Ko x,r'vnta

*¡"r. {rck,et} ryt

¡7 rck ¡ç . tt y¡,aa
"2

¡¡¡¿r. {rck'Jt} ryt

['o K,,G-'no""

0,

0,

-6n,v.,

-[klm]K Z,

-P'vA ,

lklmlt^ VA,

_{rk,rt} ot 6N.,

-eFkt(z);

-þh\r^ y a - {tk'et} ot 6!,

-elkmnlz^ F"t(z);

-lktrnll^ro - {rk'rt} 01öî,

-efkmnlflpqlz^ zP F"q (z);

_{ek,ro} çtt,a44) ,

vn (" F") : -" (tot1, - ø),0,0) ;

_{rÈ,Po} ú1(A óB) ,

(e4)

(e5)

(e6)

(e7)

(e8)

(ee)

(i00 )

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(107)

vo ("r r") : -e[kmn] (t^"^ s1, - ø), o, o) ;

_6aLçna ¡ {rch,zt} ry@ 6a), (105)

-" (Qrra{" - c),0, o) ;

-¡tam1f,K^ rAB ¡ {rchr'},y{a6a), (106)

ellmnl (t*# z" 6(z - æ), 0, 0) ;

0,
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[*'It,''Kno"' : o (108)

Here V1 = GABôB is the contravariant Levi-Civita derivative acting on scalars.

In general, using V in the evaluation of the Schouten concomitant it follows

immediately from the definition (85) that

[S, G-in'ro 'r" - -zyøo SAI"'A") ( 10e)

so that [,9, G-1Ì : 0 is equivalent to ,9 being a KilJìng tensor on M. Thus (107)

tells us that the rc*1( are Killing tensors. Furthermore, by (108) we see that they

are in involution. In fact, of course, this must be t¡ue for any closed algebra with

elements at most quadratic in the momenta (at least on ls). Indeed, since M
is flat, and Kk ¡çAB u". field independent in the Cartesian coordinates Çá fsee

(81)], we knorv that the r*1( are covariantly constant tensors. This considerably

simpÌifies the Dirac quantization of the Poincaré algebra.

Inspection of (103) and (104) reveals that the"oV and rrv are not I(illing

vectors on M. Nevertheless, they do satisfy the weaker condition of being diver-

gence free:

where tr denotes functional trace. We take this to vanish on the grounds that

0,6(x - z) is antisymmetric. Similarly,

v .Prv - -|cn" (t,,rc)o" = {k,Porçt . 6,

- | asx dsz 6(æ - z)ô¡6(æ - z)

= ftô,*6(æ-z)=0,

V .îrV - lkmnl I d,sr dsz z-6(æ - z)ô,,6(æ - z)

: lkrnnlftz*0,"6(æ - z).

(110)

(111)
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Symmetrizing on æ, z the distribution in question becomes

Lh(æ,2);[kmn]{z*ô,"6(æ - z) + r^A""6(2 - æ)}, (112)

which is zero since

t a", ¡lr¡to1r,z) :fkrnn]1-"^ô*Í * 0,(z^f)\" :g (113)

for any smooth function f, So Jry is also divergence free.

Combining the results of (86- 89) and (94-108) we calculate:

{po,po\ - -c,(lrrv,å"-'l) - co([,rv,vn)

= -" I d.", ¿"xt¡6(z - æ)11¡,p¡C^,

- -e | fiz FLûc" (114)

{pn,p') : -c., ((-v,''v1n)

- -" I d.", Fktc, (115)

{to,po} : -c, ([trv,å"-'l) - co([rrv,vn)

- -elkrnnl | Ê z dsa Qz^ 6(z - ø)II1,4¡C1

: -elkmnl | Ê z z^ F"oc, (116)

{lr,p'} - -cr((rv,''vl)
- fktmlP^ - elkmnl | êzz^F"tC., (112)

{lo,l'\ - -c, ([t'v,"'vll)

- fklmlJ^ - elkmnlllpql | Éz z^zrF"cc, (118)

{rcu ,po} - c" ([!r'^ x,å"-'l) * c, (¡],- rc,rn - [;G- ,*' zn) + t {'nk,e")

- -pk-elÉ2ffÆc, (119)
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{rc*,p,\ - c, (yf," x,,'vn) + c, (l*r 2,,'v\) + t {rk,e'}
: -6,qo - e I df z d3x î1rk 6çz - æ)fI¡,p¡C, + t {ro,e'\
: -6x,po - " ! a"" (trkt - zkt') c., (120)

{rc,,î} - c,(¡!r'r x,t'v¡) +co ([*r z,t'vn) +t{'nn,î}
: lktmlK^ * eltmnl I a"" (l æ't^akz"6(z - æ)II¡,1ø¡ +tz^F"k) C.,

: lklm)K* - eltmnl I a"" r^ (rO* - "h 
Fo") C.,

{rcn,rc') : -cz (ri*r o,å"'*l) - c, ([]*r x,*' z\ - [f,, x,*' zn

-t'¡Pr v,P' vn) + t ({rc|,r') - {rc', 
p*})

- -lklmlJ^ - e I a3"t (tl*r ¡ zr' FIo - rI Fko) c.,.

(121)

(r22)

Using our earlier result that the Poincaré charges are physical observables it is

now trivial to verify that they are also constants of the motion. For example,

using (31) and (1i9) we find

ff: {,r,'} *# * -?k +Ph:o'

With z0 :: ú we can collect the results of (114- 122) together in

covariant form

\P',P'j : 0 - e I d."z Fu"C.,,

{lu',P'} - n"oP'- nþpP' - " I a"" (zppuo - z'Fþe)C.,,

{Jt",Jp'} = ntlo J'vp - \'o l'o I ryùniu' - nuoJ'o

+" I d" 
" 

(zþ z" f"c - z' zo Fpp * z" zp Fp" - zp ze F"") C.r,'J

Comparison with (59-61) verifies the Poincaré algebra on l¿'. Notice that since

Fs¡(z) : IIa*12¡, some of the telms which vanish on lc are quadratic in momenta,

(123)

the more

(t24)

(125)

(126)



We are not arvare of any such explicit verification of the Poincaré algebra for

scalar electrodynamics in the literature.

ù,)



3 Classical Reduction

We now turn our attention to the reduciion of the classical system, that is,

establishing a classical mechanics on the true degrees of freedom, In the course

of discussion some of these points were touched on in previous sections; here we

give a more comprehensive treatment. (But for simplicity our considerations will

be valid only locally). To begin with we present a brief exposition of classical

mechanics (following, e.g., [i0]) to fix ideas and notation. We take advantage

of the clarity and conciseness of modern language where possible. The gauge

structure is then introduced, which leads to a reduction of the extended phase

space I to the reduced phase space 7. The Poisson algebra on I induces a

corresponding algebra on ,y. Finally we apply this analysis to ou¡ two examples,

in particular we establish the action of the Poincaré group on the reduced space.

3.1 Geometrical Analysis of Classical Reduction

Classical mechanics consists of a 21{ dimensional (symplectic) manifold l, the

phase space, equipped with a geometrical object called the symplectic two-form,

O. Oisclosed (dO - 0) and nondegenerate (i¡O : 0 <+ X = 0, where i denotes

left interior product and X is a vector field). Dynamical variables F,G,... are

functions on l, the space of classical states-they measute properties of these

states, For example, the Poincaré charges considered in section 2,2 arc a measure

of the energy, momentum, angular momentum, and so on of ihe classical states

of the fields.

When these dynamical variables come to us from classical symmetry groups

(especially) we also want them to generate an action on l, representing the

group. Thus, for example, Ki i\ (7 4) should map states in I to their boosted

counterparts, To generate such difeomorphisms on I requires a vector freld. The
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only natural \{ay to constluct ¿ vector field out of .F is to construct the one-form

d.F and'raise'it to a vector using the symplectic structure on l:

is1,Q - -d,F (t27)

uniquely defines the Hamiltonian vector field X¡ (since O is nondegenerate). This

action that X¡' generates is canonical in the sense that it preserves the symplectic

structure:

Lx,Q: d.i¡,Q * i¡,dQ = 0 (128)

since i¡r0 is exact and O is closed. (: denotes an identity).

Using (128) we can examine the commutator of two actions X¡, X6 on l:

i¡x",xo¡o LyràyoÌ - iaoLyrQ : -LxodG

-di x FdG - is¡ 
"d2 

G : -d,X rG. (12e)

Thus [X¡, X6] is the Hamiltonian vector field associated ivith the function XpG.

We define the Poisson bracket of two dynamical variables fl G as

{F,G} : - {c,¡'} :- -O(X¡,Xc) - A1@F,^G): -XeG. (130)

These identities follow from (127). The antisymmetric contravariant tensor O-1

is the inverse of O. Thus

tXe, Xel - -X{r,c}. ( 131)

The Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket then easily follows. Thus the sym-

plectic structure induces a Lie algebra structure on the space of smooth functions

on I called the Poisson algebra.

We norv introduce the gauge structure into the phase space. It appears as

a set of dynamical variables Co, a = 1 . .. C, rvhich define (at least locally) a

constraint surface l¿ € I of physical states via Co = 0. Their Hamiltonian



vector fields, Xcû, generate gauge transformations on the classical states. These

difeomorphisms preserve lc' in the sense that

xc.cB : - {c", cB} - floc, æ 0 (132)

$he f:þC-t are the structure functions introduced in section 1, and as before,

¡v denotes restriction to l¿). In other words, Xd" ln. € ?16,. Furthermore, it
follows immediately from (127) and the nondegeneracy of O that

so that

Xro=FXc*GXr

lx"',x"u): -x{c.,cu} = x,:u", o flBxc,'

f :- i*F,

u := i*Q,
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(i34)

Hence, the Xs^ are surface forming on l¿, rvhich leads to a foliation of ls by

gauge orbits. The space of these gauge orbits on 16r is called the reduced phase

space, ,y, and we have the projection rr : lc -----+ ,y. ,y is the set of physically

distinct states, and hence embodies the true classical degrees of freedom. Note

that dim('y) :2N -2C::2n.
7 can always be realized, at least locally, by a surface embedded in l¿, cutting

through the bundle of gauge orbits, intersecting each at exactly one point. Clearly

there is a great deal of freedom in the choice of this surface. Here we shall imagine

selecting one such surface, called gauge fixing, but then later demonstrate that our

results are independent of this choice (under appropriate conditions). Associated

with the surface 7 is the inclusion map i :7 ----+ I- The classical mechanics on I
consists of functions (the dynamical variables F) and a two-form (the sympleciic

structure O). Using i we can pull these back to 7:

(135)

(136)



Before we can say that these represent a classical mechanics on ? we must es-

tablish that ø is symplectic, i.e. that ,y is a symplectic manifold. Furthermore,

we must demonstrate thai this induced classical mechanics is independent of the

gauge fixing surface we choose to represent 7. Finally, we would like to see a di-

rect correspondence between the original Poisson algebra (restricted to l¿) and

the induced Poisson algebra on ,y.

In the first place ø is closed, since dt't - d,i..A : i..d.A - 0. To show that

ø is nondegenerate it is convenient to introduce an adapted coordinate system

on l. Of course there are more elegant ways than this (see, e.g., [2]), but this

method will make contact with the adapted coordinates we shall late¡ introduce

on M (and use extensively). We begin by finding a set of independent functions

€i,i : 7 . . .2n, on l, rvhich are gauge invariant on 16,:

Xç"(' æ 0Ya,i. (137)

These serve to label the gauge orbits, i.e. coordinatize 7, and represent the true

degrees of freedom. Note that the f 
i explicitly realize the projection r : l¿ ------+ 1.

Of course in general finding such a set is notoriously dificult [16], especially in

field theories, but fortunately our two simple examples will present no difficulties,

so we say no more on the matter. All we need to be assured of here is the existence

of such a set.

Next we select a set of independent functions Fo, a:1...C such that,

together with ihe fi, form a complete set of coordinates on l¿. Thus, defining

the Faddeev-Popov matrix

r! :- Xc. FBlr", (138)

we demand that det ff; f 0 everywhele on l¿r. This means that any surface of

constant -F" on lc intersects each gauge orbit exactly once, at least locally, and
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so if we wish we can define 7 by imposing the gauge fixing constraints .F " : 0 on

16. By making nonsingular transformations of the form

€"---- e(€),

F" t-t F"(€,F) (13e)

on lc we can reach any other gauge fixing surface (as well as, perhaps, changing

the coordinates on 7). The -t'" coordinates explicitly realize the inclusion j :

1-lc.
Finall¡ we already have the C", which realize the inclusion ,b : l¿ ----+ l.

Together the set EI :- (€i, F", C") are local coordinates in the neighbourhood (in

l) of any point in'y, and establish a basis of vector fields and one-forms. fRecall

that the original set of canonical coordinates were denoted 3¡ - (ÇÁ, P¿)]. Since

F" and C" have the same label, o, we avoid potential confusion by denoting, for

example, the F"Cp components of O as O¡"¿r. This will not be necessary for

the {i{i components of t,,' on 7. Thus from (136)

(140)

Now using the definition of the Poisson brackei (130), as well as (137), (138)

and (132) we observe that

,;¡ - o6,q; l" = qaä, 
æ¿ll.,

But in general,

eÊ'ce : a1@€t,dcp) : xce€ì xo,

QF"cp : a-t@F",dcp): xce?" x Fã,

{¿c"cp = a4@C",djp) = xcpC, æ0.

É = ttnC,t*,
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so in particular

0 = 6"¡r: f)€,€¡O{'c" * {ll,paeFÞc" * dlq,6uecoc,

x tt¿,poF!. (145)

Thus, by the invertibility of the Faddeev-Popov matrix we have

tâô)¡r¡r - O(* , 6pp) 
æ O, (146)

i.e. the physical vector fields ôf ô{í arc'orthogonal' to the gauge vector fields

ôlôFP on ls. (Note ihat

x".: x".€'# + x".Fph * *".t0&* F!# o47)

so the Faddeev-Popov matrix just relates the Xcr" basis of gauge generators to

the holonomic basis 010F0). Using (144) again with (141) and (146) we find

ófl - o6,6io€i{* * og,¡pQFÉ€o * Qqr6,roco€* r o616;o€j€À (148)

so that Oqi6i is inveriible on l¿, and in particular on'y:

¿,ii: 0€,{,1,, = e-,@€t,d€i)I" = {er,er}|.,. (14e)

Thus ¿,.r is nondegenerate and 7 is a symplectic manifold.

Given any dynamical variable /, say induced on ,y from .F on l, we can now

construct its unique Hamiltonian vector field, oy, via

i,t = -dt, (150)

and define a corresponding Poisson blacket on 7:

lf ,sj - - {s,Í} := -Ø(c!,cs) - t¿-l(d.Í,ds) - -nts. (lbl)



In fact, of course, this is nothing but the Dirac blacket [16].

Now we ask if this induced Poisson algebra is independent of the gauge fixing

surface chosen. Clearly, for f = i..F = F'lr to be invariant we require j'lr, to be

gauge invâriant, in which case we say thai .t'is an observable and / is a physical

observable. Recall that we demonstrated this for the Poincaré charges in the

discussion following (91). Concerning the Poisson bracket itself we note that by

(128), (147) and (1a6)

Lx.,a(&,&, = @x".n)(&,ft) * n{t,..&,&, + atft,u..ftt
(r52)

so that the scalars O(ft, ufi) are actually gauge invariant on ls, and thus c.r;¡ in

(140) is independent of gauge fixing surface 7. Combining this with invariance

of / yields the desired result for the Poisson algebra.

Finally, it is instructive to demonstrate directly that the extended space Pois-

son algebra of observables (restricted to l¿) induce the same algebra on .¡. We

first prove that

o. (xr1r.) : ,¡. (153)

Denoting the components of X¡ in the 3¡ basis as Xf, we note that F' being an

observable is equivalent to

: -;6^*,ftt-#^#,ffit*o

Xcr" = XpC" : -Xc.F æ 0,

or X¡1"" € ?16'. In addition, for the push forward

o. (x'1.") : *fl,&
to be well defined we need X$ to be gauge invariant on 16r. We find

Lx"^xl - -t.xc.(+,a) = -lx"",xr,lF - x¿;xs.F æ0 (156)

(154)

(155)
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as required. Next rve contract the left hand side of (153) into ø : i.Í-1, and show

that

i"'(x'¡""¡i-o : i* (ix'o) '

The left hand side here is equal to

(x9n,,,,)1., a6;,

whereas the right hand side is

(xËnr,u + xf'"o¡"ai + xcr"n".rt)1.,a¿i.

The latter reduces to the former when rve apply (154) and (1a6). But the right

hand side of (157) is also equal to i-(-d.F) = -di.F : -dÍ, so rve have shorvn

that

i*,1xr¡".¡a : -df' (160)

But (150) uniquely determines r/, so we have the desiled result, (153).

Using this fact we can now relate the extended and reduced Poisson algebras:

".(lxr,x.ll".) : ".1""1.,, x"l",l = ["* (".1.,),". (xol.,)]

- [c¡,x]. (161)

Late¡ in section 3.3 we shall reduce the Poincaré charges, and this last, ¡esult

guarantees that iheir Poisson algebra on 7 is the same as (124- 126) on the

constraint surface C" : 0. This completes the essential content of the classical

reduction process.

3.2 Phase Space Coordinates Adapted to the Gauge Struc-
ture

Let us now develop further the choice of adapted coordinates 
=7 - (€í, F",C").

Recall that the original canonical coordinate onl - T.M were Er : (QA,P¡),

(157)

(158)

(15e)
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where QA ,A = 1 . . , 1{, were coordinates on M. Consider frrst adapted coordi-

nates on M:

QA :- (q", F") , (162)

where q", a:7...n) ate a set of independent gauge invariant functions on M

which label the gauge orbits on M:

óoq" = 0Vo,a. (163)

These can then serve as coordinates on the reduced configuration space, rn. Note

that with C" - $!P¡ the gauge orbits on M are the projections of the gauge

orbits on l, since in this case

x". _ x,.eo#+ xc"pA#;: r:&- #e (164)

The .F" complete the coordinate system on M, and are the same F" as in 37;

we have simply exercised our freedom to choose them to be independent of the

momenta. Thus, from (138) and (16a) the Faddeev-Popov matrix is

F!: xc. tolr" - 6"10. (165)

Then det Ff; l0 on M means that surfaces of constant Fo intersect each gauge

orbit exactly once, at least locally.

Now we can define a coordinate basis of vector fields

and one-forms

a ôaA ô -, a_. ¡tâ_ _. ¡l
ðqo - ôq. AQo -'"{a 6qt -'wo
a aQA ô -o 0

AF" - ôF" ôeA -'-" Ae¡ -'*"

oU : 
ffioeA 

:: e|deA -: e',

dF" - WoO^ =: @idQA :z e*

(166)

(167)

(168)

(16e)
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on M, which satisfy the usual interior product relations. We also will make use

of the completeness relation:

62:AiA|+Õå03.

Finally, notice that Õo is a holonomic basis of gauge vectors, with

t - ç'P 0Y"_'daFp

(170)

(i 71)

(173)

[refer to (147)].

The qo serve as half of the {i, and given already C^ : þ!P1, rve naturally

choose the other half to be the complementary coordinates (also lineal in the

momenta)

p":- Q!P¡. (172)

This completes the choice of adapted coordinates E7. We need only verify that

the (i : (?", po ) are gauge invariant on lc. Of course the go satisfy this condition;

as for the po we have

Xc.p": ló,,Q"lA h.
Since the physical projection

e\tö",eÅA = o\(oYa"o: - aPaBö:)

= 6B*aa (q\q!) - óla:aBa\ - Ql a" (q\o!) + QP ó*ô"Qun

= ó:A3 (ô"ôoqo - o¡oBqb):s (174)

we obtain Xc.po x 0, as desiled. Thus the {i can serve as coordinates on 7.

In fact, they are even canonical. This is obvious from their construction as a

point canonical transformation. Altelnatively, in view of (149) we calculate

{ø',ø'} - ¡,

lø',Pu\ : Q¡q" :6i,
{po,pù = -lQ",QolA P,c,-0,

(i75)

(176)

(r77)
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with the q's and p's treated as functions on l.
It provides useful insight to observe that since the constraints Co are linear in

the momenta, 'l : T*m: With rr¿ the space of gauge orbits on M , Tm is the space

of equivalence classes of vector fields r., € ?M, with u - u* edóa for arbitrary e".

HerLce T*m is the set of one-forms 
^ 

€ T. M which do not distinguish betrveen u

and u j e" $":

i.,À: i,"¡,"6^\ <+ ia.À : 0 Vo. (178)

Expanding in our coordinate basis of one-forms, À -: p"Q'* poÕ", we have

po = 0 and po are coordinates for the linear-vector space R". This is essentially

the content of (172). (We discussed this from a slightly diferent vantage point

at the beginning of section 1).

The gauge fixing condition -F" = 0 now selects a surface embedded in M (no

restrictions on momenta besides the C" = O) which, at least locally, intersects

each gauge orbit on M exactly once, and so can reptesent rz. To reach other

representations of r¿ we make nonsingular transformations of the form frefer to

(13e)l:

c"-f(ù,
F" r----+ F"(q,F). (17e)

With any such representation, 0 f 7q'l* e Tm.

As for the reduction of observables, f : i.F, recall the definition (83) of

homogeneous classical dynamical variables on l. Using (170) and (172) we have

c"(s) : sA, 'A" (Qi,Q1: + Õî1Õ3i) p", . . (q\"q?:+ oiiof;) r,,
p, gar"'o" po, . . ' p.. =: cs(s),

in a notation analogous to (83), where

(180)

(181)s.'..",(Q) = SAL., 
A,(Q)Q"ì,Q). ,.A";"@).
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That ú,(S) is an observable is thus obviously equivalent to s''" "(8) - st '.(S),

i,e, the physical, or reduced tensors must be tensors on m-their components

expressible as functions of the qo.

3.3 Adapted Coordinates for Scalar Electrodynamics and
the Helix Model

'We now choose adapted coordinates for our scalar electrodynamics example. In-

spection of (16) and (33) suggests we take

q" - (B;(æ), p(æ)) , (182)

where -B¡(ø) :: A;(æ) + !ô,;0(æ) and 9(æ) :: p(æ)expi0(æ) ('unitary gauge');

the go are easily shown to be gauge invariant. As for the remaining coordinates

we select

F"-0(æ),0<0(æ)<2n

so then using (20) in (165) the Faddeev-Popov matrix is

(183)

(i84)

(186)

FB_6@-a),

which is nonsingular as required. Note that using these coordinates the gauge

vectors can be written

(185))6v" - 60(*)'

To ¡educe tensors on M to tensors on nz [see (i81)] we need the gradient of

the physical coordinates:

ab@):#=(: -P.Ë,ffi lui:,ffi ) ,r" _ rr
iøpøl



Hele the row index is ¿ and the column index is B, and â,i acts also on ó(æ - g).

Beginning with the zelo order tensors in (86- 89) we find [see (19)]

u(q) :: v(Q) = I æ, {ltr,oelY +f,"'p"1a;¡' +f,@,ù" * urù\, (187)

rvhere {¡(B) :: 1¡Bi - 0¡B;, anò. similally þee (82)]

*o z(q) :-'r z(Q) - | a", *hv1a;, p), qtaa¡

where V(B¡, p) is the integrand in (187).

For the reduced spatial translation vectors we calculate þee (70)l

"ou"(q) :- Q""(Q)'rv"(Q) = Qb@)'rv""(Q)

: [ ¿", ( -fia"-,atg¡ lÏ?',ffia,re\y).- 
t&,ffia"-r(v) 

) 6@ - s)J-'\ -ffia"-€{ù-ffia,rr1o, )"r--o
: (-ô,xB;(æ),-ô,rp(*)) = -ô,rqo. (189)

(Note that when convenient we use row/column notation interchangeably if there

is no chance of confusion). Similarly, for the reduced spatial rotation vectors we

have

,ru"(q) :- Q""(Q)r^v"(Q) - Q""@)rrv:@)
: lkmnl (-a*0," 8¡(æ) - 6i B"(æ), -x^ ô," p(æ)) .

The ¡eduction of the inverse metric is calculated as follows:

s"bk) = e""e)G"oeoo(Ø: la",
(q -ia.,#& !rî,ffi)r,,_ ,)( _I:;'ffi h\o ffi ffi ''\iu,",g¿;'í#l

( 6;¡*ô,'Ôu¡ai 1 n \

\ o'tætow\ i)u@-s):'D"b(q)6(æ-s),

(ieo)

),u 
-,,

(ie1)



where D"ó(q) is a matrix valued diferential operator which acts on the delta

function. Finall¡ the reduced boost tenso¡s are determined in a similar fashion,

yielding

.r kt(q) = eb(e)Kk Kc'A'"@): D*(s)!2@r + ak)6(æ - ù. (192)

The reduced Poincaré charges are written

,o - ,r(Is-') *cs(o),
l. ,¡È ,P' : Cll' u),

tk = cr,("r o),

*u : -rr(I"r k¡ - co("o z) + trk.

(1e3)

(1e4)

(1e5)

(1e6)

By our previous general discussion we know that they satisfy relations analogous

to (I24- 126) (with % : 0), and so generate the Poincaré group action on 7.

Notice that this means the P*u and r*u are Killing vecto¡s for the metric a on rn

(unlike in the extended space), and also the to& are Killing tensors in involution

with each other, as before. The question of their covariant constancy will be

taken up in section 6.3.

Reduction of the helix model proceeds in an analogous fashion [22]-we simply

quote the results [refer to (39- 42)]: The adapted coordinates can be chosen as

q' = (B,p),

Fl = 0,010<2tr,
(1e7)

(1e8)

where B :: Z -0 and, X *iY =i pexpiî. B and p are obviously gauge invariant,

and the Faddeev-Popov matrix is

Fl-$rFl :t,
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which is nonsingular on M. The gradients of the physical coordinates are

(200)

analogous to (186). Since the Hamiltonian potential V was chosen to be invariant

along the gauge orbits we can define u(q) :- V(Q). The reduced inverse metric

is

a'',: # : (T -t Ð,

/Y
s"b(ù:a""G"ta'r=l+ -r Ð(ir Ð : ('iå ?), ,,0,,

which can be compared with (191).

Note that the gauge fixing surface Fl : constant is associated with a Gribov

ambiguity (see, e.g. [16]) in that a given gauge orbit intersects such a surface

more than once (in fact infinitely many times). But locally it is well defined,

which is all that need concern us here,

This essentially completes the usual classical analysis. But before going on

to quantization we shall first examine in more detail some geometrical structures

associated with gauge theories in which M is endowed with a metric. This analysis

will provide useful insight into the Dirac quantization.
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4 Geometrical Structures in Gauge Theories

In this chapter we would like to illuminate some of the geometrical connections

between the dynamics (at least the kinetic term in the Hamiltonian) and the

gauge structure of the class of theories rve have been considering. This includes a

discussion of the relationship between the curvatu¡e of the extended and reduced

spaces.

On the extended configuration manifold M we íave ttvo natural, or geomet-

rical structures: First is the action of the gauge group on M as difeomorphisms

generated by the basis /o of gauge vector fields. We discussed this in chapter 1,

the principle relationship being given in (10). This establishes M as a fibre bun-

dle with projection r : M --+ m, rn being the space of gauge orbits, or reduced

configuration space. A basic assumption we make here is that the /o chosen are

linearly independent, but as yet impose no restrictions on the structule func-

tions. We saw in (34) that this assumption is valid for scalar electrodynamics

(1or p l0).
The second structure is the kinetic energy term of the Hamiltonian, which

yields a real, symmetric contravariant tensor G-1 on M, A fundamental arisump-

tion we make here is that the kinetic energy, and equivalently G-l, are positive

definite. This implies that G-l is invertible (which justifies the notation), and we

denote its inverse as G, which serves as a natutal metric (also positive definite)

on M. Ðven in field theo¡ies G-1 is usually ultralocal (contains no derivatives of

á-functions), so there is no dificulty in forming the inverse. Our two examples

easily satisfy this assumption.
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4,L '(Kaluza-Klein" Form of the Line Element

By letting each of these two structu¡es act on each other in a natural way we

generate two more structures: First, given a metric G on M we can form an inner

product of vector fields, and are thus lead to construct

'Y"p:= G(ö",ÓB), (202)

which is ¡eal and symmetric, and is essentially a metric induced on the orbits. In

fact, 1.,6 is positive definite:

l(p,p):=^toptt*þa - G(p"ó,,upóp) > 0Yp(l 0) eÇ (203)

since, by the linear independence of the /o, p"ö" + 0 unless all p' : g, ¿o¿

G is positive definite. In particular, lhen, 1op is invertible, and we denote its

inverse by.¡"8. Notice that invertibility of G and linear independence of the /-
a¡e not sufficient to establish the invertibiüty oI 1op, a fact which is sometimes

overlooked in the literature [32]. It is positive definiteness, and not invertibility,

that is primary here.

For scalar electrodynamics we use (20) to compute

,"0: (_\a, + t\ 6(* _ù,
\ e- ,/æ

whete 1f;:- ô,rô,0, and its finite (one) dimensional counterpart

,"0 - (r+ e')

(204)

(205)

in the helix model [see (40)]. Notice that the positive definiteness of 7op in the

field theory case requires suitable boundary conditions.

Second, the projection r : M -+ m induces the push forward of G-l:

g-1 :: r-(G-1),
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which is a real, symmetric, contravariant tensor on nz. Of course for the push

forward to be well defined, g-1 and G-1 must be ¡ -related:

o"lq¡: r.(Gal)YQ e M. (207)

This is equivalent to (38), a property of the system we have already taken for

granted, namely preservation of the classical constraints under time evolution.

Indeed, in general this push forrvard is precisely the reduction process of homo-

geneous observables [see (i81)], and z¡-relatedness is just observable status.

Using arguments similar to those that established the positive definiteness

of 1oB, we can readily see that g-1, too is positive definite. In fact, the two

statements are equivalent, a fact worth demonstrating since we shall need some

of the intermediate results later anyway.

Consider the components of G and G-1 in adapted coordinates:

c*: ( 9* I'o ) una cÆ = ( ll-il:', fg-iì:: ) , (208)
\ uaó uaÉ / \\" / \u ) /

respectivel¡ where

G.b : Q:GABQ?,

G"B : Gp": Q:GABøF,

G^B - alGæ@Bp,

and

(G-t¡'t - QiGn"Qt",

@-r¡.0 _ (G-t)po _e\GABaß,

(G-')P : olGABoß'

From (171) and (202) we note that

G, B : (F-t )11^,0(F 
-' 

)uB.
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(210)

(211)

(2t2)

(213)

(214)

(215)



Also, (G-1)'ò = goô, the components of g-1 in the coordinates q" on m [see (206)].

In general, the 'holonomic horizontal' subsp ace of TM spanned by the â/ôg" need

not be orthogonal to the gauge orbits:

(216)

We will elaborate on this shortly, here we simply want to point out that (Ç-t¡af
is not the inverse of GoB, nor is G"6 the inverse of (G-r)ab - gab.

Now, 7op positive definite implies

GoBtt"tte - ^h6[@)lp"1ftr-l'/,uo]> 0vpe0) e Ç (217)

since the Faddeev-Popov matrix has no null vectors; so G*B is positive definite.

The converse is similar.

To establish that the positive definiteness of Gop is equivalent to the positive

definiteness of (G-1)"ö it is convenient to use matrix notation for (208):

":'( Ê, I ) '"0 c-' :, ( ;, l) (218)

Then D positive definite implies D invertible, which allows us to decompose G

as follows:

c:(t n\/t-pp-tsr ¡\
\ô;/\'D-tB; i) (21e)

Then using the positive definiteness of G we have

0 < (" r\c ( Ï.) -,t(, -, o-t pt)æ r (y * D4 Br x), D(s + D-1 Br x)\a )
(220)

for all nonvanishing (rr y"). In particular, with the rest¡iction y : - D-l BT x we

learn that (A- A O-t Br¡ is posiiive definite, and hence invertible. But, inverting

(219) we have

G"B=G(#,h¡ r,



from which we read of fsee (218)]

(222)

(223)

Herc ga (resp. G"É) denotes the matrix inverse of g'à (resp. G"B). Hence,

positive definiteness of GoB implies positive definiteness of 9'ò (and 9"6). The

converse argument is exactly reciprocal,

To summarize, we have established the positive definiteness of both metrics

9o6 and 1oB, the equivalency of these two statements, and an explicit expression

for 9o6. These two metrics will play a central role in the following discussions. In

the case of our t\¡/o examples, 9'å is given in (i91) and (201), respectively.

Consider the length element on M, expressed in the adapted coordinate basis:

dsz = G odq" dqb + G,pdq" d FF * G 
"6d.F" 

dqb * G,Bd F" d,FB . (224)

We can bring this to block diagonal, or Kaluza-Klein form by constructing the

one-forms

a-l : A- BD-l Br

9¿: Ga - G"*G"PGpø.

6F" := d.F" * Bid,q",,

which, in general, are not exact. Using these in (22a) we find that

BT - G"PGp"

'completes the square', and we have

ds2 - g"6dqo dqb IG,B6F"6FP.,

where 9o6 rvas given earlier in (223).

(225)

(226)

(227)



With a rescaling of the one-forms dF",B" :- Bîdq" by the inverse Faddeev-

Popov matrix:

we can define a new nonholonomic basis of one-forms on M,, eA := {eo, e"}, where

ó ; (F-l)idFP,

A" :- (F-1)7n0,

:= dq"

:= ó"*A"

(228)

(22e)

(230)

(231)

e"

ed

In this basis the length element can be decomposed in terms of the two metrics

gab arld 'lcj.pi

¿s2 : go6e" eb * loBe"ep (232)

[see (215)]. The corresponding dual basis of vector fields, s7 2: {w",w.}, is

given by

-' : &-Aiö''
uo: öo,

which satisfy ("î,rry) = 68.

4.2 HorizontalfVertical Nonholonomic Basis

We shall make extensive use of this basis in the coming pages, so let us examine

it in more detaii he¡e. First notice that, although ed is constructed from the

coordinate one-forms d.q" and d.F", it is actually independent of the choice of

coordinates. It might be instructive to demonstrate this explicitly: Under the

coordinate t¡ansformation (179) we have

d,qo r+ d,Qo=#On, (235)

(233)

(234)



d'FB ¿

dt
iJo" I ^! tt<

/ b-1\d(¡)p*

Using the equivalent form

aøo=ffil,ar+ u*ü!l,ar',

a": #1,:#@1,.#1,#1,)
6)i-r"1#1,.

(236)

, (237)

(238)

Ao =^fþG(r',#1")d,q" :,t*Böp.e"d.q^ (2ae)

we find

ó, ,-. (p-\idrp -ó"+(¡,-')i ffi1,#1,*., (240)

A" a ¡Þ60.Q"¿q' : A" + (F-\i #lr* (241)

Now recall from calculus that if x,y, and z are related by some f(n,g,z) : 0

then
ôxl ôyl 0rl
-t -t 

:_-lôul ôzl âzl 'v tz tc ¡g

(242)

so since F" : F"(5, F) we have that d" + A' - ó * .4". Thus eo is invar.iant,

as is its dual, u.'o. Similarly, e" and uo transform in an obvious fashion, dual to

each other.

Alternatively, using (170) in (239) we have

Ai - ^¡p öFG""Q1Q| - t"B óFGBT (p^ - Ol l¡l)
^.aB tB- | vpGB¡ - öi, Q43)

OI

el - fgGgwfi.
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Similarly, it is easy to shorv that

w! : go6GAB ebs. (245)

Notice that one converts from a basis element to its dual by using the various

metrics to raise and lower their respective indices. The transformation properties

of the nonholonomic basis are now obvious. We also identify this as the same

basis used, for example, by Kuchai [21].

Since the metric (232) is block diagonal in this basis, rve have the important

result

G(u",w) - 0Va, B, (246)

which can be compared with (216).

Using the adapted coordinates selected in section 3.3, let us calculate e" for

our two examples. Since the Faddeev-Popov matrix is just the identity matrix in

both cases fsee (184) and (199)], we have simply /" = dF", which are exact. The

áo require mo¡e work. We first need to determine the vecto¡s q! - AQA lôø".
Inspection of the adapted coordinates for scalar electrodynamics, see (182) and

(183), yields

/61 0 \
A:=l o cosd(æ) lt@-z), (247)

\ 0 sinï(æ) /
where A is the row index and c the column index. Using öþ ftom (20), and the

trivial metric Gda = 6ta, we frnd

óB ' Q. = (-Iu"'uu - e),0) '

The inverse of 1oB in (204) is a Green function, rvhich we denote as

t"B =t ¡-=!-6e -Ð.' l- utô' + p") *

(248)

(24e)



It is a functional of the magnitude, p, of the scalar field. If p is localized, i.e.

p(r) - 0 sufficiently rapidly a læ | --r oo, we assume that suitable boundary

conditions can be chosen to determine ?"P. Using these results in (239) we find

A" : | æz d"y Fi*ü6(* - s) (-lu.ruu- y),0) ('i;r|, )
: I 0"" (-:r"^r;^^- - o) dB¡(z). (250)

The important poini here is that the coefficient of dB¡(z) depends on p, so the

one-forms Ao are not closed (see also l(unstatter [33]). Thus de" l0 for scalar

electrodynamics, a fact rvhich will play a role in our later discussions.

The analogous result also occurs in the helix model, but can be calculated

more easily: From (197) and (198) we find

so with (40) we have

/ 0 cosá \
nr=(,1.';,,J,

6o ' q": (,0).

The met¡ic t"B 1n (205) is trivially inverted, yielding

A"- 7.rr.n¡(dP\- t 
," - t+pr(t'u)[. ap )= unot' (253)

which is obviously not closed. Since the $ are exac| we have

d.eo : dAo : ,, ?P ,,rds n ap.
(7 ¡ Pz 1z

(251)

(252)

(254)

lvVe have seen that the action of the gauge group on M induces a fibre bundle

structure r : M --+ r¿. The gauge vectors /o allow us to move within the fibres,

but as yet we have not identified a natural way to move in a horizontal direction,



to connect one fibre with its neighbour. This is achieved using the metric G. At

any point Q e M we can decompose the tangent space,

TqM =VaM @ HaM (255)

into a vertical subspace, VqM, spanned by the tl", and a holizontal subspace,

HqM, spanned by the uro. Because of (2a6) these two spaces are orthogonal:

vaM r HaM. (256)

We would like to emphasize that this vertical/horizontal decomposition is, of

course, independent of any choice of coordinates or choice of basis for the gauge

vectors /o-the gauge structure 7r gives us VqM and the metric structure G gives

rc HqM.

4.3 Yang-Mills Connection and Curvature on the Ex-
tended Field Space

Establishing HqM as above is not in itself suficient to endow M wilh a connec-

tion (see, e.g. [26]): we further demand ihat the vertical/holizontal decomposi-

tion is compatóble with the action of the gauge group on M. This means

Lø"wB - [wo,wp]€VM,

Lo.u¡ - lw,,w5]e HM,

(257)

(258)

(25e)

i.e. the vertical and horizontal subspaces a¡e invariant under gauge transfor-

mations generated by the /". The first condition is obviously satisfied, being

just the integrability condition for the gauge olbits; the second requiles some

investigation.

With an eye on (233), we first calculate

Ló"-aPn = w! h, fit : -tr-l^l# rt 
^,
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where we used (171). Then

Ló..o : Ló"# - Lo,AlóB- AtLø.öp

= -lrr.ot+ ilpAf +ell#FÍló, (260)

Since this has only a vertical, or gauge piece, and the /" are linearly independent,

(258) is equivalent to

Lô" At - - flpAf + r! fig-¡!,
which also means

lw".,u6l - 0. (262)

Now, whether or not Al transforms as in (261) is not ¿ priori obvious, and

needs to be checked in any given theory. But A/ alises essentially f¡om an

interplay between the gauge and metric structure on M, and so we should be

able to connect this transformation law with the fundamental relation (38).

Thus, let us begin with (245) instead of(233). Sincetheq" are gauge invariant,

L1.e" = L6"dq" : dóoq" = 0, (263)

and the metric on ø¿ is also gauge invariant, so we learn from (245) and (38) that

(261)

(264)

vector ff.

(265)

(L+"-")o 
: 

ti-tr:;,::" eb" = so6(@ þ pB) eb"

= ,s"úX"wþ,

where ffó ,- ("b , $l ,, the horizontal, or physical projection of the

Again, since this has only a vertical piece, (258) is equivalent to

(t" :0,

where we used the invertibility of go¿ and the linear independence of the tuB.
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This is an extra condition relating the metric and gauge structures, beyond

the usual preservation of the classical constraints under time evolution. In the

language of (38) it appears ai;

(Lø"G)n" = (f"öf,6Xt, (266)

where (fl := 1",,(E), the vertical projection of the vector ff, is still arbitrary.

Recall that in our two examples the /o are actually I{illing vectors (( : 0), so in

both cases the vertical/horizontal decomposition is compatible with the action

of the gauge group on M (at least with this choice of gauge vector basis-see

below).

It is often suggested in the literature [21,34] that ihe classical symmetry under

change ol gauge vector basis be preserved at the quantum level. We will come

back to this point again in chapter 5, and whether or not this idea is compatible

with the van Hove restrictions on factor ordering we encounter in this work. But

even before we get to that we want to see if this idea is compatible with the

conditions (257) and (258). Of course for any p,u € I [see (11)], [p, u] e g, so

(257) is still satisfied.

As noted earlier, from (245) we see that the uo are independent of any choice

of gauge vector basis, so we are interested in

(Luw")A - g.6(LrG)AB ebB

- n"rlp"1t.r.c)ou - ó!G"" a"p" - gB,GAc ð6p"1eb"

: lf,s*u"e!'-*"pof.â' (267)

Assuming we have found a 'preferred' basis /* in which (265) is satisfied, the

coefficients po are not arbitrary, but must satisfy

uo|þ = 0,
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i.e. they must be constant in the holizontal direction. At the very leasi this tells

us that the notion of full symmetry under change of gauge vector basis is not

compatible with the notion of gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces.

Another rvay to see this is to take the Lie derivative of (10) with respect to

z-'o. Assuming gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces, (262), we have on

the left hand side

lw-lu",wBll = -luB, [r., r"]] - lu,,lwp,u"ll - 0,

whereas on the right hand side we find

,"Ulàr" + fJBlw-w,): u.(flòut.

Hence the structure functions are restricted to be horizontally constant:

(26e)

(270)

(271)u"flB:0.

But notice that the notion of gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces is, of

course, compatible with the more restrictive symmetry of arbitrary constant po

in the case of structure constants, i,e., in the case of a Lie group acting on M
with linearly independent /o, as in our two examples.

An equivalent way to define this connection on M is to recognize that the e"

are components of a standard connection one-form in the sense that

(e",wp) - 6fi, (272)

Lq.ea = (L6^e1,w6leb * lL6"ea,wp)eP

- -(e1 ,L4.u6)eb - \e",L6.wB)e9

= -fll"e, (273)

and
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a result which relies upon (258). In othel words, ea transforms according to

the adjoint representation of the gauge group. Using the e", horizontal vectors

V e HM are defined by

(e",V) -6Yo. (274)

In fact, in ihe decomposition (231), the {" essentially correspond to the Maurer-

Cartan form, and the A" to a Yang-Mills field3. Then the condition (261) corre-

sponds to the requirement that this field have a standard gauge transformation

law. (Of course this Yang-Mills field is not to be confused with the electromag-

netic potential .4;(ø)).

Given this connection on M we can calculate its curvature:

where we used the gauge

curvature two-form

where (with 0":- ôlôq")

invariance of the horizontal

7",-f,r'"oaq" naqu,

lu",u6l : lô. - Aig^,ô6 - ¡f ópl

: - (a"oi - abAt + flBAiAf) u,

-Aifu,,u6l + Af[up,u"]

- 
r dbu1, (276)

subspaces, (262). The

(277)

(278)7"6:- fi"¡"] - AbAl+ flpAîAPr.
sStricily speaking þee, e.g. [26]), a Yang-Mills field is a local representative of ea

obtained by defining a local section rn- : m -, M of M, which in our case rvould correspond
to an embedded surface representing the reduced configuration space rn, and then deffning
the pullback èd t=iñ*(ed). If, for example, we take the gauge fixing condiiion F" = 0 to
define ñ, we get

e"(q) = A"(q,F =0). (275)
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We would like to express this in terms of de", a quantity we have already calcu-

lated (ai least for the helix model). Recall that for any basis ed and its dual u¿,

we have the identity

a"d = -!r[w,*"ldev AeÉ '

Thus, collecting together (10), (262), and (276) rve find

ae, -f,r""oaq" nd.qb -f,¡10"" n"o,

which is just the Cartan structural equation

f1 : dea + f,ill"" n 
"o 

.

A final result we will need concerns the gauge dependence of F¿.
the Lie derivative of both sides of (276) with respect to /" we find, on

hand side

Lo.F* = -flpîPu.
Now, in the case of the helix model we can use (254) in (281) to get

Fa : d.ea : 
O?_eryd.B ^dp.

(27s)

(280)

(281)

Taking

the left

lu",lw",u6ll = -l.u [ti,'", r.]] - [tu", [u¡, u*]l - 6

by the gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces, and on the right hand side

-L6.Fo6u, - F*f!r.p.

Hence the curvature transforms according to the adjoint representation, as ex-

pected:

(282)

(283)

Note that f" I 0 means the distribution of horizontal subspaces HqM is not

integrable, which in our case means it is not possible, even locally, to find a

surface ñ embedded in M, representing the reduced configuration space m, ivhich

is orthogonal to the gauge orbits.



4,4 Levi-Civita Connections on the Extended and Re-
duced Field Spaces

So far we have discussed the Yang-Mills connection (and curvature) associated

with the induced fibre bundle structule of M. There are th¡ee other connections

to discuss: ihe Levi-Civita connections associated with the metrics G¡¡, go¿ and

7aB¡ on the extended configuration space M, the reduced configuration space r¿,

and the orbits, respectively. The relationship between these connections, as well

as their respective curvatures, will become important in interpreting the Dirac

quantization, but are of interest in their own right as well.

We begin with the Levi-Civita connection, V, associated with the metric G on

M. It is convenient to use the horizontal/vertical basis eÃ and. -7 of one-forms

and vectors defined earlier. Arbitrary one-forms and vectors ate tvritten as

O - O¡e1 and V:VAu¡Ã

for scalars 07 and V7, and the metric appears as

G=GAB,TØeE,

wilh G¿e: diagonal(g"¡, 'y"p) [see (232)]. The action of V:

VO - VOaA ec +AcYec,

Y@¿ :: dØ6

Y"d ,- -ffu"TØ"E,

Yu6:-r.fu"î ør4,,
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is defined by

where the lfu are Ricci rotation coefficients. A similar relation exists for vector

fields:

(284)

(285)

(286)

(287)

(288)

(28e)



such thar v(o,y) : (vo,y) + (o,vy) - dlo,v).
As usual, the Levi-Civita connection is uniquely determined by the conditions

of no torsion and metricity. For arbitrary vector fields U and V on M, the torsion

T(U,V) :: YuV -VvU -lU,Vl
: uÃVE (r% - t*) w6 + U (vB)ury - v(uE)uv - lu,vl
: uvvE {(r.fu-r.fu)*d-1"2,*"1\. (2eo)

Note that since the horizontal/vertical basis is nonholonomic, no-torsion does not

mean the usual condition f% = f'f',, but lather.

rd - ¡.d - n-c.AB 'BA_VABI

where the C's are defined by the commutators

[ur¡,re] -t C-fure.

Collecting the results of (276), (262) anð. (10) rve learn that the nonvanishing C's

ate

(2e1)

(2e2)

(2e3)

(2e4)

/'\1 - 
,r1vob - -r ab¡

Clp = fJB.

Note that we are assuming that the horizontal subspaces are gauge invariant [see

(265)1.

Using (291) with the metricity condition VG - 0 then determines, in the

usual manner, the Ricci rotation coefficients:

,% = T"- WG65 * u7;G76 - wG¡s - C¡øa - Cø¡ø + Cø¡øj, (zsl)

wherc C¿76 | GdDClE.
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The calculation of the l's involves computing derivatives of components of

the metric in (285). We recall that the components 90å are gauge invariant-a
necessary condition for the Hamiltonian to be a classical observable. The same

is not necessarily true for the 7oB components.

Using (38) and (273) we learn that

ó,^t"þ : L6., (GAB "iu$) - (iB - fiut,P - Ílut"6. (2e6)

Except for the ( term, this looks like a transformation according to the adjoint

representation on the aB indices. Tracing with ,y*p we find

ó,ln'/7 = Y .ö, - fi-,, (2e7)

where we used the fact that the (Levi-Civita) divergence of a (gauge) vector is

given by

Y'6 = -t¡c* (ra,c)n" - -f,ç;a1,0.

Herc ,1Q ,= t@r* is the volume element on the gauge orbits.

In section 5.3 we shall argue that a consistent Dirac quantization requir.es the

existence of a basis of gauge vectors which are divergence-free. Furthermore, for

a gauge theory based on a compact semi-simple Lie group the flp are trace-fi.ee.

(For more discussion see [33,28]). In any case, we shall assume

Y . 6:0 and /f," : g, (2ee)

which is certainly borne out in our two examples. This means /? is gauge

invariant, and is sufficient to carry out the Dirac quantization.

It turns out, though, that the ínterpretatio¿ of the Dirac factor ordering, which

involves a lot of detailed calculation, is considerably simplified if tve make the

stronger assumption that 1oB, instead of just its determinant, is gauge invariant.

(2e8)
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We remark that we are already assuming (íb - 0 in connection with the gauge

invariance of the horizontal subspaces [see (265)], and that the trace (îp.'t,p - O

for Y . S, = 0; the further assumption (-É : 0 (instead of just its trace) means

that the /" are Killing. It is not clear what is to be gained by not taking this

last step. If we do, then

ö.rl"P : ZÍþB),. (300)

Thus, to make the components ?dB gauge invariant let us assume, unless

otherwise noted, the following conditions:

L6.,G:0 and /"B" : -ÍBq. (301)

The Killing condition restricts our freedom of choice of gauge vector basis to

those which can be reached by linear transformations with constant coefficients,

and we assume the flB are structure constants, as is the case for a Lie group

acting on M with linearly independent {". The antisymmetry condition makes

.foB, antisymmetric in all pairs of indices. Of course these conditions imply (299),

and are true in our two examples.

The Ricci rotation coefficients are evaluated using (295):

rî¡ = ri. - r;o - |s"o {a,o*r 06s"¿ - ô¿9'6} ,

t_.
LaB = Lpa=t¡pa,

tiB - tþ"=-]¡i"r"o,

rló - -ft:-Io*,
tlp - ti^:f,i,"9,t*0,
FY - t"Y -1rrr qB - -t Pd - LJ"ß'

(302)

(303)

(304)

(305)

(306)

(307)
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Here indices are raised/lorvered using the appropriate metric Ao6 or ?ap, and a

tilde indicates an object on the reduced configuration space, r¿' to distinguish

it from the corresponding object on the extended configuration space, M. In
particular, ú ir th" Levi-Civita connection on rn, with Christoffel symbol i.

We note the contractions

riB = o,

l]¡ = V¿ln.Æ,

rlp : o'

(308)

(3oe)

(3io)

We shall explore the relationships between the covariant derivatives V and V
of tensors on M and rn in section 6.3, where a relevant context can be established.

Let us consider here the curvatures associated with the Levi-Civita connections

on M and m,

4.5 Relationships Between the Curvatures of the Vari-
ous Connections

For vector fields U and V on M (defining "the parallelogram" ), the curvature

operator acting on a vector field W is

R(U,V)W :- Y uY vW - V vY uW - Y ¡u,v1W.

Taking U : W, V = uE, W : ur¿¡, we have

v ¡y fl,6 : v u (ru*rry) = (wr-,øe + r.fur-fu) w,
and on using (292) we then have

R(uv, ury)u6 : (wr-tøe - r7r-% + r-fur.fu - r=kr-% - r.Buc%) w
-, -RouDW. (313)

(311)

(312)
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In pariicular, we shall be interested in the Ricci tensor

1.;76 :: Roo"D

- wf-l| -.îfk + r-fur-fu - r=%r=h - r*ch. (3r4)

Using (302* 307), (308- 310) and (293-294), it can be shown that the aå

components are

- 1 t-
Ra :R* + ;F",""F;- V.(v,(ln rtD + ii"1r"B)vu(t"ò. (31b)

Here ñ.¿ is the Ricci tensor associated with the Levi-Civita connection 9 on *,
which has a form analogous to (314), but with no C term. We used the fact that

u;o reduces to âo when acting on a gauge invariant function [see (233)], as well as

ërFo¡: -flpfB*:0 (316)

by (282) and (299). For (at least Ricci) flat extended space M, Ro¿:0, so

the Kaluza-I(lein-like equation (315) yields an expression for ft."6 in terms of the

square of the Yang-Mills curvatu¡e .F, as well as other objects involving the gauge

orbit structure on Ma.

For example, in the helix model [see (283) and (205)] a simple calculation

reveals that all terms on the right hand side of (315) contribute io 7i."6, yielding

(of course: the space is two dimensional)

-1R"a= 
is.,tR,,

aI would like to thank Gabor Kunstatter for suggesting this method of computing
the curvatu¡e on m (see also [35]). At that time I was thinking along the lines of a
Gauss-Codazzi-like analysis, relaiing the intrinsic and extrinsic cu¡vatu¡e of a surface, ñ
(representing rn), with the cu¡vature of lhe embedding space M. The immediate obstacle
is ihat in o¡de¡ fo¡ ñ to inhe¡it the cor¡ect metric from M, the vectors tangent to ñ
must be orthogonal io the gauge orbits (with respeci to lhe met¡ic on M). Bui we
know that the existence of a nont¡ivial Yang-Mills culvature .F means that such a su¡face
cannot be found. The¡e is also the complication of multiple normal vectors. Àlthough
this approach may ofler an interesting perspective, the Kaluza-Klein-like approach is more
straightforward.

(317)
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where the Ricci scalar

ft.,: g.uñ* _ 6(r + p2)-2, (318)

as noted in [22].

It can also be shown that the aB components of the Ricci tensor on M are

2&op : yrTo^t + il"Fa"" - i"o"f øu + V¿(ln rt)FB"u , (31e)

where we made use of (301). The left hand side vanishes, as usual, and the right

hand side has the form of a divergence of the Yang-Mills curvature .F-a source

equation, but the physical interpretation is not clear. Nevertheless, it is useful

in calculating V"(Vò(,b'å)), fo¡ 1l covaliantly constant on M, as we shall see in

section 6.4.

Finally, the oB components are
'I - i 't-

7¿"p : -if:"flp - ìF,"0î*' - iL',"p
1 -- * 1

+-rt"uY "(tr")Y"(tap) - ,v "(ln 1/1)v"(1"fi, (320)

whe¡e Ã ,: ú.ú" acting on scalars. With R,p = 0 this is another condition on

Having examined the Yang-Mills connection, as well as the Levi-Civita con-

nections V and V, we come now to the fou¡th and final connection: As mentioned

earlier, 7oB is a positive definite metric in a given orbit [in the nonholonomic ba-

sis /", with dual {o-see (228), (171) and (215)], and so we can determine the

Levi-Civita connection and curvature associated with it. We restrict ourselves

to a single orbit, labelled by q, and, where confusion might arise, indicate this

explicitly with lo. We also temporarily drop the ¡estrictions (299) and (301).

From (228) and (171) we calculate

d(f l,) = fie-fil,dl'AdF6 = -Fl,oø(F-');1, ó ^óP. (321)



But

so

and hence

ló,, óBl = W:#,r;#l - 2Ff^öp1@-1)7ö.,,

¡io - zFf"öot@-')"l,

o-a(ø"1,) +f,r:ao" nø0.

(322)

(323)

(324)

(328)

This is essentially the Maurer-Cartan equation (see, e.g. [26]), and should be

contrasted with (281), where ¿a diflers from d? by the "Yang-Mi1ls field" ,4"-
see (231).

The Ricci rotation coefficients in an olbit, which rve denote as ñlr, ar.e calcu-

lated exactly as was done earliel for lrrl:

iïþ-i^Á"-c:p (325)

is the analogue of (291), with

lö", ópl = Clpó.,; 4B = ll,p (326)

corresponding to (292-29a). Inspection of (295) reveals that llB is precisely ll,
[before any of the restrictions (299) or (301)]:

-1rlo: 
5ta' {ö"tp¿ + öB'tot - ófl,a - Í"pe - ÍB¿ + k"p} . (327)

The corresponding Ricci tensor

n^o - 6ri6"o - ö"iIB+ r!.ft, - iX.iÍo - i\ocå"

is analogous to (31a). It is easy to shorv that, in general, this 7?"p appears on

the right hand side of (320), just as 11"¡ appears on the right hand side of (31b),
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and when we reinstate the conditions (301), flB reduces to l]r, given in (307),

and ñ.op reduces to

^ I - I 1^ 1 1_
Roe = 5öilo 

_ 
;ó"Íia+ ;ft,r:ß_ ;r:,fie 

_ 
;r:pfi"

: -L¡t n- -îJßJ6A|

the first term on the right hand side of (320), as promised.

Here we used the fact that, quite generall¡

ö,ÍJp = ó"flB - óBÍ1" - fi,BÍ1" (330)

which follows from taking the Lie de¡ivative of (10) with respect to /6, and then

contracting ó and 7. The right hand side vanishes ivhen fo : 0.

The Ricci scalar within an orbit is

(32e)

(331)
1

.foqRop : 
¡fr"af""þ .

Wifh ÍlB structure constants, and 1oB gauge invariant, this Ricci scalar is con-

stant, but may change from orbit to orbit.

It is interesting how both ñ.o6 and 7t*, full out of the same Kaluza-I(lein-like

analysis of M. Although á"¿ is more important to us than R"p, in th" sense that

reduced quantization takes place on the orbit space, not within a given orbit, it
will neve¡theless play a nontrivial role in the inierpretation of Dirac quantization.



Part III
Quantum Analysis
5 Dirac Quantization

We have completed the classical analysis, and now we come to quantization.

In reduced quantization the constraints are first solved classically to yield the

physical degrees of freedom, i.e. the classical reduction in chapter 3. Then one

attempts to apply the'usual' canonical quantization procedure. As emphasized

before, the problem is we have observables quadratic in the momenta, as well as

a curved configuration manifold, m, so in general van Hove obstructions seriously

obscure the correct quantization. In Dirac's [1] method, on the other hand, one

initially ignores the constraints and quantizes on M; the advantage being that

M is flat. Then one applies the constraints as operators to select the physical

state space. As we will explain shortly, the quantum reduction then induces a

Hilbert space structure on the physical state space. We shall first apply Dirac

quantization, and then discuss some implications for reduced quantization.

5.1 Symmetric Operators and Minimal Quantization

For Dirac quantization we begin by quantizing the extended classical mechanics

(1, O). Since I : T. M the Schrödinger picture is a natural choice (or functional

Schrödinger picture in the field theoretic case, but we shall not distinguish be-

tween these in our formal development). The state space.F - C*(M,C), i.e.

all smooth complex valued functions on M, The Hilbert space'11 - LZ(M,E),

consists of those elements of .F which are square integrable on M, rvith inner

f,f



product given by
î_

(üi, Vz) = I EVttüt2.
JM

(332)

The choice of volume form -E is, of course, arbitrary: If for one choice of .E

we can find a consistent quantization (suiiable factor ordering of operators Q,

etc.), then by the mapping

E ¡-----¡ E:oÐ,o)0, (333)

ilr ¡--* ü': o-åV, (334)

e ,-----, e' : o-à qotr , (335)

we can get to any other volume form E' by a suitable choice of o, The two

quantizations are obviously equivalent:

(ú'r,Q'ú'z)' - (V1, gür) (336)

In the Schròdinger representation quantum operators are realized as differen-

tial operators acting on the wavefunctions ü € ?1. Thus we shall need to define

a derivative operator, D, on M. We take D to be torsion-free, for simplicity, and

to be compatible with the inner product:

DE :0. (337)

These are the only two restrictions on D, otherwise it is arbitrary. The latter

restriction defines the divergence D.V: D¡VA of a vector field I/ by

LvE: E D .V

and, correspondingly, inner product compatibility means

(338)

(33e)o- IML.E- lrøo.v
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for suitable boundary conditions on I/.

We now construct the quantum operator, 8,(S), corresponding to the homo-

geneous classical dynamical variable C"(.9) in (83). We take as an initial ansatz

e"(S) :- ?ln¡" {ga'"'a'Dt,...D* + Sâ,"'A,-' DA,...Dt"-, * ...

+s$'nn,¡snj, (340)

where the leading term is fixed, and the complementary lower valence tensors

S[t" At, t < s, (which may be complex), are chosen to make O,(,9) symmetric

with respect to the inner product (332):

(ür, O,(S)Vr) - (8"(s)v1' úr). (341)

The ,9p should be linear and homogeneous in ,9, and without loss of generality

we may take them to be symmetric tensors (because any antisymmetric part

would induce a commutator of trvo derivatives, which could be replaced with the

Riemann tensor, and thus absorbed into a lower order term).

For a scalar field X, on M,we thus haves

Qo(x): Y, (342)

which is automatically symmetric (we assume all tensors ïh,A' ur" real). For a

vector field V we have

(343)

sNotation: The valence of a tenso¡ S is usually evident from the subsoipt I in an
expression like @r(S). For example, this allorvs one to distinguish the vector,Sj' used in
8r(,99) from the scalar,So used in 8o(Se). To further help clarify the noialion we adopt
a convention used by Kuchai: X,)/,... denote scalars, U,7,... denote vectors, I(, tr,...
denote valence trvo tensors, and ?,... denote valence three tensors.

Q,(v) : -tn {vA nn + vn) .
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The usual elementary calculation on the left hand side of (341) yields

(ü1, øl(y)ìIrr) 

: lT)rffir,
-n lrø nt(ú,v,vo), (t44)

the last integral vanishing by (339). Comparing with the right hand side,

(Qr(v)ü1, vù : I*EK4h) {vrDo+va},vrlvr, (345)

we learn that the real part of V¿ is fixed:

nvn: |oolvA¡, (846)

but the imaginary part is arbitrary. Hence a linear symmetric operator has the

form

a'(v) :',:li^î:i?Ï^^l\,^uu,,¡, 
G4T)

up to the optional addition of any zero order operator of the form

ñ80(Sya), (348)

involving the imaginary paú of Vq. In the second line we have used a coordinate

system Ç/, in rvhich the volume folm appears as

E-Qd.QlA...AiQN (349)

for a strictly positive function O.
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Similarly, a quadlatic symmetric operator has the folm

Qr(r{) - (-iít), {KAB DADB + D¡(r(B)DB} : eiÐzD¡r{AB DB

: (-ih)2Q-10aQI{ABô8, (350)

up to the optional addition of arbitrary lower order operators of the form

hQl(sr(ò -h2Qo(wr{ò. (351)

The second line in (350) emphasizes that no knowled ge oI D, beyond D.E = 0 is

needed to evaluate Qr(1f). Finall¡ for cubic operators we find6

Q"(r): (-ihf 
{TABC 

D.cDeDc +f,ooçrABc¡n"n" -1roo1o"(D"(Tn"")))} ,

(352)

up to the addition of

h Qr(gT a) - h2 Q l(nr ù - å3 go(s?ø ). (353)

The quantizaiion scheme represented by (342), (347), (350), (352)..., without

any of the optional additional terms, is the minimum required to achieve sym-

metric operators, and here we shall refer to it as "minimal quantizationt'. By

selecting amongst the various optional additional terms we can reach any other

Schrödinger-type quantization scheme. Notice the pattern that is developing in

(348), (351), and (353). Of particular interest are the schemes where all S9 are

real. In this case the minimal quantization is modified to [7]

Q'"(S) = O,(s) - h' Q"-r(Sù - hn Q"-n(Sa) - "' (354)

Thus the first modification is the addition of a scalar to the quadratic oper-

ators. This is reasonable in that, besides the derivative operators themselves,

6Cubic operators occu¡ in the commulato¡ of trvo quadratic operâtors.



the only natural geometrical object in the theory is the curvature of D, which

has dimensions inverse length squared, so quadratic operators would be the first
place it could be used to construct ,9q. For example, I{q rrray be proportional

lo I(ABR¡y, wherc 7l¡B is the Ricci tensor of D. On the other hand, if there

existed a dimensionless preferred scalar in the theory, one could imagine several

ways of combining it with .I( and two derivative operators to construct a scalar.

We shall see that both of these possibilities become very relevant when we

come to discuss Dirac quantization in the reduced framework. For the time
being we restrict ourselves to minimal quantization, and show that it is sufficient

to implement a consistent Dirac quantization of the Poincaré algebra of scalar

electrodynamics.

5.2 Van Hove Anomalies

We now work out the commutators of operators in the minimal quantization

scheme, The two lowest order cases are obvious:

ftraøl,oo(v)l = o,

rtra"r*1,q,(v)l = eo(-lx,vn) = Lvx,

and they agree with the Dirac prescription [cf (8a)]:

{, } --'*1[, ].

Recall that we may use any torsion-free derivative operator (e,g. D) in the

Schouten concomitant, [, ].
Before we wo¡k out the higher order cases rve need to introduce the curvature

of D. Our conventions are as follows:

(DtDn - DBDÐVD :: -RtncDVc (358)

(355)

(356)

(357)
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for the Riemann tensor, and

'll¿¿ :- RlBs B (35e)

for the Ricci tensor. We shall need to know that the Ricci tensor is symmetric,

but this is not ¿ priori obvious-it follorvs from the no-torsion stipulation on D,

and its compatibility with the inner product. Indeed, in the local coordinates

used in (349) we can write

DtVB : ôaVB *lX"V".

No torsion means lf;¿: få¡, and (337) means the contraction

läc: ÔcInQ' (361)

The Ricci tensor is given by

Il¡c = ôBTlc - ôtlBu" *l1"lB"o -t"oolP,", (362)

whose symmetr¡ in particular the second term on the right hand side, is a con-

sequence of (361).

Using this symmetry property it is then easy to verify the desired result:

rtta,rn, a,(v )l = e,(-w,vn).

(360)

(363)

From (84) we note the well known fact that the zero and first order classical

dynamical variables form a (closed) subalgebla of the classical Poisson algebra,

and, as we have just seen, this algebra maps homomorphically to the quantum

commutator algebra under the minimal quantization scheme. With the intro-

duction of second o¡de¡ variables we will see that both of these results break

dorvn.
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The lowest order commutator involving a quadratic operator is easily evalu-

ated:
1.-
¿¡tQz(I{),Ao(v)j= Q,(-W(,YD. (364)

It might be instructive to work out the next (quadraiic-linear) commutator in
some detail to see what is involved. Thus we calculate

1

fi*Prto ), a,(v)l : lr( 
AB D AD B + D AU{AB ) D B,v" D 

" 
+ lo" (r" )l

: zI{BlAVcl D¿,DeDc

+{21(A(B DA(Vc)) - VADAQ("")}D"D"

+{KAB DA(DB(vc¡¡ + xBc D"(Do(vo))

+ D A(I( AB 
) D B(Vc ) - D B(D A(I( AC 

))V 
B j D c

+LrnngAB o"(Dc(vc))). (365)

Using the no-torsion condition we have (aciing on a scalar)

DaDsDs - DçD6D1 _ lDA,DclDB = RtceD Do, (366)

so the cubic term is reduced to one linear in derivatives:

cubic = I(ABvc Rn""o Do. (g67)

From (85) we recognize the Schouten concomitant in the quadratic term:

quadratic - [I(,V\BC DBD6. (g63)

Bringing the D¡ to the left in the linear term:

D B(D AV \) : D ¡(D a(V 
A)) - VAR.tB

DB(DAQ(oD = D,E(DB(I(AC)) - KACR¡e + I{AD RABD1,
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we find

linear = DBÃK,V\B')D6 -cubic.

The commutator is thus

(36e)

(370)

(371)

(373)

rvhere

ftta,<*1, atv )l : e,(-vt, vn) + h'z eoØ),

z ,: !noe(" DB(Dc(vc))).

Notice how the curvature terms have cancelled.

The Qo term on the right hand side of (370) is undesirable since it violates

(357), and is a manifestation of van Hove's well known result that it is impossible

to realize Dirac's prescription, (357), fol the entire Poisson algebra (see, e.g. [2],

and references therein). Nor can it be eliminated by a different choice of factor

ordering [21]. But notice that it does disappear if V is a symmetry of the inner

product, i.e. LyE - 0.

Of course such vector fields form a subalgebra of all vector fields on M (with

respect to the Schouten concomitant):

L¡u,v1E : lLu., LvlE :0. (372)

Thus one is led to the idea of abandoning the notion of quantizing all observables,

and instead restricting to certain subalgebras of the full Schouten algebra. (The

Schouten algebra refers to the Lie algebra of all symmetric contravariant tensors

on M with Schouten concomitant as Lie product). This is the approach we take,

the subalgebra in question being the Poincaré algebra.

In a similar, but considerably more lengthy calculation, we can show that the

quadratic-quadratic commutator is

fila,{t ), a,e)l = %çlK, Ln) + h2 eíw),
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where

WD

ABD

4-'BC D

lo"{o"firr, tnr"r)) + DI(ABD),,

-{I(B LcDR¡c + DcU{AB)Do(L"o) - (I( <-, L)}

+lncçrBcD -To""),
zI{AB DolLcD¡ - (I{ <-t L). (324)

This time we have a linear van Hove term corresponding to the vector fleld I4z.

.ABD is antisymmetric, so that divergence of the last term in tr,Ø vanishes, Notice

lhat W involves the Ricci tensor, among other things, which means we must

give more information about the derivative operator D than simply that it is

inner product compatible, at least to evaluate W'in this form7. In the generic

case J,;I/ does not vanish, and represents the second, and more dificult van Hove

obstruction to Dirac's presciption (see, e.g. [7]).

Note that the above analysis is germane to curved space quantization in gen-

eral, or reduced quantization with a curved m (with D the Levi-Civita connec-

tion), and below we will specialize it to Dirac quantization of a gauge theory

on a Ricci flat space. However, we have continued the preceding analysis else-

where [36]. Originally, we observed the well known fact (see, e.g. [2]) that a
sufficient condition for the van Hove term in (370) to disappear is for V to be

a Killing vector (which is necessarily divergence-free). It is trivial to quantize

the Poisson subalgebra of observables linear. and/or zero order in momenta, but
the interesting observables are usually quadratic ([37] and references therein); for

simplicity we ignore cubic and higher order. Now, in order for a Poisson subalge-

bra of observables of deglee less than or equal to two to close, the tensors, 1( say,

@xpressedenlirelyintermsofIl,ô,andoþee(350)],
the commutator (373) is actually independent of the particular D chosen, beyond thit
DE =0.
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associated with the quadratic pieces of these observables must be in involution:

lKt,r{jl - ovi, j. (375)

Furthermore, if we agree that one of the observables is to be the Hamiltonian

(with nondegenerate kinetic energy), then we take 1l¡ := IG-l , and so all the If¡
must be Killing tensors:

[1lr,G-rl-0vi. (376)

So the idea was to quantiz,e the Poisson subalgebra of all observables constructed

out of Killing tensors of valence two or less. Note that because of the Jacobi

identity, the Schouten concomitant of two Killing tensors is also a Killìng tensor.

(But [.(, V], a tensor of valence two, may not necessarily be in involution with
the other -I( for generic I/: there are some additional restrictions.) We found that

a similar analysis was done by Bloore et. al. l7l, except they looked at keeping

the commutatot lQ2(I(), a"GG-')l canonical for arbitrary 11. Of course this
commutator is not closed: it assumes the existence of cubic observables which,

presumabl¡ would need to be quantized tcorrectly' too. They discovered that no

suitable Schrödinger-like quantization scheme [see (354)] exists, unless M is of
constant curvature of Ricci flat. In our case, with commutator IQz(I{;), Qr(I( ¡)1,

a,nd I(¡,1(¡ Killing and in involution, we derived the general conditions on the

quantization scheme for this to vanish. Although we could 'almost' find a solution,

it appears that with this restriction on observables no quantization scheme exists

either, at least not without restricting the curvature [36].

These difficulties led us to consider symmetr.y subalgebras, for example the

Poincaré subalgebra for scalar electrodynamics, to see if it might provide some

guidance in the selection of restrictions on class of observables and curvature,

sufficient for a consistent curved space quantization scheme. This, coupled with
the idea of exploiting gauge theories, as described in the introduction, is what
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our discussion now continues with, as well as the geometrical interpretation of

that quantization scheme.

5.3 Selection of the Physical State Space

So far we have been ignoring the gauge (and metric) structures on M. In the

spirit of Dirac we now quantize the gauge observables on the same footing as any

other observables linear in the momenta:

C^: QrØ,). (377)

The physicai state space, fpny" C î, is defined to be the collection of states \ûply"

annihilated by the constraint operators:

C" üpr,v" - 0 Va <+ üpl,y" € drry". (378)

We remark that if the orbits of the gauge group are not compact then the ilor,r"

are not square integrable, in which case fprrys / 11. This is a well known issue,

which we leave outside the scope of this work, preferring to concentrate instead

on geometrical questions (see also comments in [38], and references therein). We

only want to include a remark by DeWitt [28] to the efect that in order to factor

out the gauge group in the path integral one must treat the gauge group formally

as if it were compact, which is related to the traceless condition fiB = 0. S""

also [23], where the gauge group is divided out of the Dirac quantization inner

product, and the result is compared with reduced quantization. Aliernativel¡ we

could devoid .F of any Hilbert space structur.e, as l{uchai [21] argues, and take the

pragmatic view that the minimal factor ordeling on the extended space is merely

a means (as we shall see) to induce a particular factor ordering (and Hilbert space

structure) on the reduced space which preserves the quantum Poincaré algebra.
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In any case, these issues do not afect the consequences for factor ordering in the

reduced space, or its geometrical interpretation.

Now, even if we are able to consistently define an.Fprrys this wa¡ notice that we

are working with a certain basis /o of 9. Recall that classically the constraints

C" = Cr,(ó") ev 0 imply Ct(p) o 0 V¡.2 € Ç, and so the classical constraint

structure is basis independent. However, in the quantum case

q,(p)itorrvs = {p" e{ö,) - 
t}@"r")}trn*: 

-'}ló"u")r}pr,y" : 0 (gz9)

will place further restrictions on .Fprry, (indeed reduce fir,v" to the trivial zero

element), unless p is rest¡icted to a smaller subset 3 c g defined by

ó"p" :0 ë li = p"ó, eÇ. (380)

This restriciion is an inescapable consequence of demanding a Hilbert space struc-

ture on .F. By choosing a different basis we change Ç, so the question arises if
there exists a natural choicæ, i.e. this motivates the notion of a preferred basis of

gauge vectors [21].

Since

6"üo'r" : -;n (¿-v"r,, " + 
t 
tn. d-)vonr") , (381)

(378) would imply the natural result üo¡r"(8) - rþk@\, i.e. fpry" consists of

gauge invariant complex valued functions on M, provided D .ö" = 0 Vo. Thus,

a natural choice of basis is one which is 'compatible' with the Hilbert space

structure [cf (338)]:

L6"E :lYa, (382)

We take this as a fundamental lelation. It corresponds to a subset @ consisting

of all divergence-free vector fields in I (rvith respect to .E). This should be

compared with a similar restriction we encountered earlier in connection with
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van Hove obstructions to quantization [see the discussion associated rvith (372)],

so one might argue that such a restriction to õ is not so unnatural.

Thus our choice of gauge vector basis is related to our choice of volume form

-8, and we ask if there exists a combination of choices rvhich satisfies the relation

(382). First of all, for (382) to be consistent we need

0 - [La", L6u]E : L¡Zuo.,E = flpLø,E + (ö,Ílò8, (383)

(384)üÍJB = 0Va, B'

This is a condition only on the choice of basis.
'We 

can see what it means by recalling (330):

ó"ÍlB = ö"flB - óp fl" - .f&Bfl. (385)

We recognize the right hand side as essentially an exterior derivative of the object

aB :- flo, in a nonholonomic basis, so the consistency condition of (382) is

equivalent (at least locally) to

flB : óof, (386)

i.e. the trace of the st¡ucture functions should be the (vertical) gradient of a
scalar. This is independent of any choice of .8.

Now, if we set

where

E -:Q E,

E :: dql A." A d.q" A dFl A. . . A dFc

(387)

(388)

(38e)

is the adapted-coordinate volume form, and O is a strictly positive function, we

can show that

Ló.8 -ovo <+ d"tnO-- -ffifrÐr".
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Furthermore, using (17i) in (10) rve can establish that

(3e0)

where .F ¡- ldet fþl > 0, the determinant of the Faddeev-Popov matr.ix. Hence

Lö"8 :0 Va +==+ f o : -þBln(d.F), (3e1)

so we see what / in (386) must be for a given choice of volume form.

In our development so far in this chapter we have not, in any way, used the

metric G on M. It is then natural to try .E - EG), the volume form associated

with G, and then ask if a suitable choice of basis exits to satisfy (382). Inspection

o1 (227) and (215) reveals that

ç(G) _ ¡V1p-t, (3e2)

where g : detg.¡ and .¡ : det,y"B as before. Since g is gauge invar.iant, (391)

tells us we need

n,: ft<w - gpln*,

¡lo : _þBtn url vÞ.

This is, of course, the same as

(3e3)

(3e4)Y.ó,=D{G).ö*_}Va

lcf. (297); V and D(c) are the same as far as calculating divergence is concerned].

Note that, at this point at least, we do not require that /T be gauge invariant

(or flO - 0), but just that the {" ale (Levi-Civita) divergence- free. (This issue

comes up again in quantum reduction.) Nevertheless, DeWitt [28] points out that

fB = 0 automatically in the case of Yang-Mills theories, and we assume as much

here. Thus y'T is gauge invariant, which takes us back to ou¡ earlier condition,

(2ee).
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5.4 Application to Scalar Electrodynamics and the Helix
Model

Let us have a reprieve from the formal development, and see how the results so

far apply in our two model systems. Beginning with scalar electrodynamics we

take -E : lg(c) and D - DP), associated with the metric in (18). The poincaré

charges given in (86 -89) contain zero-order, linear, and quadratic terms, and are

quantized accordingly using the minimal quantization scheme:

O" = AXf,c-1)+eo(v),

Pk : Qr(PrV),

io - Qr(r'v),
^ * - -a"(rtr K) - eo("r z) + tþk.

(3ee)

(400)

(3e5)

(3e6)

(3e7)

(3e8)

The constraint operators are given bV Qr(p), with p restricted to @, the set of

all (Levi-Civita) divergence-free vector fields constructed out of the /" in (20).

In particular, (380) holds.

An operator I is called a (quantum) observable if its action on a physical

state üol,y" does not knock it out of .Ç¡y", i.e. rve demand

i.
*[Q' Ø(t'ìi]vt o¡v" = o Vp e ?'.

Note the restriction on p compared with its classical counterpart [cf (g1)]:

{F,Cr(p)}x0YpeÇ.

We ivant to show that the quantum Poincaré charges are observables. To do

this we will take advantage of the special result we had in the classical case [recall
discussion following (92)], namely that the Lie der.ivative rvith respect to /o of

every valence zero, one and two tensor that appears on the right hand side of
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(395-398) vanishes. We rvill comment on the general case during our discussion

of quantum reduction,

For a scalar X, which represents the Hamiltonian or boost potentials V or.

K* Z, *. have [cf (356)]:

1

o¡lQo(X)'9t(p)lüpr,v" - (^CuX)üpr.y" - p"(L4.X)úo¡r":0. (40i)

For a vecto¡ V, representing any of the spatial translation or rotation vectors
PoV o, JoV, we have fcf (363)]:

!¡art l,q, (¡r)lúor,v" : Qr([p, v])üon 
".

Here

[p'Vn : L,V - p" L6.V - (v p")ö". (403)

The first term on the right hand side vanishes, and the second term belongs to

9l

ó"v p" = [ó",v1r" t vg"p" : g.

Thus, [p, Vn e0, so as an operator annihilates iûo¡y".

(404)

Finall¡ letting the tensor 1l denote either the inverse metric G-1 or the boost

tensors r*Il, we find [cf (370)]:

I

*lar{t<),8,(p)lüor,," - {ar{[u,r1l) + h'zeoØ)] vphw. (405)

The van Hove term, Z, vanishes precisely because of the fundamental relation

(382). Furthermore, we calculate

[.p.,I{In" - (LpIt)AB - p"(Ló"I()AB - 21þd(AöB) . (406)

The first term on the right hand side vanishes, and the vector fields ry'" are defined

by

,lr"A :- I(AB D(f;\ r".

89
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Quantizing this latter, quadratic term yields an operator proportional to

prft p"A 6! nf,) + ol.) 4!E"r pgt.

The first te¡m annihilates üolr", and the second is equivalent to

(Lo^rþ")o - (Ló"I()AB D9) p" + xAB (to.D@) r"r"
- I(AB Dg\@,rr") = o.

(D@) . ó")ú" + ó,tþ" : ló",rþ"1 + ,þ" ó,.

Now the second te¡m on the right hand side annihilates üphys¡ and the commu-

tator is

(408)

(4oe)

(410)

Thus, the Poincaré charges in (395-398) are quantum observables.

By a similar analysis it is easy to show that the Hamiltonian in the helix

model is also a quantum observable.

Recall from (124 -126) that we had a classical realization of the Poincaré

algebra on lc. We now want to see if the same is true at the quantum level, using

the minimal quantization scheme. Notice that even though van Hove terms do

not appear until linear-quadratic commutators, classical 'off-shell' pieces, which

vanish on ls but not necessarily as operators on üpty" could, in principle, begin

appearing in the linear-linear commutators. Thus we must examine all relevant

quantum commutators that can arise out of the operators on the right hand side

of (395-398), beginning with the linear-linear ones. We ah.eady know that the

'coLe structure' of the commutation relations will correctly realize the quantum

Poincaré algebra, we need only focus on the extra off-shell and van Hove terms.

The first linear-linear commutator involves the spatial translations:

jla,{'^ ,), e,(P' v)l : e{-[P^ v,"' vl). (411)
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But since ¡¡" {rr,rt} ¡ in (100), being proportional to -FÈr(z), are gauge in-

variant, we certainly have [P* V,PtVl € 9, and so the right hand side of (aii)
annihilates any üphysr as desired. Inspection of (101) and (102) reveals that the

same is true of the of-shell pieces of the other linear-linear commutators.

In principle, a quadratic-zero o¡der commutator could produce a linear off-

shell piece, perhaps not even in @, but inspection of (98) and (99) reveals that

this is not the case here. Also, there is no van Hove term [cf (364)].

Moving on to the quadratic-linear commutators, we might encounter quadratic

of-shell pieces, as well as ivell as van Hove terms. Using (370) we have the first

such commutator:

fttax|"- ¡, e,(P' v )l : e,(["0 v,å 
"-',, 

n k' eo(z). (412)

The van Hove term, Z, disappears because 2oIl is (Levi-Civita) divergence-free,

(110). We rema¡k that this latter condition is stronger than necessary to establish

2a as a classical constant of the motion, but rveaker than the Killing condition-
just enough for a consistent quantization. It is interesting that the PrV (and the

other Poincaré vector.s l*V) fall exactly into this class.

We now must quantize the quadratic of-shell piece given in (103). But this is

exactly the situation encountered eallier in the discussion following (a07). The

Lie de¡ivative analogous to (410) is

(LöþIpr,po]ú\t: - la"ua', {-"r,o - O#ø}óâ@) -0, (4rs)

sirce $þ(Q) in (20) has no dependence on the field.4¡(z) [and {PÈ'P'Ì,úPA(Q)

has no field dependence at all-see (103)1. Inspection of (104-106) reveals that
similar results hold for the other quadlatic-linear. commutators.

Finally we come to the quadratic-quad¡atic commutators. Here there could

in principle be a cubic off-shell piece, but from (107) and (108) we see that,
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fortunately, this is not the case. Using (373), the boost-Hamiltonian quadratic-

quadratic commutator is

fila"fr t ),e,(G-')l: ese[K* K,G-'n)+ h'e,(w).

We remark that Kr K is, of course, not simply proportional to G-l (for example,

just 'cÀ times G-1', as (81) might suggest at first glance), so this commutator

is in principle not irivial. To evaluate it, recall that we may use any D(c) that

satisfies p(c) pG) : 0. D(G) = V, the Levi-Civita connection, is a natural choice.

Then the Ricci tensor encountered in tr4l [see (37a)] is the one associated with

the Riemann curvature of M, which in our case is zero. Thus to see that the van

Hove term lill vanishes we use two facts: (i) the ruf are (Levi-Civita) covariantly

constant, and so are necessarily Killing, too, and (ii) M is (Ricci) flat. The same

goes for the boost-boost commutator, in which case the covariant constancy of

the rcof implies that they are also in involution.

In conclusion, we have seen that the Poincaré algebra is, indeed, realized as

quantum operators acting on .For,r", by using the minimal quantization scheme.

5.5 Quantum Reduction

The quantum Poincaré charges, or any othel quantum observable Q, say, contain

of-shell pieces which vanish when acting on a itrphy"(Ç) : ,þk(QÐ,leaving a

'physical residue' operator, which we denote as e:

Qúo¡o":: atþ, (415)

This quantum reduction induces quantum operators (with a specific factor or-

dering) and a Hilbert space structure in the coo¡dinate representation on the

reduced configulation spa.ce m. That Q be a quantum observable is obviously

(4r4)
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necessary for the quantum reduction to make sense, but not sufficient, as we will
argue shortly.

For zero order operators we have [cf (3a2)]:

Qo(X)üor'"" : XVpnv". (416)

We see that C¡(X) being a classical observable is equivalent to Q6(X) being

a quantum obse¡vable: X(Q) :, î:(q(Q)) is gauge invariant. So the quantum

reduction induces the reduced quantization

ao(a) :: x (417)

of scalar frelds ø on m, but is insufficient to establish a Hilbert space structure

on.Fpr,y". These resuits apply to the Hamiltonian and boost potentials [see (187)

and (188)], as well as, by definition, the Hamiltonian potential in the helix model,

For linear (and higher order) operatols we make use of the horizontal/vertical

basis introduced in section 4.1. Then

VA D¿úrur" : {V"u" } V"tao}úpr,y" = V'ôoùptv", (418)

where Vo i= eXVA, etc. We recall, from the discussion following (181), ihat
lor Q(V) to be a classical observable we already required V"(Q) -t u"(q(QD Lcf

(189) and (190) for scalar electrodynamics]. By (3+7) we then have

Q,(v)üpr,y" = -ih {u" 
ô"+ }ar1vo¡} v"r"". (41e)

So for Q1(V) to be a quantum observable we require, additionally, that the scalar

D ' V be gauge invariant.

Choosing D : D(c\ (with -Ð - ¿{c)¡ we have DG).V - V.V. We can

calculate the Levi-Civita divergence using results from section a.a [cf (308 -810)]:

Y.V : ,7v7 +r.fuvE

= ô"u" ¡ u"aoln.r/gJ * öoV", (420)
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where llu :àtlnt/g, and we take ,f1 tobe gauge invariant, as discussed earlier.

In this case we can write

or(y)üpr,y" : -ih{,"D" +;lñ"þ)+ d"y"l}úon"", (421)

where D is any torsion-free derivative operator on nz which annihilates the volume

form

e i= u)dq1 A... A dq" - !qek\,, t¿) t- \,/S,l (422)

induced on m. (ek\ is the volume form associated with the reduced metric g).

Hence, for Ø(V) to be a quantum observable we require, beyond the classical

condition, that þ"V" be gauge invariant. In fact, as we will now argue, it is

reasonable to demand the stronger condition

ó.v" :0. (423)

First, we remark that this means any gauge (i.e. vertical) piece of V is an

element of ø, the same restriction we were forced to place on the gauge vectors,

p, themselves lcf (380)]. If this holds, then the quantum reduction induces the

reduced quantization

or(u) :: -ih {u" 
ñ^ + lø"ç,"¡} 

: -¿h {u" 
a, + }fa","+ t"ô. tnc",)} Ø24)

of vector fields o on rn. This operator is symmetric with lespect to the inner

product
¡,

(rþ',,þù'= 
J* ",Þr,l'r.,

(425)

and thus a Hilbe¡t space structule is naturally induced on .For.r": l{phy" i=
L2(m,e). Notice too that (a2a) corresponds to a minimal quantization scheme

(with respect to the volume form e).

On the other hand, if ó"V" # 0, it does not appear to be possible to incorpo-

tate þoV" into a divergence of the horizontal piece, u. Nor can we take -ihö"V"



as an optional zero order operator added to p1(u) in (424), because the facto¡

z would make this piece antisymmetric with respect to (+2S). Finally, if er(o)

involved the vertical piece Vo,, the quantization rule rvould require more infor-

mation about the classical observables than is available in the classically reduced

picture. (Of course the same point could be levelled against the object af, but

arguably the latter is of a more 'universal' character. This point will resurface in

later discussions. )

An alternate form of /oV" is

óoV" : L6"þ",V) - -fipVq I (e",La,V), (426)

where we used (273), the gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces, which is

valid when (265) is satisfied. We have ihis situation in scalar electrodynamics,

as rvell as .fiB - 6 anð. L6.V = 0, which is certainly sufficient to establish (423)

for the spatial translation and rotation vecto¡s.

The quantum reduction of quadratic observables proceeds in a similar fashion:

I(AB DBúrn ": {xAb.t ¡ I{APwp} üo¡r" : 1(1öôoüol,r", (427)

where 1láò t: KAB 
"be, 

etc. Again, taking D - ,(c) and using the divergence

expression (a20) with (350) we have

Q2(I()üo¡"" - eih)'? {ô"*ú ôu + kúô.(tn.,)ôb + (d"/l "ó)ôó} üphy", (428)

where we used the condition lor C2(l() to be a classical obser.vable: K'b(Q) -l
k"b (C(QÐ. [See (191) and (192) for examples from scalar electrodynamics, or

(201) for the helix model.l Hence,lor Q2(I() to be a quantum observable we

require /o1("å to be gauge invariant. This is analogous to the conditionon þoV",
and for similar reasons quoted there rve shall demand, beyond the requirements

for classical observable, that

ö,K"b:0Vb.
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For example, it makes no sense to think of (- ih)2 ($ 
" 
I{"ó)ð6 as the leading ter.m

in a linear operator, 91, because the facto¡ of i is wrong, and so on.

This condition involves mixed (vertical and horizontal) components, and the

geometrical interpretation is not as clear. But if it holds, then the quantum

reduction induces the reduced quantization

az(k) :- Çirlz a-l 0"a kú au - çm¡2 ñ 
"*ú it u (430)

of tensor fields ,t on r¿. This operator is symmetric with respect to the s¿r¿e inner

product as (a25), so the Hilbe¡t space structure induced on fprrys is consistent,

and also corresponds to a minimal quantization scheme.

So we ask under what conditions is (429) valid. Note that it is automatically

true for I( : G-| since the metric is block diagonal in the horizont alfvertical

basis, but this need not be true for generic 11. Analogous to (a26), an equivalent

form is

óol("b = - fiol(po * ei(L6"1()AB eb", (431)

where, additionally, we made use of (263). Thus we see that þol("b cerlainly

vanishes for any of the Hamiltonian or boost tensors encountered in our examples.

Notice that the vanishing of the second term on the right hand side is analogous

to (265) for the metric (except here o is contracted with B), and will play a role

in our later discussions.

We have thus established a quantum reduction, the conditions for its consis-

tency (and perhaps the reasonableness of these conditions), and the verifrcation

that our examples satisfy these conditions. The resulting reduced quantization is

identical in structure to the extended space quantization (both 'minimal'), except

one is with respect to the volume form .Ð(c) on M, and the other with respect

b s - lqek), instead of ¿k), on m. The factor ,fi, th" volume element on the

gauge orbits, will play a large role in our interpretation of these results.
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'We 
can now state an important result: Since the quantum Poincaré charges in

the extended (Dirac) quaniization realize the Poincaré algebra on fp1,y", so do the

corresponding induced operators in the reduced quantization. We remark that

the latter involves a definite factor ordering of (in palticular quadratic) operators

on a curved configuration manifold that is devoid of van Hove obstructions (albeit

in a small, but physically significant subalgebra of the Schouten algebra on ræ).

5.6 Explicit Verification of the Reduced Quantum Poincaré
Algebra

It is instruciive to actually verify this explicitly, before going on with more for-

malism. Since r¿ is curved, we do not want to have to deal with iis Ricci tensor

and covariant derivatives (when evaluating quadratic-quadratic commutatols),

but we know that a knowledge of c*r : 1Æl is sufficient for anything we need to

do. (In the extended quantization discussion we wanted to highlight geometrical

aspects of the problem-here we just want to make the calculation tractable). So

let us begin with a calculation of o.

From (191), and with detó(æ - ?) : 1, we have

where

Consider the eigenvalue problem

Hence we have

g : det-lg"b - ¿"t-rr''o' ,

s''u' '- (0,, ¡ a,,a,, ¿oSp{a)) or, - nr.

n"'t' ¡t' _ Àf.'; r" : Í(i,æt _: Í;(ø).

(432)

(433)

(434)

^Ít - | dsu 
l(u,o* 

u,u,, *råM) ,," - ul]rt@)

o'7



/t\
('', - arùat)f¡::o¡¡r¡

(argument ø suppressed). Decompose the 'vector field' /
longitudinal parts:

¡t-ff+Ô¡ö,

(435)

into transverse and

(436)

wherc ô¡ff = 0, and / is a scalar freld. Note that / is determined only up to an

additive constant-we can eliminate this ambiguity by imposing the boundary

condition that / vanish at lol infinity. Using this decomposition in (a35) we have

(with À independent of æ, of course)

^f +a)ó= ¡{ +at{àr-i- +,')ø}; ô2 ::ô 0. (437)

We can equate, separatel¡ the transverse and longitudinal parts on either side:

ÍT : 
^fT,\(-\æ+p"\ö - 
^ö.p'\ e' /

The second equality is up to an integlation constant, which we take to be zero in

accordance with our previously mentioned boundary condition on {, There are

two possibilities: (i) /¡" f 0, in which case À = 1, which does not afect det (?,

or (ii) /,I = 0, in which case we are interested in the latter eigenvalue problem,

(a39). In other rvords,

deto : a.t\ (-\æ * o') : a.t (-\a, + t) a"t-,p. (440)

Inspection of (204) then yields the desired result:

(44t)

(438)

(43e)
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where detp refers to the functional determinant of the operatol p(æ)6(æ - g).

We remind the reader of the positive definiteness of all the operatols involved

here. Finally, the analogous result for the helix model is

(442)

[see (205) and (201)].

Recall from section 3.3 that, using (193 -196), the Poincaré algebra is real-

ized classically as a subalgebra of the Poisson algebra on the reduced phase space

1: T.m. We now want to quantize this algebra using the minimal reduced

quantization scheme (417), (424), and. (430). Of course now there are no gauge

problems to worry about-all we have are the van Hove obstructions. In partic-

ular, we must deal with the reduced space analogues of (370) and (373) (replace

D¡ with ñ",etc.).

The van Hove te¡m in (370) involves the divergence .Ó .o. But (420) is the

same às

b . u = ô"uo ¡ u"ôolnø - Y' V - ó"V", (443)

and we have already seen that for the spatial translation and rotation vectors,

boih ierms on the far right vanish, and so, at least formall¡ we do not encounter

any quadratic-linear van Hove telms in the reduced quantization.

Let us calculate this explicitly for, say, the spatial translation vectors u : Poo

given in (189). The 'coordinate divergence'is

0o" uo : -6b"ô50"rq" : -4tr ô,o6(s - g) : 0 (444)

[cf (tt0)]. To calculate uoôolna, we notice that ø is a functional of p only, so rve

are interested in

ffi ," " 
: ffir, ro, : I a" a aufu;! 

^*+*¡rroru 

r, - 4t = ffi .
(445)

lr+ r'
': rl r -t-r:P

\''p,
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,ruo1otnu : t æcorut,,r#1n, - | a"rea,rp(*)lß

- -á(o) la"rô,rtnp(æ)- o (446)

fo¡ suitabÌe boundary conditions (for example, p(æ) - llr" ¿s ¡ :: løl ---+ oo,

for any a that makes the integral converge).

Notice the presence of á(o), and the importance of boundary conditions-
artifacts which are hidden in the purely formal analysis. Ii is clear that a careful

regularization might be helpful, but at this point we are more interested in the ge-

ometrical analysis of the reduced factor ordering which we will illuminate shortly.

We only remark that we have ó(o) times zero, which is not as severe as ó(o) times

something finite. It would be very interesting to repeat the present analysis, but

with a finite dimensional gauge theory that has a nontriviaÌ symmetry algebra

involving quadratic operators (which the helix model lacks). We leave this for

future research.

Let us continue with the quadratic-quadratic commutators, and their van

Hove terms. For arbitrary ,b, I we find, at the end of some tedious calculation,
1

fi*lnr{Ð, or(/)l : l,,t-l ô"toleob ô6,a-' a"rrd a¿l

- [k.,lntudôbo"0d

+| {au[n, 4*' + oø(tn ø)[k, I\b"d] ô 
"ô 

¿

+ {*ùo.1o1"d¡) + ubôb(ud) - (È --} ¿)i ôd, (447)

where [ , ] denotes the Schouten bracket of symmetric contravariant tensors on

rn, and the 'vectors'

ub :-- 0"(k'b) * ïo(ln.',,)kob,

¡td :- ô"(ld) { ô"(lnø)l"d.

(448)

(44e)
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From our general discussion of classical reduction in chapter 3 lcf (161)] we know

that

[¿, /nhd : QbBQ"cQL[r(, LnBÕ D (450)

which can also be proven directly from the definition of the Schouten bracket

when C2(1() and, C2(L) are classical observables. Hence, from (107) and (10S)

we know that the t*fr are killing tensors in involution with each other on m, as

already pointed out earlier. Thus the cubic and quadratic telms in (447) vanish

in our case, and we concentrate on the linear term [analogous to Q1(W) in (373)].

For the boost-boost commutator rve take kab : Kn lîab and I"d = 
r" ¡r"a lcf

(t92)]. We first calculate ¿ó: Because &'ò is block diagonal, and depends only on

the field p, Ô"(k'b) : 0 unless b - p(A), in which case it also vanishes because

the p(æ) p(y) component of'*& is field independent. Similarly, ô.(lnûi)å.ù : g

unless å - p(g), in which case [using (aa5)]

ô.(tnø)ft'o(u\ : lo",ßio^ +s^)6(æ -u):6þ)#. (451)

Hence

,'= (0,*.,oä),

u: þ,rt'lå)
'We 

can now calculate the pieces in the linear term of (447):

ub auçtd¡ = | o'o tø¡#rrb (r, *",*-f)
: ró(o)t,(,,_Ë#),

and

k"ba"@bþh) : I asca"af;{,* n o\u{, - rr-16(0,^",;ä)
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- ó(o) | a3,a"uþ* rs^)6(æ- v) (0, ffi¡6- s)ó(,,, -,))
: [ó(o)],(r,ri#)

Adding, we finally have

rinear: t6(el, lÊw(iä (*,-,)) #=,

(454)

(455)

(456)

Again the á(o) appears, but it is multiplied by something which is identically

zero. A very similar ¡esult holds for the boost-Hamiltonian commutator.

fn summary, rve have established, at least formally, that the minimal quanti-

zation scheme on the (curved) reduced space, with respect to the volume element

u.¡ : 1/g'1, is sufficient to implement the important and nontrivial Poincaré sub-

algebra of operators without van Hove anomalies, An explicit calculation reveals

the expected presence of á(o) type terms, but these do not appear to be too

severe, in the sense that the ó(o) is always multiplied by something that vanishes

eithe¡ identically or by boundary conditions. It is thus quite plausible that with

suitable regularization this result could be established rigorously. Of course the

result is rigorous for any finite dimensional theory on a Ricci flat M, with a

symmetry whose quadratic tensors are covariantly constant (listing just the main

conditions).

What is more interesting is to discover that this quantization scheme has re-

markable connections with other ptoposed quantization schemes on curved con-

figuration spaces, as we will demonstrate in the following chapter.

In the way of a post script, some additional remarks concerning regularization

should be included here. S. Carlip has pointed out that the second equality in

(440) may or may not be rigorous: while the identity

ð,et AB - det.4 det B
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holds for finite dimensional matrices, when ,4 and/or B are differential operators-

in our case I : þ, B - (-þô'z * p2)-there may be subtleties associated with

regularization. Firstly, it is not obvious that the regularized dete¡minant of a

product of operators factorizes into a product of the regularized determinants.

Secondly, even if such a factorization is possible (allowing us to cancel det B as

in (aal)), the regularization of det.4 itself will likely depend on the operator B

in a nontrivial way.

To see how these subtleties can arise consider the simple case A : aI¡ a

constant multiple of the identity operator. When B is an lf-dimensional matrix,

1ú finite, then 1 is the 1{ x 1ú unit matrix, and det ,4 = ¿tr. However, when

.B is a diferential operator, even if the factorization property holds it is not a

priori obvious what to write for "det A" in (456). One would expect the ansrver

to depend on B, as well as on horv detB is regularized. For instance, in zeta

function regularization (see, e.g., [39] and references therein) one solves

BÍ¡ = Àî>'

for the eigenvalues À, and then constructs a generalized zeta function

(¡(s):- f .\-"
ì

(457)

(458)

associated wiih the operator .B.8 lts derivative, (!(0) = - Ð.r ln l, is formally

equal to - ln det -8, which suggests the d,efinition

det B :: exp -(å(0). (45e)

(¡(s) is defined by the above series in the legion of the complex s-plane in which

it converges, and by analytic continuation elsewhere. In particular, at s - 0 it
8Älternaiively, one determines the heat kernel of 'B (or at least its coincidence limit),

which can then be used to calculate the generalized zeta function [40].
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is regular [a0,28] (at least fol a large class of operators). Under the constant

rescaling B r----+ aBr,\ r-r ¿) and so

and thus

del aB _ o(B(o) det B.

So for A : aI zeta function regularization allows the factorization property (456),

and furthermore yields the finite result det A : o(a(o). pe¡ g : (-þô' + r''z),

(a(0) may be a complicated functional of p. (Note in (a58) that for B an 1ú-

dimensional matrix (s(0) reduces to N, the number of eigenvalues.)

In our case ,4 - 4 which, although diagonal and ultra local, is not a simple

multiple of the identity operator (since p is a function of ø). The eigenvalues do

not simply rescale, and so (460) [and hence (a61)] break dorvn. It is not obvious

whether the factorization property (456) continues to hold in this case, and even

less clear what the regularized determinant of A would be.

On the other hand, (440) may be too strong of a result: actually we are

interested only in the variation of lno with variation in p fsee (aa5)]. Thus

consider

(i'(o) : * lçr"^r,]1"_. 
: e;ror - (s(0)rnø,

,r" g*# : ólndet,4B - ólnder-B

- 6ftln AB - ótr ln -B

: û(A8)-16(AB) - ftB-168

- rr{B-1Á-1(6AB + A68) - B-168}

: trA-t6A.

(460)

(461)

(462)

Hence we essentially meet up with (aa1) again, but by a different route which

does not simply a priori assume (456). Nevertheless, the calculation still involves
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formal manipulations, such as cyclicity of the trace; although it might be argued

that these are "safer" than (456). Unfortunately we are of course still left with

the problem of regularizing the trace in the last line of (462).

At present it appears that the most promising approach to solving this prob-

lem is to calculate the heat kernels and then the generalized zeta functions of .B

ar:d AB individually, and then directly evaluate the right hand side of the first

line in (462). This calculation is currently in progress. It can be shown that a

result having the ultra local form

H= Fþ(")), (463)

where F is an arbitrary function, rvould be sufficient to allow the verification ofthe

reduced quantum Poincaré algebra to go through as discussed earlier. However,

if F depends on derivatives of p it is possible that there could be an inter.esting

anomaly.

Note that such an anomaly is certainly more likely to be present in reduced

quantization, where ¿¿ - uþ manifestly involves derivatives of p [cf (aB3)], than

in Dirac quantization which is, at least formall¡ independent of delivatives of p

[cf ( ai)]. In arriving af (44I), any possible dependence on derivatives of p comes

only from regularization considerations. Indeed, fi.om a pragmatic point of view

we could just take (aa1) as an ansatz-motivated by Dirac quantization-and

regulate det p in a way that is independent of derivatives of p (or knowledge of
,y). In ihis way the results of this section would go through as before. In any

case, none of the geometrical results outside this section are affected by these

considerations.

The questions raised here are symptomatic of a generic problem in quantum

field theory: the control of infinities is more complicated in the reduced space than

in the relativistically covariant extended space, For example, the equivalence of
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various forms of the Faddeev-Popov path integral with the reduced space path

integral has been shown ([5a] and references therein), but the calculations involve

formal manipulations such as (456).
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6 Dirac versus Reduced: a Geometrical Anal-
ysis

In this final chapter we would like to analyze whai, if anything, makes Dirac

quantization special. The scalar electrodynamics model has provided a physically

relevant, and nontrivial example in which it succeeds, and thus motivates our

further work. To increase the generality of our discussion we can abstract the

features which make it work for scalar electrodynamics, the most important being

covariant constancy of the tensors 1l in quadratic observables, as well as the

(Ricci) flatness of M. Also, the helix model turns out to be useful to verify

rigorously that nontrivial examples exist which support some of our conclusions.

6.1 Factor Ordering Ambiguity and Other Known Re-
sults

Let us collect together the formulas for the quantum-¡educed Dirac quantization

scheme:

ao(x) - s,

e{u) : -;n{,"b" *"it.(,\},
ar(k) = (-il¿)2 b"k b Db.

(464)

(465)

(466)

These operators are symmetric with respect to an inner product (425) using

the volume form e = ¡qeG) on rn, and overcome van Hove anomalies at least

when the corresponding tensors and curvature on M satisfy certain geometrical

properties discussed earlier. In other words, the o and å tensors are not arbitrary,

nor is the curvature on rn, but these objects are nontrivial enough to seriously

obscure an uninitiated attempt at direct reduced quantization. In particular,
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what role does J7, the volume element on the gauge orbits play? This is not an

object available in the reduced classical theory-ol is it?

The first thing we do is transfolm, in the spirit of (333 -335), to an equivalent

quantization scheme which uses, instead of e, the 'natural' volume form e(e).

e =--+ ¿' - ¡I ¿ : ulo),

tþ t--+ 4' :1i8,
I t-'+ o' - li a{i.

A straightforward calculation yields the result

(467)

(468)

(46e)

(470)

(471)

(472)

ALþ)

a:'@)

8:2&)

o[') ('),

oÍ') (r),

a9\&) + h2dh)(k),

where the superscript (9) refers to the minimal quantization scheme with respect

to the volume ¡or- 
"(c). [Replace D with Ú, the Levi-Civita connection of g, in

(464 -466)]. Note that the quadratic operator acquires, to order å2, an additional

scalar piece

o(r)1¿¡ :: .y- iv 
"(t "ov ohi)\, (473)

which embodies the.f factor originally contained in the volume element. This

term makes the Dirac-induced quantization scheme physically distinct from the

minimal one (with respect to e(r)) [19], e.g. the Hamiltonians have difierent

spectra. (See also cautionary remarks in [20] regarding domains of operators).

A necessary condition tot o(r)(fr) to be nontrivial is that ,Q have some field

dependence-pure electromagnetism would be insufficient, rvhich is a reason for

going to scalar electrodynamics. For the helix model, a simple calculation reveals
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(474)

as in [22] (modulo a sign discrepancy).

It is also known that the presence o1 o(r)(fr) can be understood in terms of

factor ordering as follows [23]: In the minimal quantization scheme (with r.espect

,o 
"(o)) 

the operator corresponding to the classical physical variable p. is

(for the kinetic energy * - ls-')

o@1!¡¡:#h,

þP = -¿r,{a.+}a.A"6¡}.

It can be shown that in terms of this operator,

ay) @) : s-i p@ tI ¡b¡f) t-|,

ø,1*¡ - 1sr¡-Ip9\þìÈt "oþf)þ^ù-ï

These two operators differ only in their factor ordering, and the difference involves

the extraneous scalar field af- both reduce to k"bp,p6 in the classical limit

þ9 - p".

Also, compare (a77) with

whereas

where

(475)

(476)

(477)

(478)

(47s)

a,(k) - (sl- i P"(sùtr k'u þu(gù- I

þ. = -itt {a * }atr" J*)\
The efect of (a69) is to replace É. with ¡{e).

Although the term o(")(/r) has been known for several years in the literature

[22,19], we have shown here that its presence is at least sufficient to overcome

van Hove anomalies in quadratic-quadratic commutators in the nontrivial and
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physically important example of Poincar.é symmetry in scalar electrodynamics.

Even more interesting, and more universally applicable, is its interpretation by

geometrical methods, which we norv describe.

6.2 Curved-Space Quantization Schemes

When the classical configuration space is a generic Riemannian manifold there

exist several proposed quantization schemes which go beyond minimal quanti-

zation. As mentioned earlier, all Schrödinger-type quantization schemes can be

reached by adding operators of lower order to the minimal quantization scheme,

the lowest order correction usually being a scalar term added to a quadratic

operator lcf (354)].

For example, let ( : v"p" denote a generic linear homogeneous dynamical

variable associated with the vector field u on rn, and if we quantize, 6 t---- f in

the usual manner, then we can construct the quadratic operator f2. What in not

a priori obvious is how to quantize f2. Vaisman [41] argues that to "preserve as

many brackets a possible" (by which he means the bracket of a quadratic with

a zero order operator), p must equal f2-up to an arbitrary zero order operator

constructed out of o:

By decomposing

P - t" -,n',qþ).

¡'ô - D e*uiub^,

(480)

(481)

where r is the rank of lc, e*: +1, i;: u- are suitable vector fields on m, he

generalizes his result to (using our notation):

a:rØ) : eih), {kúv"va + V.(,r"ò¡Vo + ï [V.(V,(fr", )) - h.bR,b)] + h,B&).
(482)
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The first two terms on the right hand side correspond ø øf) 1*¡ in (472), and the

rest to our trz c'6\ (k). As before, ã.¿ is the Ricci tensor on m.

The term B(fr) is largely arbitrary, but unless carefully chosen, will depend

on the choice of local basis u^ [411. Vaisman gives two examples of consistent

choices: The first is simply B (k) - 0 for all &, and the second results in a factor

I instead of I multiplying the telm in blackets (and no B term). For the kinetic

energy operator, lc"b : åg'ö, thir quantization rule yields the usual Laplace-

Beltrami operator term, plus a Ricci scalar term $7i. o, S7l, respectively, in

the two cases. Notice that the latter case corresponds to the result of geometric

quantization [9], which was Vaisman's motivation for considering it.
Zhang-Ju and Min [42] present another quantization scheme based on a gen-

eralization of the À-Weyl transformation to curved configuration spaces. For flat

space (with Cartesian coordinates øo) we have, as usual,

ao r-----+ io = r"i p" r-----+ þ" : -ih*,oa

and the l-Weyl quantization corresponds to

Fþ" - 
^þ"ã" 

+ (t - À)â"É", À € [0,1]. (484)

For a generic quadratic operator they obtain

a',(k) - etnY 
{t 

úv ,nò + 2)V"(fr"6)Vò + À2V"(Vö(k. u)) -'^'r* ' ,,*rí"u} .

(485)

For À : 112 this result agrees with Vaisman, (482), with the choice A(&) : 0, but

does not agree with the other choice of B(,b) for any )e. For the kinetic energy

slt appears that this operator is not self adjoint, for À I 1/2, at least fo¡ generic ,t-it
is in the case of ihe kineiic energy, lhough. Also, see (484), which is self adjoint only for

^ 
- r/2.

(483)
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operator, the additional scalar is (2^'z + 1)#k, which means fi12 fot ) - O

(normal), $ß for À = 1/2 (Weyl), and lTfor ) : 1 (antinormal).

As a final example, Underhill [13] also works with the Weyl transformation

(^ - I12 case only), but instead finds

a;(k) : eih), {kúv.vò + v.(È"ó)vö + åv"(vò(fr"ò)) + }r,*n,r\. (4s6)

This ¡esult difers from that of Zhang-Ju and Min in the numerical factor in the

curvature term, resulting in -X7¿ in the case of the kinetic energy operator.

There are numelous other papers addressing quantization on curved configu-

ration manifolds, but usually the only quadratic oper.ator considered is the Hamil-

tonian. In the configuration space path integral category, DeWitt [43] originally

obtained an ambiguous result: $ñ. or $ñ. depending on the measure chosen,

o¡ even zero if one was willing to introduce factors of Sn i"to the classical La-

grangian. See also 144,45,461. KuchaÍ [47] reviews these, and other results, and

presents a phase space path integral analysis in which he chooses the natural

Liouville measure, but considers various skeletonizations. He obtains (t - Ð*n,
p € (-oo, oo), and argues thal p -- 1 is the most natural.

Weinstein [48] applies Maslov's quasi-classical mechanics to a free particle

moving on a sphere of constant curvature and suggestslo that the correct term

is $â, which agrees with Vaisman's B(k) :0 case and Zhang-Ju and Min's

À - 112 (Weyl) case above. Gotay [5] discusses the geometric quantization result:

$n þ"" also [9,10]). By considering a fi.ee particle moving on the Riemannian

manifold of a semi-simple Lie group, Dowker [49] also obtains the term $n. *
mentioned above, Vaisman too can achieve this result, as can Zhang-Ju and Min

with their ) - 0 (normal) case. Finall¡ trmch [50] also concurs, stating that $7?
10He actually writes dorvn {ñ., Uut I think hern"un" Sã. The former would agree

with Zhang-Ju and Min's À = 1 (antinormal) case.
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"produces the best possible fit of the quantum partition function to its classical

limit" .

Thus we see that there is no general agreement as to which scalar te¡ms to add

to af;\ 1tt¡, but usually terms of the form V.1Vr1l.a¡¡ and kobñ,"6 appear. These

are really the only natural dimensionally corlect objects that can be constlucted

within the theor¡ except perhaps lrobgo¡ñ", or even terms such as ,b"òV,(V6(/))

if there happens to be a naturally occurring dimensionless scalar / in the theory.

Furthermore, none of these quantization schemes satisfy Dirac's prescription

(357) for generic quadratic-quadratic commutators (even in the simplest case

when the classical commutator vanishes, which is lvhat we are dealing with here).

Underhill and Taraviras [14] present a scheme in which constants of the classical

and quantum free particle motion correspond, but only for spaces of constant

curvature. Not only is our space not of constant curvature, this addresses only

hamiltonian-boost commutators, not boost-boost, Bloole, Assimakopoulos, and

Ghobrial [7] have shown that zo quantization scheme, essentially in the class

we have been considering [see (354)], exists in which the commutator between a

generic quadratic operator and the kinetic energy operator is free of van Hove

anomalies, unless the configuration space is of constant curvature or Ricci flat.

Clearly this is a thorny problem.

The fact that (a72) is a solution relies mainly on tivo conditions: (i) special

properties of the tensors fr (especially that their counterpart 1l on the extended

space should be covariantly constant, which, by the wa¡ does n ol mean Úå - ¡ ott

m), and (ii) rn, although not of constant curvatur.e, must have a special curvatute,

one induced by the act,ion of a gauge group on a (Ricci) flat M. These two

rrWiih this term ihe nume¡ical factor multiplying ã in the kinetic energy operator would
depend on the dimension of the space (like the curvature scalar te¡m in the conformally
invariant Klein-Gordon equation), and this might explain rvhy it does not appear.
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conditions play a central role in our further analysis.

6.3 Consequences of .I( Covariantly Constant

Now the interesting question is whether or not (472) fits in rvith any of the

quantization schemes discussed above. In particulal, .utr o(r)(A) be reiated to

terms of the form V.(Vó(,t"ö)) or lc"bño6, etc.

As implied above, the answer to this question will rely, among other things,

on the fact ihat VI( = 0. It is instructive to first examine this type of condition

for a vector field V: To begin with, let us suppose that V is associated with a
classical observable on l:

(Lø,V)o = €ió:, (487)

for arbitrary scalar fields (i on M, which is equivalent to the physical projection

V"(Q) -t u'(S(QÐ being gauge invariant, where I/o i: eiVA. We note that this

meâ,ns

ö.,v" : Lt,þivA) : (L6.,e")evA ¡ ei(L6"v)A

- a", rdtlp
- S'Y J'Yß ' I (488)

where we made use of (273). Of course the condition, (487), has nothing to do

with I/ being covariantly constant or not on M. Let us now assume the additional

condition VV - 0; we shall see that this fixes the scalars €i as linear functions

of the components of 7.

Recall from section 4.4 that the components of VV in the horizontal/vertical

basis are

v AvB - .urovÉ + r=l"vd . (489)

Reinstating the conditions (301) (for the remainder of the chapter), and using
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the Ricci rotation coefficients in (302 -307), these read

Taking the left hand side to vanish yields conditions on V.

For example, from the first equation we learn that, although o is nof covari-

antly constant on rn in the genelic case:

vovb = þ"uu+lr,"uv,,

vovp = u"vB -!rro""* +f,il"v,(t.^,)v,,

vovb : Ir,:," -;vo4,.,)v,,
vovB = w"vp +|thv.(t.,,)u. +f,ffl,v,.

ç"& : -f,F'"bv,,

ú('uò) - o

it must be Killing:

(4e0)

(4e1)

(4e2)

(4e3)

(4e4)

(4e5)

(and of course, then, divergence free). Comparing the fourth equation with (488),

we see that

€î : -Tr"o v ¡-tp^t)ub + f,f:', 
o (4e6)

is fixed 'algebraically' (no derivatives) as promised.

Further, ¡ecall that in connection with the quantum reduction being consistent

we demanded (423):

0=ö,v.:Ç_.flpvp:€l
by (301). Using (496), this is equivalent to

(4s7)

(4e8)u'V"(ln Jj):0,
i.e. the volume element on the gauge orbit should be constant along the integral

curves of a. These results should be compared with (a20).
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Let us shorv that such vecto¡ fields V exist by constructing one in the helix

model. VV = 0 means that the components V1 in the Cartesian coordinates

X,Y, Z arc constants. Using (40) we find

(La"V)o - (V2.,-V1 ,o). (4ee)

If this is to equal €iö!, * in (487), the only solution is

Y = (0,0, () and {{ - s, (500)

where ( is an arbitrary constant. In this case

^.a_ ^attA-/c\u":e"¡v^=[òi, (501)

see (200), and

v" : elvA _ ¡ÞGnu6flvA: ((1 + pr)-l, (502)

where we used (244) and (205).

In particular, we notice from (494), and the fact that fao6 is nonzero, that t'

in (501) is not covariantly constant. In fact, from the identity

V"V6rö - 969oub = -ñ."6ub (503)

we know that iÎ m has a nondegenerate Ricci tensor then there cannot exist a

nontrivial covariantly constant vector field on rn.l2 So we could have guessed this

result from the nondegener acy of ñ."6 in (317), at least for p f 0. Perhaps there

is a connection between the existence of a nontrivial Yang-Mills curvature faou

on M and a nondegenerate Ricci tensor ñ.o6 on m,

l2This point is also relevant for the Ricci tensor 7i.oB within an orbit, given in (329),
when we note that for a semi-simple Lie group fl"il, i" nondegenerate (see, e.g. the
footnote on page L7L of l27l).
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Finally, since u - (ôIAB, whereas /? depends only on p, we see that u also

satisfies the quantum leduction consistency condition (a98). We will make use of

this u shortly.

Moving norv to the tensor case, we proceed in an exactly analogous fash-

ion. The condition for "If to be associated rvith a classical observable on l, i.e.

I{"b(Q):t k'b(s(Qù, can be stated as

(Lö^,I()AB : €f,(o ö? ,

for arbitrary vector fields €lA on U [cf (93)]. From this we find

ö"tI{"P : L6,þ\KAB e$) : ir:" - Í!ux* ,

ó1K"8 = L6.,þ]I{AB eP") = €P," - 2Í:i Kþ)6 ,

where ff" and ff" are the horizontal and vertical components oI (PrA, anà (1" :
d{B by definition.

We now demand that 1f be covariantly constant on M, The components of

Vll in the horizontal/vertical basis are

V.I{"b : I "k' + f6"þ I(\6, (502)

v.tl(b - F.rr(okÐa -þ@11r0)I{b)6, (50s)

v.I{"8 : u"I("F ¡ ilot<dß ¡ }l.r*o "{r,r)rr* - fß"rko + f6"" I{6pl ,þ0g)

v-tI{"P - urI{'B ¡T[r",o"o* + Íluxú +^t\"vd(^t,-t)k"d -i"11.,,¡xlg!ç¡
V"I{"P : w.I{"P +l@V.h1ùKB)6 - 7@01ç0)d, (511)

vllfB : w.,IfB |l\ixøu +f("9011ur¡ya)a. þ12)

It is easy to shorv that these are identically satisfied in the case of the metric,
u /1-1

(504)

(505)

(506)
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Taking the lefi hand side to vanish, rve learn from the first relation that, as

in the vector case, fr is not covariantly constant in the generic case:

i .tt"b : -F5,"þ Kb)6 ,

but must, of course, be i(illing:

vu1*"r¡ - -lrr*"x",
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V("¡.Ð - O.

Combining the fourth and sixth relations with (505 -506), we can solve for the
ÈpA,

tl" = -f"o'I{dB + v'(1r6)Kuþ - 1þ"9 o1o")kd + Í:61{ú , (515)

€!" : -rNoçae6^)x")a + f$x")t. (5i6)

For 1( : G-1 these vanish identically, in accordance with our assumption that

the /" are Killing fcf (38)].

For the quantum reduction of quadratic variables to be consistent we had

(aze):

o _ öBK"p:irt; _ rf,x* =)9", (517)

which we now see means [cf (515)]

fr"öVo1ln,ñ) + 
r5r*" 

rb6 - )i"6-9)r(B - s. (518)

This relation turns out to produce an important simplification of our later results.

Notice that €á' = O i. analogous to (265), a condition on the metric in order to
ensure the gauge invariance of the horizontal subspaces, but not as strong,

Returning to (513), we contract c and å yielding an expression for the diver-

gence of fr;

(513)

(514)

(51e)



which appears in (518) above. On the other hand, contracting (511) with 7*p
yields

o : u"('t"Bl{"p) * F¿a"I(b6. (520)

'We 
can see that the trace expression, ,lopK"þ, is gauge invariant by contracting

(512) wirh y6
lopö.tl(P = -9¿(tø)I(P -0, (521)

the last equality following fi'om contracting (508) with g.¡. Finally, combining

(520) with (519) lve have an alternative expression for the divergence of &:

v,1r'ò¡: f,o"6,ot "o¡, (522)

which shows it as the gradient of a gauge invariant scalal on m. For the metric,

this scalar is a constant, as expected (equal to one half the dimension of an orbit).
In fact we could have guessed this relation as follows: If 1l is covariantly

constant on M then it is certainly Killing, which means (assumin g C2(I() is a
classical observable) that ,b is Killing on m: (514) lcf (450)]. Contracting (514)

with 9o6 yields

i"1t *¡ - -t o"(n"ur*). (523)

But the ftace GaeKAB = g"ak'b i 7*pI(9 is a constant, rvhich then establishes

(522).

Having verified that the various expressions for V¿1&.ò¡ are, indeed, gauge

invariant, we can work out the quantity we are particular.ly interested in:

V"1Vo1*'¡¡ :.,.(V¡(fr"))+ ¡:"vå(k"ó), 924)

where we have put to. in place of ô., with impunity. Using (51g) we find

V"1Vo1t"ö¡¡ : -|{r,trrr.Kb6) +i2"F*"r{b6\
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: -f;{¡."r,," +ii"F*" -i¡oru"f xb'

+ fw.I{b6 + iu,"xúl fn "\, (525)

where we added and subtracted the term i¡oFr""Kb6. Notice that this is ex-

pressed entirely in terms of cross components of 1(. We can eliminate the deriva-

tive te¡m in the last line by using (509):

.t
V.1V,1t"ó¡¡ = - rl-"rou" +i"""F6b" - i2rE,""l Kb6

1

-¡fFP""k* - f1i "(1.,6)I(* - F,"o K"ø1 Fpu". g26)

We remark that all of the V1(:0 conditions in (507-512) have now been used,

in one way or another, and ihe main result is an expression tor V.1Vo1t"å¡;.

6.4 Consequences of M Ricci Flat

We now turn to the conditions imposed by the fact that M is (Ricci) flat [i.e,

(315), (319), and (320), with vanishing left hand side], and we expect these to
yield at least an expression involving the other important term: ,toò7i.o6. Con-

tracting the first with fr'ó yields

I 1 .-
lc"bÈo6 = kobñoo * ;hú 

Fr".Fu'- å"åü"1V611n ,/lD + 
¡tcúV "(1"ß)yu(1"ù.

(527)

The third term on the right hand side, second order in derivatives of 7, closely

resembles o(r)(fr) in (478). In fact,

kúv 
"(v 6(tn ,fi)) - V.(e,åV¿(t" /?)) - V"1t"å;v,1rn ¿¡ (52s)

- 2o{r)1¿¡ - }r"uv"1tn,fi)V¡(tn rt) -v,&b)v¡(tn,ß).
Hence

kob4o6 = -ro{ù(e * kbfr.t + }**F.,".fru" + !*úv "11"0¡v u6"o¡
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+|**v "1t" ¿1)va1t,' u4¡ + Ú.1t'o¡v,1t,' 6¡. (52s)

Next we contract (320) with .Il"P:

yopRoß : -Io"or:,rîo-lrx"ar,.orou. -f,x"ot ,o
1 ^ - 1-

+ 
-rK 

" 
0 ¡ 6 v 

"11"" ) V'(r¡B) - ; V.(l' rt) K " 
p v. h 

" 
p). (5J0)

Again, the third term on the right hand side, second order in derivatives of 7,
can be written in terms o1 o(r)(fr) as follows:

I{"pal.,B : I{"P lr"(v'(r"o))+ r;uVö1.y"r¡]

- w"(r{"?v"(t"ò) + iiutç"pyr1"ò - u"(r{"p)v"(^t"þ)(53r)

But we know from the quantum consistency condition (518), combined with (51g),

that

I{"Pí" (1,p) : -2lv b(k"b) - kùv b(tn fr)l lssz¡

is a gauge invariant vector on nz. (We remark that 11"É itself need not be gauge

invariant in the generic case). Using this fact, as well as (511), we find

It"þL1"8 : -2v" [Ûo(¿'o) - *dü61tn.4¡]

¡r{"B1a6i "(1.,")V"(tap) + F"u"ç "(1,fil{bp . (5Bg)

Then, as we did for túV"1V61t"6)), it is straightforward to show that

I{"PÃ1"8 - 4"(r)1¡¡- 2V"(Vü(Àd)) -,t"åV.(ln \/ùvb(Iî.rt)
+I(P{69 "(1.,")v'(tup) + ltr"u"y 

"(1,p)I{hÞ 
. (5a4)

Finally, before using this in (530), we note that for the last term in the latter we

can again make use of the important relation (532). The result is

rrlv"p - -2ott\1¡¡+V.(Vå(fr.ò)) -Io"ot:^rio -lr{"pF*"oFBu. (535)

I .^ I -
-ir"bv"{rn fr)vb(tnJÐ + V"(,r.ö)Vå(ln t/ù - }r"u^û"(7,p)r(p.



Finally, rve contract (319) with K'ø:

zI{"PI?."p : l.6FB^b + ft"Fp: - i.u,Fp"u + v b(n fr)Fp"ol x"o . (536)

Comparing this with V,1Vo1l"ù¡¡ in (526), and using (519) again, we have the

third and final curvature condiiion:

2r(pR"B - -2V "(Vb(kú¡¡ - zV "lt 
ú¡V uçt",¡1

-Tlro""r^ - thv "(1-,6)r(ta - f."b K"Bf Fot.. (5BT)

In summar¡ by making use of the two main conditions on the extended space:

VI( : 0 and M (Ricci) flat, which allowed for a successful Dirac quantization

of quadratic operators, we have arrived at the three identities (52g), (532), and

(535). Two of these involve the scalar term ¿(r)(fr), which plays the central role

in the nonminimal quantum-reduced Dirac quantization scheme (470-472). The

left hand side of the three conditions vanishes, and so the most general (linear)

way to combine them is

o - k'bR"¡ + p2IfPR"a * uIfPRoy (538)

for arbitrary p, z. Note that the nominal choice ¡z = v : 7 corresponds to the

natural contraction I(AB7?18, but any choice is equally valid. Solving (538) for

*(r)1&) we find

2(r + òq6&) - ft "0n"," - (2p -/)V"(vó(å'å))] (53e)

+!x"v "ç1"a¡v b(^t-B) + 
rnQu 

- u)t<"p r^oo Fpuo - îo"o f:,Í/o

+f,o - u)Pr","oFu" *f,0 - òt*v"{tn,/1)vt(tnJ7)

+fr - (2p - u¡lv 
"(tc.b)v 6(tn y'Ð + f,{u - ,)v .{t,r)F"6" r(B .

This is one of ihe central results of our work.
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There are two immediately stliking features of this lesult. First, the addi-

tional scalar a(")(ft) that appe¿rs in quantum-reduced Dirac quantization actually

contains terms such as k"bñ."6 ana V.1Vr1l'b¡), in accordance with virtually all

other quantization schemes on a curved configuration manifold. Second, it con-

tains terms in addition to these, which appear to require knorvledge of the gauge

structure not available in the classically reduced theor.y.

6.5 Comparison Between Dirac Quantization and Curved-
Space Quantization Schemes

The nominal choice p = u : 7 eliminates the last four terms in (539), and results

in

a(1)(t) - l¡r*n"r- V.1Vo¡t.o))] + p(',\(k), (540)

where

1_
p6\Ø) = * lt'ov.{r"r)Vút,ò* r{"PFo"bFBa" - x"pÍ|"riB). (541)

Compare this with Vaisman's quantization scheme, (482), where his B(,t) corre-

sponds to our B(z)(å¡. The agreement between the leading terms is remarkable.

This also corresponds to (485) with ) : 1/2 (Weyl), except that, as rve will
soon see, B{r)(å) is nonzero in gener.al.

We can deepen the correspondence with Vaisman's quantization scheme by

observing another result in his paper [a1]: With reference to the decomposition,

(481), his B(fr) has the form

B(e): å u^feP^¡+ ]v.1,ilv,t,*l], (542)

with albitrary function á defined in (a80). Now suppose rve construct a tensor

I{AB :: i u^V}V},
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e^ = f7, out of a set of covariantly constant vector fields V^ on M, which satisfy

(487) and (497) as discussed earlier. This 1l is covariantly constant, produces a

proper physical projection:

kb : eiI(AB eba - | e^oiub^,
m=l

and satisfies the quantum-reduction consistency condition (5i7):

öBI:"B - þBþ\r{ABeb")= f ,*ui6ovg -0. (545)
m=1

But the vector fields V* satisfy (494), so the middle term in B(r)(&) is

frK"e 
F*.tFou" : å*Ð, e^(v#r-"\(vÍFpo')

= + i..v.1,1¡v61,;¡,I z-/
' m=l

exactly the term in .B(fr)! This lesult allorys us to fix ,4(u), which remained

largely arbitrary in Vaisman's work: The Dirac quantization tells us that the

difference, F - f', i. proportional to the scalar

A(,) = fr fu",bv,11"P¡v 6(t,p) - v"vß Íi- ßBl (547)

(at least for this special class of covariantly constant I/).
The first thing we notice is that ,4(u) depends on the gauge structure-it

cannot be calculated using information available only in the classical reduced

theor¡ even in the abelian case. In view of (498), we see that ,4(t,) vanishes

identically in the case of a one dimensional gauge group, as for example in the

helix model, but the same argument does not apply for a generic gauge group.

In the latter case the first term in ,4(u) can be wr.itten in terms of a trace as

-lt n, + -ïr, Hy = -Iþ"v"(tnJ1)1, -s, (548)

(544\

(546)
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rvhere the matrix
i-u; :: ,t"eu"v"(tø). (549)

In the generic case the inequality applies, of course, even if 11 is diagonal, except

when .É1 is one dimensional.

We can cast ,4(u) in a different form by recalling that u satisfies (493) rvith

vanishing left hand side. On squaring this equation we find that the cross terms

disappear, and in fact

eçu¡ = -l-"çvB).p(v"). (550)

(551)

(552)

[Again, notice that (a97) applies in the one dimensional case]. Compare this

with the other term in B(,t) [cf (542)]: we would like to have Vo-the Levi-

Civita connection associated with ,yoB in an o¡bit-in place of u-ro. With regard

to our discussion at the end of section 4.5 [and see (307)], we writel3

v^vo -u*vo +är!.,r,

On squaring this we find

A@) = -ïv "(v\v BV1 + !v" van,o,

where we used (493) again, as rvell as the expression (32g) for the Ricci tensor

ñ."B uithin a gauge orbit.

Applying this result to the tensor case we can write P6G) irL the form [cf
(5a1)l:

Btt\@) -å * [-åu",vhvp(v#)+ ]v.1,1¡v01,7¡ +lv;vfn,r] . tml

It is remarkable that for every orbit space term, there appears to be a,comple-

mentary' term within the orbits: If the first two de¡ivative-type terms could be

@ncerning non-covariant-constancy of /4.
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lumped together, in some sense, and the curvature term [which is f,I{"?ñ.*B,inde-
pendent of the decomposition (543)] combined with Tk 

bTZ"b in (540), we would be

tempted to conclude Á(u) was 'zero'. (It can even be shown that ç 
"(V 

p(I(P)),
analogous to the term V,(Vó(fr'ô)), identically vanishes with our assumptions,

rvhich may be the only reason it does not appear like the others.)

But as Vaisman [41] points out, the case,4(u) = 0 means that B(,b) depends

on the choice of local basis t,-. lVe will not address this question here, except to

remark that, of course, not all covariantly constant vectors satisfy the additional

properties (a87) and (497), which we have demanded of the V^.

Let us now realize this discussion in a conclete example. Recall that for the

helix model we had constructed a covariantly constant vector V [see (501,502)],

which is suitable to use in (543):

I(AB :: :VAVB (554)

The components of this 1( in the horizontal/vertical basis turn out to be

Ieob : euoub=¿'f1 9\.: eu-u' -c-\o o/, (555)

KoP - euoVg:r¿rr-tlll.= eu-v' : f(-? -\ 0 /, 
(556)

IfP - ev"Vþ = e(2.t-2, (5bz)

where 7 : det 1oB - I + p2.

Although ,t is l(illing, it is not covaliantly constant; it can be shown that

V"(Vô(¿"ö)) : E((3p2 _ 2)t-'

Furthermore, using (317) we find

kob'liob : ,('3 p2 ^l-3 ,
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so the leading terms in a(r)(ft) are

!¡r*n",- v.lvoqr'ò¡¡] = l,i.'t-" (560)

As already mentioned, A(r,) vanishes identically for a one dimensional gauge

group, so the only ierm that contributes to B('Ì)(/c) is

frr"oF,"'Fou^ 
: -I,(r" (561)

where we made use of (283).

Hence, although Bttl(h) is nontrivial for this fr, in this model, it cancels rvith

the leading terms, so ,nu, o(r)(å) vanishes lcf (540)]. In other words, the Dirac

quantization of ihis ,b we constructed coincides with minimal quantization. We

remark that, by its construction, (544), kob 1s a d,egenerafe Killing tensor, a fact

which may be relevant to this discussion, but needs more investigation. Indeed,

with seemingly so many conditions on 11, one might wonder if there even exists

a nontrivial example *'t'n o(r)(fr) I 0: if we could just be clever enough with
all the conditions maybe we could see that a(r)(A) vanishes identically. This is

not trre, as we now demonstrate for the important case of the kinetic energy:

tc - f,t-l . (See also [19] and (a7+)).

With fr"ó - !g'b the Dirac quantization, (472), tells us that the kinetic energy

operator

(562)

where [cf (540,541)]

B6)(Ts-\: $ [v"tr"olv"?fB) - r.,otrob + l,.BÍ"81. (56s)

As discussed earlier, the curvature scalar term $7i.gr""r, for example, with the

Ë(å) : 0 case of Vaisman, the I = 112 (Weyl) case of Zhang-Ju and Min, as well

r ,= a,çf,s-i = _,r' 
{Tu -!n - rn){f,.-\\ ,
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as Maslov's semi-classical theory [48], except here we have the additional term

Btt)(ls-l). This term is anomalous also in the sense that it appears to require

knowledge of the gauge structure on M not available from rvithin the classical

reduced theory.

The natural question is whether ot not PO)(!g-l) is zero, and if not, is it
proportional to ?i,?

The answer to the first question is no: even in an example as simple as the

helix model lve find

Y"Q"B)v"(t"P)
.E 'tlobJ .fabJ

-4p2(7 + p2)-2,

8(7 + n2)-2,

(564)

(565)

whose diference does not vanish, The answer to the second question is also

no-but inspection of (318) suggests the identification

- 4-
f" <-----+ ,R, (566)

true at least for this example. We can then naturally pull ihis term out of

B{tl (ls-l), yielding

T_ (567)

Remarkably, this reproduces the $R result of geometric quantization!

But we still have a te¡m left over, which cannot be absorbed into a numerical

factor in fi'ont of h2ñ., and this ter.m depends on the gauge structure of the

unreduced theory. So even in this simple example we have an anomaly, in the

sense that working strictly from within the reduced classical theory the only

natural object with the correct dimensions that can be added to the Laplace-

Beltrami operator is a multiple of å2ã.

-0" {}u - iu *!r,{r + Ð-,} .
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Let us generalize (566). Recall the three terms (527), (530), and (536) in

Ko"Ro". In the special case of the kinetic energy, I( - lG-', the cross term

equation is trivial, and the remaining two reduce to

ñ = ïr,,rrb + Istn6 - Ii "h"o)v"(r"o),
(568)

o : ir.,.ur"b - Ltn¡7 -V"1r.'r6¡û"1rn rt) +lÍ,,aÍ,"e (56e)

Notice, for example, that k"b Fr".f1b" is the same as I(PFoobîp6o only for 1l o<

G-l. Ii is natural to add these two equations, and thereby eliminate the term

highest order in derivatives of 7, yielding

, 4^ 1 - l^ L-
F1"t3"b : 

;1¿- ¡*of "P + ;V "(t"òv"(t"\ +;V"(ì" vav"(ln 1Æ). (520)

We remark that the second term on the right hand side is actually - f times

the Ricci scalar, (331), uithin a given orbit; again we see (complimentary' orbit

terms [cf discussion following (553)]. Also, the last two terms identically cancel

for a one dimensional gauge group [but not in the gener.ic case: cf (548)], which

explains the helix model result, (566).

Using this last result in (562), we might argue that the kinetic energy operator

should be written instead as

Ì: -h2 {iu- iu- B'rì(}s-\}, (571)

where

B'h)1!n-r, ,: ilTU "rr-o)v"(t"\- ú"1rn 6¡ú"(1.,y'?) + Í,,0Í,,p1.
(572)

Unlike its counterpart, Btt)(f,1-\, this 'anomaly term' contains no Yang-Mills

curvature piece. Nevertheless, it still does not vanish even in the helix model,
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and requiÌes knowledge of gauge structure not available in the classical reduced

theory.

It is easy to show that this form corresponds to the choice p : 0, u -- 2 in

(539). Other choices of p and u, on the other hand, do not seem to have any

special appeal.
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Part IV
Conclusion
In this thesis we studied quantization of symmetries in gauge theories, in par-

ticular the Poincaré symmetry of scalar electrodynamics. This led to a more

general discussion of curved-space quantization of observables quadratic in the

momenta. In this context, there are several proposed quantization schemes in

the literature [42,47,73,7 ,74], but, they do not solve the problem of van Hove

anomalies in quadratic-quadratic commutatolsl4, except when r¿ is of constant

curvature or Ricci flat, and even then the observables lie in a restricted class.

This is an old and difficult problem. We discussed sufficient conditions under

which Dirac quantization provides a solution to this problem-conditions which

are broad enough to yield rich results (e.g. m with nonconstant curvature), and

provide a new interpretation of what makes Dirac quantization special.

We briefly summarize the approach we used, which is two-fold: In the spirit

of dynamical quantization [12], we restrict our. observables to generators of a
symmetry group of the Hamiltonian system. Next we take advantage of the fact

that for gauge theories the extended configuration space M is often flat, whereas

the reduced space r¿ has nontrivial curvature. This means Dirac quantization is

less troublesome than reduced, and if successful, induces a specific quantization

scheme for (in particular) quadratic observables on the curved reduced space rn,

which is free of van Hove anomalies. Of course going to a gauge theory intro-

duces additional subtleties associated with the redundant degrees of fi.eedom and

quantum reduction-we described these in detail, and justified the restrictions we

suggested [see in particular (423) and (a29) in the context of quantum reduction].
raPresumably geometric quantization could solve this problem provided difficulties with

choice of polarization compatible wilh quadratic obse¡vables could be overcome [5].
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We then applied this programme to the Poincaré symmetry of scalar electro-

dynamics, and found that is rvas, indeed, successful. In itself this is not surprising

(see, e,g. [25]), but to our knowledge this result has not been demonstrated ex-

plicitly by the methods used here, and it provides an important physical example

in support of Dirac quantization. Of course this does not rule out other possible

factor orderings, such as reduced quantization, especially with a model as simple

as scalar electrodynamics. It would be of interest to investigaie this more fully,

perhaps considering more complex and exacting models, in an attempt to find a

physically relevant example for which (minimal) reduced quantization does not

consistently quantize the symmetry in question, and thus definitively resolve the

Dirac versus reduced controversy (at least in that example)ls. On this point

we would just like to emphasize again that virtually all proposed quantization

schemes on curved configuration manifolds add some kind of curvature and/or

divergence-type terms to the minimal quadratic operators in attempting to avoid

van Hove anomalies, and that some of these are successful in a restricted sense

when the space is of constant cuLvature or Ricci flat (see, e.g., [7,la]). In light of

these facts, it is not likely that minimal reduced quantization is correct when nz

is curved,

Furthermore, we discovered deep connections between quantum-reduced Dirac

quantization and these other quantization schemes, connections simply not present

in minimal reduced quantization, which convinces us that there is something spe-

cial about Dirac quantization. (We review this below.) What would have been

surprising, then, is if Dirac quantization of scalar electrodynamics had nof been

15We argued that the appearance of ó(o), common to any fieìd iheoretic exampìe such
as our scala¡ electrodynamics, lvas not a problem, in that it was always multiplied by
something either identically zero, or zero by boundary conditions. However, further work
in the di¡ection suggested should really be accompanied by proper regularization. .A,lter-
natively, one might construct a suiiable finite dimensional model. These directions a¡e
currently being pursued.
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consistent.

Motivated by the success of scalar electrodynamics, we generalized the fea-

tures of it which make it amenable to Dirac quantization in order to analyze,

with some generality (and mathematical rigor in the finite dimensional case), the

geometrical structure of Dirac quantization itself. These features determine a set

of ¡estrictions on class of obse¡vables and curvature, on the reduced space, that

Dirac quantization is valid for. With M (Ricci) flat we found that a sufficient

condition for a consistent Dirac quantization is that the tensors If associated

with observables quadratic in the momenta be covariantly constant, and satisfy a

certain quantum-reduction consistency condition (as well as some conditions on

the vectors associated with linear observables, which are not of interest here).

We ¡emark that although these conditions allorved us to analyze Dirac quan-

tization as desired, with rich results, the V/( - 0 condition is probably stronger

than necessary. Furthermore, considering all tensors of this tlpe goes beyond

the original Poincaré symmetry subalgebra, and one is then naturally led to the

question: Given a Hamiltonian system with (Ricci) flat M, what is the largest

symmetry subalgebra of the full Poisson algebra with generators of degree, sa¡
less than or equal to two, and for which Dirac quantization and quantum reduc-

tion are consistent? This would yield a 'maximal' restricted class of observables

on the reduced space. Disregarding complications inherent in gauge theories, we

note that in order for the subalgebra to close, the tensors, 1(, associated with
quadratic pieces of the generators must all be in involution, as we discussed ear-

lier in a similar context þee (375)]. Taking the Hamiltonian (rvith nondegenerate

kinetic energy) as one of the generators, we set /(¡ :: TG-r,, and so then all 1l;,s

must be Killing tensors. A useful result is th,at if M is flat (or, more generall¡ of

constant curvature), then the 1( must be d.egenerate Killing tensors of the form
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[51]:

I(lB - caGAB +fc¡¡Wfw!,
I,J

(573)

where the W¡ are the Killing vectors on M (which in the flat case are just transla-

tions and rotations) and the c's are constants (with c¡7 = c.¡r). These comments

apply, for example, for the boost tensols in scalar electrodynamics.

In general, the question of the existence of quadratic first integrals for a
given Hamiltonian system is addlessed by Ikeda and Kimura [37]. A well known

example is the Runge-Lenz observable in the Kepler problem, making SO(4)

the maximal symmetry gloup for bound states, -Ð < 0 (see, e.g. [52]). When

dealing with a gauge theory these issues are complicated by the fact that the

symmetry algebra need only be realized when acting on physical states ("on

shell") as we saw, for example, in scalar electrodynamics. But given any such

maximal symmetry subalgebra one need only check that the Dirac quantization

and quantum reduction are consistent, and then the same geometrical analysis of

ah)(å) we did here would go through, but with the VI( = 0 conditions replaced

by some others.

We found that the quantum-reduced Dirac quantization invoived the scalar

,z oh) (k) added to the minimal quadratic operator. This term has been knorvn for

some time in the literature [19,21], and it is even knorvn that it can be understood

as a factor ordering ambiguity involving the extraneous scalar 1/7 [23]. What we

discovered here is its geometrical significance-why it makes Dirac quantization so

special. A Kaluza-I(lein-like analysis, within the restrictions we derived, revealed

two ¡emarkable features of the innocuous-looking a(?)(,b): First, it actually daes

contain curvature and divergence terms present in virtually all other quantization

schemes on curved spaces, even wiih the tco¡Lecttlo numerical factors. Second,

1oÂs pointed out earlier, unlike quantum-reduced Di¡ac quantization, none of the quan-
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despite this intimate connection, it does not exactly agree with any of them-ii
contains 'nonremovablet pieces which depend on knowledge of gauge structure

not available in the classical reduced theory. We discuss these two points in turn.

From our analysis, the p = v : 1 choice in (539) appears to be the most

natural: For generic & (within the class considered here) it is the unique choice

that produces the leading term

* tr*u,,- v.1vo¡r'a¡¡],

which agrees with the À - l12 (Weyl) case of Zhang-Ju and Min's [42] quantiza-

tion scheme-the only case, by the way, for rvhich their operator is self adjoint

for generic &. This is also the leading term found in Vaisman's [41] completely

independent approach to quantization. Even more remarkable is the further cor-

respondence between Vaisman's -B(fr) and our B(r)1¡¡, in particular the term

fix"oî,"'FBu': åp, e^v"çul¡vu1,"^) (5?5)

[see (546)], as well as the remainder ierm A(o) in (552) which, up to a sign, seems

to be merely a 'copy' of the results on m, but within lhe orbits.

Now a remarkable thing happens when rve specialize to the kinetic energy

operator. In this case lcob F.r"oF6" is the same as I{"P F."b f,p6o, which allows

us to (almost) identify f2 with !7i, """ 
(570), and thus remove trom B(r)(|g-1)

the dependence on the Yang- Mills curvature f1o,, in exchange for a different

numerical factor on n. th. result, $ñ., now agrees with the important case of

geometric quantization [cf (6)], as rvell as Emch's [50] analysis. This mechanism

may 'explain' why (k'bR"5 usually appears in generic quantization schemes,

tization schemes ¡eferred to completely avoid van Hove anomalies on spaces of nonconstant
curyature, so in this sense none of them are completely correct.

(574)
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whereas $ã i, -or" common for treatments that deal only with the kinetic

energy case k"b : Is"b.
The second point, that ¿(r)(&) cannot agree with ang quanlization scheme

based on the reduced classical theory, at least not exactly, is demonstrated (rig-

orously) with the finite dimensional helix model: Despite the fact that we can

naturally pull out of a('Y)(r9-1) the term lR or S7it7, as we demonstrated here,

"tt) 
(f,0-1) itself is not proportional to 7i, a fa.ct which was known to KuchaÌ in

[221. In other words B('Y)(&), or P'6r(!g-t)., are nontrivial in generic cases [see

also (561) in regard to the example tensor ,b we constructed]. This is an anomaly

in the sense that adding a multiple of h2ñ. îs lhe only ambiguity for the kinetic

energy operator, if one works strictly within the reduced theory.

In answer to this, one might try to rig a nonminimal factor ordering for the

extended space quantization such that it eliminates, say, B(r)(k), but it is not

obvious whether or not this could be successful. On the other hand, in light

of the evidence we have discussed in this rvork, I do not believe we can go to

the other extreme of Kuchai's "principle of minimal coupling" [21], i.e, minimal

quantization on the (curved) ¡educed space.

Another possible way out is suggested by the curious fact that the terms
'o o(r)(k) seem to be grouped into two types: the first type associated with
objects on the orbit space, rn, and the second, essentially 'complimentary' terms,

associated with objects within tlte orbits. This comes to light when we use the

decomposition of 1l in (5a3): compare (540) rvith (553). The noticeable absence

of ai*çiB1t<"8)) term may be due only to the fact that with our assumptions

it vanishes identically. The objects of the fir.st type are exactly those found in

Vaisman's [41] quantizaiion scheme, and his arbitrary ,4(u) corresponds exactly
rTThe choice depends on whelhe¡ or not one rvants ihe Yang-Mills curvature to appear

in the residual / term.
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to my complimentary terms. It haldly seems likely ihat this is mere coincidence;

mathematically it is not surprising in that locally M is the product of r¿ and the

gauge group, or orbit, so a (Dirac) quantization on M should, in some sense, be

¿ sum of quantizations on rn and the gauge group, but this notion requires more

investigation.

The anomalous P?t\(k), ú p'þ)(Lg-l) terms bring to mind an interesting pa-

per by Jensen and Koppe [53], who consider a free palticle constrained to move

on a two-dimensional surface. They quantize the system as a particle in.Fù3 con-

fined between two parallel surfaces of separation d. In the limit d ------+ 0 (and

after subtracting of the infinite zero point energy) the equivalent system has a

kinetic energy operator given (by fiat) by the usual Laplace-Beltrami term for

the original curved surface, plus an additional potential depending on the cur-

vature of this surface. Like B'Q)1tn-t¡, this additional term is not related to

the Ricci scalar, i.e. does not appear to depend on the intrinsic curvature of

the surface, The analogy between the two may be no more than coincidence,

but it does bring us back to our original notion of applying a Gauss-Codazzi-like

analysis, as opposed to the Kaluza-I(lein-like one (see footnote on page 69). It
would be interesting to see if B(r)(¡¡ could be expressed in terms of ertrónsic cur-

vature, in some sense (provided a suitable definition of extrinsic curvature could

be found, given the existence of a nonzero Yang-Mills curvature). Alternatively,

since B(r)(,t¡ involves horizontal derivatives of the orbit metric, it may be a mea-

sure of the extrinsic curvature of the orbits (rather than nz) embedded in M.
Perhaps the notorious diftculty in quantizing quadÌatic observables on a culved

configuration space stems from the fact that the quantum mechanics ,feels out'
where the curvature comes from? But this is, of course, speculation, and we leave

these issues for future work.

Here we focused on putting our work in the context of the literature on quan-
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tization of quadratic observables. It might also be useful to establish more con-

nections with other quantum treatments of scalar electrodynamics, per se (e.g.

[25]), paying particular attention to the Poincaré invariance of the theory.

Furthermore, in other work [54] rve considered path integral quantization of

gauge theories with Lagrangian of the folm (15), with scalal electrodynamics

as a representative example. There are basically two issues tvhen dealing with
path integrals [+7]: one is choosing a skeletonization of the action integral, and

the other is choosing a measure on the space on skeletonized paths. In [54] we

essentially began with the covariant Faddeev path integral on the full phase space

QArÀ, and conjugate momenta P¡,ro (refer to our notation in section l.l).
Being a phase space path integral, rve naturally chose the Liouville measure,

but we ignored subtleties associated with skeletonization. Instead we focused on

how, by selectively integrating over certain phase space coordinates, and using the

speciai form of the Lagrangian, (15), we could reproduce various measuresls, and

thereby establish the equivalence between the various forms of path integral found

in the literature: covariant and noncovariant Faddeev, covariant and noncovariant

Faddeev-Popov, the reduced configuration space path integral, as well as another

form derived in [55]. "Faddeev" he¡e refers to a phase space path integral, and

"Faddeev-Popov" to a configuration space path integral. "Covariant,' means the

Lagrange multiplier À" enforcing the'Gauss Law' constraint (and its conjugate

momenta rco) are present in the integral. (And of course ,,noncovariant,, then

means these have been integrated out.) It might be of interest to extend this

work to include a careful analysis of skeletonization, perhaps using a field theoretic

generalization of Kuchai's work [47j, which would raise the issue of factors of ñ2ã
appearing in the Hamiltonian operator. Of course this would be very relevant in

ffi'factor of y'? played a prominent role, which had
caused some confusion in [32].
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the context of the ¡esults obtained in this thesis.

Finally, it, should not be difficult to extend this analysis to other gauge theories

with fermionic degrees of freedom, in particular the physically more interesting

QED and QCD.
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7 Appendix

In this appendix we display some of the detailed calculations regarding the

Poincaré symmetry of scalar electrodynamics. We divide these calculations into

two groups: The first demonstrates that the classical Poincaré charges are, in-

deed, observables-in fact, the stronger statement, that the Lie derivative of

every valence zero, one, and two tensor associated with the Poincaré charges in

(86- 89), with respect to the gauge generator /r, vanishes. The second group of

calculations concerns the verification of the Poincaré algebra itself, in pariicular

the Schouten concomitants listed in (94-108).

7.L Poincaré Charges are Classical Observables

For the scalars in (86- 89) we calculate frefer to (20), (i9), and (82)]:

LóJ - ö:AAv

- l¿",[-l 6 ó

/ t. ;Ô"'6(n - ò 67,,, - n@)6(æ - 4 6*¡
+€(æ)ó(æ _ n#j,
1^ 6V 6V 6V: 
;o"r 6¡¡) - 'tlz) 6€(ò 

+ €(z) 
Mz)

= lar[*ç, + nlln * e((ô¡q- qô¡€) * a{akAt - a&h)]

-nl¿e ¡? t 2eA¡ô¡q * eqô¡A¡ - aie + tt' l-]t ' "r''" lçll

+€l"tn l?o - 2eArô*€ - e(L¡A¡ - i)i,t + U',,Lf-t 
lelJ

-0,
and similarly one can show

(576)

(577)L6^,Kr z :0,
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except there is the added complication of the ¡À in the integrand of (82), rvhich

generates additional terms when integrating by parts and diferentiating. Thus,

the Hamiltonian and boost potentials are constant along the gauge orbits.

For the vectors in (86- 89) we calculate [refer to (70) and (76)]:

(Lo^,'o v)o : TLr ,Pr v o)A + (L6.,Pr ra¡6f + 
pr 

Fß (Lt.,óB)A . (578)

The last term on the right hand side vanishes because we have an abelian basis

of gauge vectors, and for the first term we find

(Lo,rovo)n : óla"r^v: -rrv"oa"ói
: I o"o 

{-t 
u",,,r, - ò 64-i,-,t@)6(u - ò#

+{(s)6(s - O råõ} Ç ô,r A¡(æ), - ô,r ( (æ), - o,rn @))

- | 0", {-u"^o,,old, - a,,€@)#- arn@ffi}
. 1-
e ;4;6(æ - z),, -q@)6(æ - z), ((æ)6(æ - z))

I ." .1= I ¿"0 (;0¡01'y - z)0¡,616(ø - s),n@)6(u - z)ô,r6(y - ø)

*ôrrn@)6(æ - s)6(æ - z), -€(s)6(a - z)ô,*6(y - æ)

-ôur ((s)6(ø - s)6(æ - z) )
1

= (-:ô¡ô,06(æ - z),ne)ô,r6(æ - z) - ô,rr@)6(æ - z),

-{(z)ô"-6(æ - z) + A,r€(æ)6(* -'))
- ô"rói, (529)

which we might have guessed since P¡ genei.ates spatial translations on 16,. Here

we used the fact that the distributions

0";ô.x6(a - z) - ô"10,,6(æ - z), (580)



and

f(z)0,x6(æ - z) - ô,of(æ)6(æ - z) - -ô"r[f@)6(æ - z)], (581)

which is easiiy verified by integrating against a smooth test function. Finally, the

'off-shell' piece on ihe right hand side of (578) is

(to,'r pP)óÊ - 6laoPr to6f

: [Êud' 
( t ó- J - --'a {-;a','0{' -46Af-)-nþa)6(ur -,)fu

+€(t¿)ó(ø - o ñtlil,| [-"Ao(y)l óâ

: [ És ô,r6(s - z)6fr

: -0"^öi, (5s2)

which cancels the first term, yielding

L6^,Pov =0. (b83)

Similarly, for the spatial rotation vectors one can show

(Lo^,tovo)o - [tmn]z*ô""þ!, (584)

as expected, which is cancelled by ihe 'of-shell' piece, yielding

L¡,îrV =0, (b85)

but the calculation is, again, considerably more tedious than above because of

the presence of the continuous 'labels' x^ and y^ in (77) and (78).

For the valence two tensors in (86* 89) rve calculate [refer to (18) and (81)]:

(Lo,G)n" - öclôcGAB -çcBôcöï -çACôcöT
: -aBöl - ôAó:
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/-iÔ",6(æ_-:ì li E î ;\-ll?|î}?lî',J["ia'ffi'u*)
/ 616A,(æ\ \

- f átó€i;Í I Ou,,z,ro - 4,-n@)6(u -,¡,¿qs¡s1s -,¡)
\17011'¡ J'"-

li 0 0 \= fo o u(n- æ)6(æ-z)l
\o -¡(c-Q6(æ-z) o J

/0 0 0 \+f o o -ó(æ-Ð¿@-.)l\o 41"-ù6(a-,1 o J
: 0, (586)

so the /., are actually I(illing vectors. Similarly it can be shown that

L,^,K'K = 0, (5gz)

where we use the additional fact that the distribution x6(x) :0. Note that this

last result, for example, does naf follow fi.om the fact that the Kr I( uru covariantly

constant, because the vectors /" are not covariantly constant.

7.2 Schouten Concomitants in Poincaré Algebra

For (94) we calculate [refer to (70), (19), and (576)]:

['rv,vn = Le*rov ¡Pr F'Lq.,v :'rvîaov
: I o"* 

{-u"rouodø- a,,e@)#- a*nøt6fu¡}v

: ! o"* {-ane,[*1¿' *,t\A; + 
"(€ô¡n - naÅ) + a;¿rAj - 0¡¿,)]

-artf*eei *2eA¡ô¡7 t eqô¡A¡ - a:€ + u hl
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-ar,Ì!"',tai - 2eAiô¡t - e(ô¡A¡ - 0?,t +, hlj
- | a", t-orl|¿fe' + nlA? + eA¡(€ô{t - nô €)

*f,o,el' + 
f,{a,n)" + f,@,e, - a,tt)' + u]

*ô; feA¡({ô¡q - nô*€) + ô*€?it + 0*nô;nl},

lf,c-',*r zno - GABaBKL z - ôA K* z = # I o'rorv(e@))

(588)

which can be verified directly by expanding the derivatives. Assuming that the

fields vanish appropriately at infinity, (94) then follows. This could have been

guessed since the 2À generate spatial t¡anslations on lc, and the Hamiltonian

potential V does not depend explicitly on the spatial coordinates c¡. A similar,

but more tedious calculation [because of the ¿- in (77)] explicitly establishes

(e5).

(96) and (97) are similar to the above two, except with the Hamiltonian

potential V replaced with the boost potentials KrZ. In this case theKrZ d,o

contain the spatial coordinates c* [see (82)], so the Schouten concomitants are

nontrivial (i.e. contribute to the structure of the algebra). However, the presence

of up to two factors of oß now makes the integrations by parts a real chore, but

afte¡ several pages of calculation one eventually ar.rives at (96) and (97).

For (98) we calculate [refer to (81), (82), and (70)]:

(58e)

0 0\ ' /616A¡(s)\
1 o l:(r¡ +yk)6(*-a)l 616tfu) lv
o 11" \ tlon@ J

[1r*rx,vno - rcÈ¡çn6"y

, 16,¡- l¿'ol o
" \0

- rh ïAv,
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= | o"orr {#*u"'u, - #t:} = xhôAv - #r-
: ,kôoV - (ô*A; - ô;A*,ô*€ - eA¡r¡,0¡r¡ I eA*€)

: ,kôAv +rr vo, (590)

and hence the result quoted. Similarl¡ using the above results we establish (99):

[f,'r r,"'zno - [f,*' x,*r zno = ,kôA K'z - 1k *- l¡

: ,k xt oAv ¡ ¡k PtyA - (,t ++ l)

: fklml!^ye, (591)

the iast equality based on a rearrangement of (76).

The commutators of the spatial translation vectors are [refer to (70)]:

¡nky,otyn't : ¡Prvo,P'v¡lo +['o F"ö-,,'' Fuöu1,o

+ (['rvo,'' F"ó"]' - (e * 0) . (592)

For the 'on-shell' piece we find

t'rvo,''volo 
:';:::;",;b,:;;), _ (k <, t)

= | a"v aorQtl's) a',61¡6(æ - v) - (k -', I)
'= Ô'rô,,QA - (e e+ /)

_ 0 (5e3)

[see comments following (20) for notation used here]. The 'mixed' piece

['rVo,'' Fnó-,no = [PrVo,P'prnó! +'' f"¡P*Vo,6..,nn

- 'rvla"'' Pø! + | a",leAr(z)ll-o"rsll
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: 
la3zdza {-u"ro,<ødø- a,-e(s)ãå) - arn{ùffi}

l-eA¡(z)l$! + | a""¡-"o"rt,1r¡14tr

- 0, (594)

where we used (579) for the second concomitant on the right hand side. Finally,

using (582) rve determine the 'off-shell' piece:

¡nr p'' 6.r,P' F6 SÃA - Pr p''y6",'' Fulóf - (k ++ t)

- I o"'[-eA¡(z)]l-ô"rsfl - (k -. r)

: 
" I ¿", p*(")öi, (5e5)

which establishes (100). The commutators involving the spatial rotation vectors

in (101) and (102) can similarly be derived, but as usual these are more tedious

and we only quote the results.

We now come to (103), which is quadlatic [refer to (70)]:

¡rr y,!ç-1aa : ['r V o,I"-1lo" + Pr F'[ó",,Lruro'

+[Pr F',!rc-'ntof"r. (596)

The first te¡m on the right hand side is

lØ,^r"c¡ea - f,orv""a"cAB -Gc(AacPkvf,\ - -6tarrral
: 6Ø6,rqÐ :|[u,ru"o * ô¡6A8l

= 0 (5e7)

because ô,6(x - y) is an antisymmetric distlibution. Thus the 'on-shell' piece

PoVo oI the spatial translation vector is Killing. Note that M is flat, so PoV6

must be a translation and/or a rotation of the field space. (71) tells us that it is
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linear in the field coordinates QA, and so must be a rotation,, i,e. it must have

the form MþQB, where MAB ': 6Bc MI is antisymmetric. The antisymmetry

(noted above) is accomplished by the derivative ô"* on the coordinate labels.

The second term on the right hand side of (596) vanishes since the d" are Killing:

recall (586). The lasi term involves the vector

V' n,Ic-'no : -GAB ôBPr rn,

which we called -{P*'20}ú"1 in (103). We derive (10a) in a similar fashion.

(105) and (106) are similar to (103) and (104), except with G-1 replaced with
r*ff. Sio"" the latter contains the labels ck ,gk , it can be shown that instead of

encountering the (zero) distribution ôor6(y - æ) * ô,*6(æ - gr) above lcf (597)],

we encounter

,k ôo,619 - o) + aL Art6(æ - g) : 6kt6(æ - y); (5ee)

the last equality can be demonstrated by integlating against a smooth test func-

tion. In this way one obtains (105) and (t06).

At last we come to the cubic concomitants (107) and (108). These follow

trivially from the covariant constancy of the boost tensors. Thus the Kr I{ arc

Killing tensors, in involution with each other.

(5e8)
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